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Haley says' 'Roots'
'was lltean! to-be'
By RcMI 8mllh
EutertaiDmHt Editor

Alex Haley speaks with fond remembrance of warm summer
nights on thdront IIO"";h of his grandmother's home in Henning.
Tenn.• watchi.lg her Spit tobacco juice at fireflies and listening to
her endless u.1es about his reJatlvt!"J. foIlowi~ the family tree
back to an ancestor known only as "t~'Ie Alrican. '
It seems that Haley inherited his gJ"8ndmotber's gift of gab.
The former Coast Guard cook turned journalist Jectured and
answered questions for nearly three hrJUrs in his lecture at the
Student Center Tuesday night. explaining through a seemingly
off-the-cuff autobiograpl-Jcal format how he began his 12-year
research project."Roots." a look at his family's histnrv.
The .lecture, jointly sponsored by the ~uQent ~amming
Council and the Black Affairs Council as part of BJack History
.Month, bt;gan an hour and 15 minutes la~ because of flight
problems In St. Lou.a. Despite poor triivt!! conditions, about 600
persons attended.
To anyone familiar with either die book or television miniseries "Roots," the lecture may not have contained mucb aew
insight about his work, The sdv!duled topic of the effect of
"Roots" was neglected in favor 01 how the idea originated.
"It .was meant to be," Haley said early in his talk. Later, he
explained what that meant.
.

Staff phete . , Rid S. .I

Alex Haley, utber 01 'RooCIi: 'peIIU Ie a. Tuftday alght Haley'
aadlewcti of alMlat / . at the Student CftlW FehrDary's BJ~cil H~

See HALEY page 11

WARSAW, Poland (AP) -

Army
general
Wojc~!;
Jaruzelski was formaolly approved as prime minister by the
Polish ~arliament Wedoeldav
to provide what party cbief
Stanislaw Kania called the best
leadership at a time "wbea the
~~~~ of danger are over
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Las V egas hotel blaze
.-blame'd on.-arson-ists ~.-~,.:
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) ,....

Arsonists set the four fires
wbich sent names sweeping
through the giant Las Vegas

Hilton, bursting out an eighth
floor window and roaring ..., the
side of tbe botel, authonUes
said Wednesday. Eight people
, died and 198 were injured.
Unlike the killer MGM Grand

Hotel fire whicb claimed 84
Jivd Nov. 21, ''building codes
were not. factor in either ~t
01 origin spread of fire: Las
V
Fire Chief Rely Parrisb

or
toT.......--.
.
pairish ~d fire hoses

OIl

the

ninth floor were severed,

stuffed
with
nammable
material and set afire.
Hilton Hotels Corp. vice
president Henri Lewin offered a
$100.000 reward for information
leading to the apprehension of

the arsaUsUl.

"This is a

.

~omieide

io·

vesligation. '!".u is a aiminal
lnve:;~,"

Gov. Bob List

said . as hundreds of fire
refugees lis~ened outside the

Convention Center meeting

room wbere the news conference was held.

n!:.~t or\':~~~~

building, included \10 plucked
from the roof by helicopter.

Police and hotel security

searched aU 2.,783 rooms i'\ the
natiOll's largest betel few five
hours WednesdllY mornint'.
looking und.!r beds and In
ctosets and checking some
rooms four times. No additional
bodies were found. authorities
said.
.
.
F.:"Pi~b said fires were
star"c~ "0(1 the eighth floor in

It

part .,

Poland's preInier
forntolly a~pproved

'Daily 13gyptian
'l'btD"Sday. February 12, 1981-Vol.

'=tIt,·..

,ears in the West that the
Kremlin might intervene in
Poland as
it did in
Czechoslovakia
in
1968
following a period of eemamie
and social upheaval tbere.
, But the g(N~t appeared

::.~n! ~e:-I:U::
workers who may be rGrJCeI'Jled

Jaruz.Jlski. who retains his that the reshuffle mtghtsignal a
post as minister of defense, crackdown agaiost the in·

immediately issued- a com·
munique to Poland'. armed
forces noti'1l 1'.10 ~'ll roles aDd

....

the elnator lobby are~7~
Another wu on the second floor

in the uniforrq linen area and
the other WlIIl in the third floor
in a service elevator." The
fourtb fire a'tarted in a ninth·
floor firel108~_
The main bJaze, whicb gutted
the eighth aoo ninth floors of the
hotel's ea5t wing, started at 8:6'i
p.m. Tuesday. The fire shattered a huge window 00 the
~ghth floor aNI allowed flames
to funnel up the side of the hotel,
bopscotching floors aU the way
to the roof and blackening the
outside of the building.

dependeo1 trade unioaB•

p~¥r~D''':ft'rc~

~'it~~~(;f~ nominating Jaruzelslti for

c::'dr~~~e~s!~~~
~.

JaruzeIsId, 51, is a four . . .
general. and Soviet-trained
carHr military man. Tbe
party's Central Commitwe OIl
Monday nominated h~m to
replace Jozef Pinkowski, ...mo
became prime minister in >i
government ahakevp durtag
last summer's nati".. wide
ftrikes.
The
appointmrnt
of
Jaruzelski, who tu.: been
minister of deft;n!le few 12 }~
and
appeared
before
Parliament in full uniform, was

.:

~m::r~~

general as bavinl "altrays
o.,"lp08ed actions leading to
soc..'\! tensieos, and ill a eertain
crisia ~ WclS DOt oaly an advocate. but in fac",. sigDUJC8Ilt
mainstay of the line of political

settlement and agreemeot."
The statement referred to a
widt:lv-held belief bere that
both -Kania and Jaruzelski
opposed tbfl use of force to end
last summci·. !Ulrest in.

~3=:id:e:=~t~~

has been a membeF of the ruling
Politburo few, 10 ~ and baa
apparenUy deftIoped a dose
Parrish said he could not link ~:, u:=~
the Hilton blaze with earlier other Warsaw pact allies. They relationship with Kania. who
bad
been Politburo overseer 01
fires ott 1M famous Las Veps have been sbarplyeritical of the
the state security apparatQII.
Strip.
independent trade unions
Kania also said the party
The b ..tel sustained $10 formed after last summer's
million in damage from the fire. strikes and have accused some expected JaruzelsD to show
UDion leaders and dissident "orenness toward ~ial
advJSe1'8 of staging a ''frootai organizatiooa and 1'b.~...nesB to
clialogue and hi (lotiations with
atta~k" on the Polish Comfll"DUleS8 in imp!ementatial of
murust party.
The criUcism and the SOCtal contracts and iD nerthe position.
The search committee will massing of Soviet troops along cising constitutiooal rigbts of
evaluate the candidates' Poland's borders bave raised the state's power."
researcb and . publication
records
educational
backrounds and university
experience. Gt non said the
MARION (AP)
10·
The
inmates allegedly
committee wiU 10* at both the
quality aDd quantity of can- vestigation continued Wed- refused to retm"n to their cells
didates' involvement in those nesday into the cawres bebiDd at the end of a recreation
areas.
.
aD inmate disturbance at period. Alter repeated attempts
MariOil Federal hnitentiary . to return them to their eells, a
Applications for the positiOD which resulted iD minor injuries group of staff was assembled to
will be accepted until F'eb. ~ to several guards acd the ad- secure the unit, wbidI waa done
and initial screeoinc of eal • ministrative deteotion Qf 21) "with lblil assistanee of
didates issc~ toboP tbJ inmates.
ehemicalajellls," Pbillips sam_
following day_ Visits Ie the
Marion ~esmao Richard Containers ofg,,_8.1 similar to
campus by semi..finalis'- are PbiUipa 8~lId the Tuesday af- tear gas. were __ be added.
pIanDed to start Aprilli.
l\."lrDoon incident inVOlved 32
"A number of InmatelS
The l4-member ae9~h irunates in the E Ce1:block of
committee hopes to. submit the the ~iaon. "It was a very reslsted staff "ttempts to ...""
names of three to six candidates sptlClaiized group, only the them iD their cells and .t~ed
tf.> president Albert Somit by inmates on one side of the stail with chairs '~D. o'.-.her
April SO. Somu's final seleetiao corrioor were involved alS~ objf!Cts resulUn" iD several
could begin the job as early as inmates OIl the other side dida .. minor &taft lnP..rles... Philliv~.
~ or urge them 86;" be said.
July 1.

A.cademicVP nominations closed
will be considered few the vice
president's job. according to
Jerry Gaston, chairman uf the
With 52 names suggested, searcb committee 'WOl"king to
nominations few the position 01 fiU the position.
Gaston said the rest olthe
vice presidl'nt for Academie
Affairs and Research were nominees still must be coo·
facted to verify that they want
Cl~ I~Iive of those ~ ,M CODlIid.-ed for the
nominations, along with %1 position. He sai(J nine nominees
applications receiyed so far, ' are from SIU-<:, but he would
not reJeft!18 tMlf names.
Tbe search to fill. the post
began in Octobl!l' after Frank
Horton left Jwn 15 to become
CMnceUor at tile University of
W~in at .!&ilwaultee. Joitn
Guyon, forr:ter dean ol the
. Graduate S:" bool, is serving as
seting vice president.
. Gastoo said he expects "quite
" a few" of the nominations to be
Gas says the lfnlvenity ought discarded after nominees are
tAt ban a .prilllC &niniDg eamp contacted. He "..edicted that 50
for viep pt?Sidf.ona.. te see If any candidates from t,\roUgl1OUt the
of 'elll ~a. make tile te1lm.
country win be ~-onsidet-ed fOl'

ByRa"yRaglISId
S&nff Writer
.

Prison tU,rmoil pro.bed

Thompson says Senate
to reconvene Tuesday
, I I 1 : , : 'If ,

.

I

SPRINGFIELD (AP> - 'I1le
mino.\s Senate, split by • unique
political feud that teqJOl"aril
gave lhe state two "Senates,1.
will be reconvened at noon
Tt.Iesdaly for the ('OOl1-ordered
election of a Dew Senate
Cdent, Gov. James R.

Itrsai~~~t

rc

Pbilip
of Oak Park will
be n!-eIected as president DOW
that the state ~veme Court
has unsnarled llie bizarre
political dispute.
Tbe Senate's 30 Demoerats,
wbose squabbling originally'
. spawued the fight, now have
. UDified behind Rock, according
to Rock and other Senate

_tiers.

'lbe Demoerat:ic<ODtroIled
state Supreme Court on Monday
overturned the Tbompsoo-led
Jan. 15 takeover oJ the powerful
Senate presidency by the 29

Republican senators. In • H
rufing along party lines, the
threw out the electioa: of
Sen. David Shapiro 0' Amboy .:
pl'ftMent and Ordered Thompson to bold • DeW electioo.
• Thompsoa met Wednesday
with Rock and Shapiro to decicle
when to reconvene the Senate.
Both tbe Democratic and
Republican
"Senates"
orUlinallY d adjourned until
FeO.24.Before the ecurt ruled, both
Shapiro and Rock claimed to be
the duly elected 3nd duly sworn
Senate
president.
'1 be
ec;~.-t

ba.

:,~u~~a~=~

sion of the state Senate. and
each ignored the other.
ID their stunning Jan. 15 coup,
the outnumberecf RepubUcans
took advanta!e of two
Demo-:ratic absences and
elected Shapiro.

. Thompson,

required

to

preside over the Senate until a

new president is elected,
cleared the way by ruling that
ilis traditional 30 votes are not
needed to ~ect a presi~t.

n~U::me~ ~~~

tempt to block Shapiro's
election. Later that day. they
asked tbe Supreme Court to
ov:!I"tunJ the GOP coup.
But before the court ruled, the
Democrats convened their own

surprise session Feb. 3 and
e:ected Rock. No Republican
::::.tors we~e .pre~~~t ,at the
The Democrats tben adjourned and left as Republieans
were arriving. The Repubhca.ns
then convened their Senate, and
la~"r that day asked the
Supreme Court to overturn
Rock's election.

Jury convicts ten F ALN terrorists
cmCAGO (AP) - A federal
court JurI Tuesday found teD
&uspected members of the
!'-1erto Ricm tesTori8t group
F ALN ~ty ol federal charges
stemming

trom

bombings And

attemptea bombings between
1975 anti 1979 in the Cbicago

area.

The ten, whom a proseeutor'
termed "members of a clandestine army" wbo bave no
regard for the law or human
life, were convicted on aU
counts oJ seditious conspirac:y,
armed ro:'>bery, interstate

_

..

'sp~i;i

~:~~r::~~~n Vi~~tio:~l~~

weapons laws.
TJ-.e jury delivered its verdict
after tWo hours anci ten minutes
of delibe •• tion8 in the trial,
wbicb began last week. The
defendants refused to partiCipate in tbeir defense,
denJanding instead that they be
trea~ as prisoners of war.
The cbarges auinst them
centered on bomLings, or at·
tempted bombings, 011 13 dates
between 1975 and 1979. during
whicb time explosive dericea

News Roundu1.l--Iran prisoner retu.r"'1~!to. P~j~·;
NEW YORK'IAP) - Declaring J.l !feej great:". Cynthia

Dwyer retu~ to the United States a~ ~er f.amdy s e~·
braces Wednesday, after nine months Im~n.sonment In
Tehran that she said made her unsympathetic toward the
Iranian revolution.
,
Mrs Dwyer, flanked by her husband, John. and theIr t.bree
chiidren, said at a news conf~ at Kenn~ InternatIOnal
Ai~ that she changed her VIews after bemg accused of
SPY1llg "because they put f!1e I~ a position to see the worst
aspect of what they are domg.

Chemical plant explosion kills man
CHICAGO HEIGHTS (AP) - One man was killed and 24
per'IlOM were Injured Wednesda~ in a tremendous chemical
plant explosion that was felt 20 miles away.
The blast bIt,.. awa1 the entire back of one of the buildings of
the De Solo Inc.luildlng.loc.ated in an industrial area about 25
miles south of Chicago.
The C'SU8e ol the expIasion, In a beilding housing a rosin
plant. was not immediately known.

Marines to

prof.~

helicopter crash

TUSTIN, Calif. (AP) - The Marine Corps began an investigation today into a mid-m~~ht collision betften two
belicopters tnat kiDed six Marines, including one from Illinois,
and seriously Injured a seventh ~rewman.
TtIe beHcopt"!l'S coIUded at ~tin "~arine Air Station
(Helicopter), a World War n bl;mp baa;e:.; miles southeast of
Los Angeles.

t!:rJ:;:'i4 8"

were
28
..
In em near
0.
public
Convict':d were ':nredo
Mendez, Z1; Carmen Valentin,
34; Elizam Escobar 32; AdeIpbo
Matos, 30; Dylcia Pagan, 34;
Ricardo Jimenez, 24; Luis
Rosa, 21; Carlos Alberto
Torres, 28; Akia Rooriguel, 29;
and Ida Luis Rocfri«ueS. 30.
An 11th person arrested with
tbe .-,roup in Evanston last
April. Marie Haydee TOI'I'ed,
wu extradited to New York,
where she was ~onvicted in
coonectioo with a bombing.

3311. \lftTIOn A. StOlle fiscal Officer
Subsaiption rate!' are 519.50 ~

ra~sc: a:!r su~~~n;~~~
127.50 PI!" )'Nr or $14 for six months
within the United States and $toO per
year or S2S fur ,ill months in all
loretgll COI1ntnes.
Student Editor-In-Chief John

t'~~~i~~~.I~Y[o/~

Golfinel: Nigllt News Editors
Michelle Goldberg. Christopher
Kade: Sports Editor. Dave Kanl'

~~t~~~,;!:ort9:i: St:~
~:ldiOf:' ~:i::-"t:~~ Gullo;

.'"''

Opportunities
for

R.p.e.v.'s
...

Coli Peace Corps
453-332' ext. 273

... soft soap your
valentine with
delil.;ately

,

scented.

finely milled soap.

fln~~~~
J.R:s .. ~the restal.!rant '#lith a diff8r~f1cE'. One that
combines a relaxed 1Jtmosphere with great food.
J. A.'. Menu inctu. .: crepes. omelets. at.,.':'...wimp. a variety of other dish...

Another;S+on Hove Restaurant"

NE!;rt ~; the HoIdoV Inn Carbondale

City financial oificer predicts
I

deterioratlDf, iiscal conditions
By TOfty GonlOll
Stair Writer

projections, revenue will ex·
ceed spending by $8,250 and the
1984·85 fi~ures show an excause a smaller working pected galD ofI53.?3S. Those
balance to carry forward to this increases may rely on the
year's budget. Revenue carried return of the General Corporate
forward to the 198H12 budget Tax in fiscal 1983-34. Sorgen
will be $1.7 million, showing a said. He sai-J the tar., which was
balance lOllS of $259,320, Sorgen cIroplJed by the city in the 197879 budget year. would be
said.
That figure is more than reinstakd at the rate of 20 cents
$175,000 more than his original per $100 of al!SeSSed property
estimation of an $85,000 drop in vaJue.
The Revenue Sharing Trust
the balance for this year, be
:l8id. Sorgen attributed most of Fund could also be beaded for
rough
times, Sorgen said, and
the additional shortages to a
drop in expected sale. tax· could show a deficit of $13,154 at
the
end
of the 1983-84 budget
revenue.
The General Fund will spend year. 1'he end of the city's last
1656,000 more than it takes in entitlement perioc' that ,ear .
during 1981-82, Sorgen said, and GIld the uncerl4in fate 0 the
expenditures • wilJ exceed revnue sharing program at the
revenues by $3:''',440 in 1982-83. federal level might force the
The working oaJance in the city to delay some capital
General Fun~, whicb i. the improvement projects to avoid
money in the a,~count at the that and even greater defICits,
beginning of the r~ year, will Sorien said.
If non-metropolitan endrop from more than $2 millioo
tiUement grants are n!)t con00 May 1,1980 to $788,715 on May
tinued after this year and smaU1. 1983. his rt!pOI1 shows.
In the 1983-M' General Fund cities grants continue to decline
through 1986. the city's Community Development Block
Grant Fund will show a defcit
of $477,1461.t the end of the 1s...~
85, and more than $1.2 millioo
Carbondale Savings and Loan by mid·lttl6, the report _::y5
and f~ed papers to withdraw Expenditures from the fund will
$1,100 frum her account.
dr"p more than $2.5 InillioD
Lyon, still dressed a. a
the 1981-82 level to the
woman. was appretlended at from
1982-83 bu~ because of the
Southern Illinois AU-port while end of uroaa development
waiting for a plane lOh«tly after actim grant program. 50rgen
Garder reported the theft to told t'~ council.
,police;
sagen said the projectiOll8
Lyon waa bookeo on rorgery will Le updated every three
charges and taken :0 Jaason months Wltb the most current
County Jail to awal~ a bond information available and
bearing. The $1~lbe ..·.5 tmJught back to the CCJUncil for
It!P!r manning
•
recovered b~ police.

Sorien said lower revenue in

What looks bad for Carbondale in fiscal year 198H12
louks worse in 1982-83 and
beyond, according to prediction. made by the citys
dirP.ctor of finance.
Paul Sorgen, director ." the
city "inance Department,
predicted in a five-year
projection of the city's
operating budget that the
working balance of the city's
General Fund will decrealle
through mid-I983 and then
begin a slow recovery.

His report also says the end of
some federal grants currently
paying into two critical ueas of

~~li~N:ar:e t::~d !C::.~:

~!!:~ing With .. tbe l!o1fi2-83

~ I1lESS8ge here is that we
are going to have to eutbact on
some services from in-house
departments," Sorgen said
dlJring a City CoualciJ review of
his projection. MIlOOaY night.

the CIty'S General Fund than
was predicted for last year will

Forgery suspect caught
A Gleflwood man was
arrested on forgery ~harges
Tuesday while waithlg for a
plane at the Southern Illinois
Airport, ~ .:cordin, to Carbondale oolice.

.

Accoraing to Carbondale
police, Patrick Lee Lyon, 19,
~'ld beelI staying itt town with
Diane Gardner. Tuesday aftercoon. Lynon is alleged to
have dressed in women's
clothing, stolen the passbook to
Gardner's account at tbe

Snow business
INn PhUUps, • IabGftr for die camp. gr-.ds ~. cIe8n .....
from the walkway anNDd Law_ HaD eady We4r.etday ...-.lag.
The bigh &emperatare iD CarlMadale Wedaesda~ peaked at .t, W

st1'Qll8 wlDds made for a 31 Ilea- zen chill faelor _ TIle ~
WealhK ~niee say. Thlll'Mb.y'. hip will lie'" Ute aee.. ..
li's wlda Ina wiDd aDd . . . .y skies.
.

a-

Get These New
Warner Bros., A tlanti"'D'IBUI

and Island Releasesl..MM~~~
__ ,;;::f
~

~.-.- ~
~)'
(-'Co.tIIIIII!Il!!!l!'311

~ ,'.

..

~

.fl8ffML..

. Mon-Sat 10:00..1:00
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-£Hewpoint--

by Garry Trudeau

Review of 'Fort Apache ,
not in tune with reality
By Daaiel E. Geargu-Abeyle
"-iate Prefenor
AAInaiUItndaa .. Jasliee
I AM COMPELLED by conscience and common sense ~o react

to the movie "Fort Apache" and the incredibly sym!J8thic.

positive review "f the movie by staff writer BiU Crov;a. At the
outset, let it be known that my objections to both the mov~ and
the review are not based solelv on arustic values. but rather on
brutal iDa«uracies of slum-ghetto life depicted in both the movie
an ~.Daily Egyptian review.
To C3Il "FOrt Aoache" tough and realistic -;S a brutal affront to
anyone with a litile common sense or knowledge of what sllDDghc«.o life is an about. To disperr;e with Puerto Rican and blarlt
civic group objectiort'! to the racist depiction of blacks and
Hispanics with the statement "Fort Apache is a police movie
about policemen and police business" is to exhibit Wonderous
. civic, int'!lJectual , and moral myopia. Even the hwest ~rade
gangster movie or third-rate "monster" or "science fiction' flick
contains at least one decent 100W abiding, neroic, or innocent
ebaradel'; however, the same could not be said fol' "Fort
Apache:' where the little black and Hispanic street urchins and
pickanjmies run wild alongside their older counterparts baiting
bile-wielding ~y~ths, stripping '!llrS, snatcbing pocket
boc*s. ri~ and rooting-on rioters, and shooting dope. ~Iieve
me, not every citizen of the South Brollx shoots dope and carries
razor blades between their teeth, guns in their pockets or switch
blades in their hands.
.
I say this as fact in that I spent my first 25 years in the South
Bronx at 315 E. 143 St. and 301 E. 156 St. It is also fact that frost
"Fort Apache" cops don't give a damn. If you don't believe me.
just ask The Guardian Society. the professional association of
black New York City police officers, which was formed, in part,
as a response to police brutalization of blacks in communities
such as the South Bronx. Or perhaps you should ask my father.
who just retired (this year) from the New York City's Transit
Authority Police Force. Don't ask screen writer Tom Mulhearn
(who grew up 10 blocks from "Fort Apache") what police life or
"street life" is Wte in the South Bronx because he doesn't tnow.
He doesn't know because Mulhearn is probably white (i.e .•
DutdI, Gennan, Italian and Irish) and lived in an area known
either as "Mott Haven" or "Hunts Point" (names give to We
districts wbichiDcluded both the 40th and 41st precincts I.
Don't ask the good 1t~1 Paul Newman what irs like on Ue
Streets oJ."Yort Ap.ow..iIe" because he never spent one day. mUf'h
IP.ss one Digitt on the streets without a horde oi camera people and
body guards.

SOME OF MY BROTHERS in the conservative cause have come'do\\-'J1 with the blue
and angry blahs. They are suffering the tor·
ments known lO thousands of despondent high
sc"ucl sophomores. These are t!le pangs of
UDttqUited iove, and my brothers accordingly
are sulking.
In their prest:nt ill humor, these wounded
warriors are not likely to accept advice or
cCflSf)latit..l from anyone. Their disappointment
with Ronald Rt'agan goes to the very quick. They
look to the Washington scene and what do their
bl,oodshot eyes perceive? Retreads and
moderates. Used Fords. Middle-roaders. Thf'y •
won so much in November! And now. in the
winter of their discontent, they have so little.
As gently as possible. let me disabuse them. To
listen to Paul Weyricb and Terry Dolan and
Howard Phillips and Richard Viguerie. you
might suppose that the New Right alone elected
Mr. Reagan and translormed the United Stales
Senate. No one doubts that their efforts were
influential. Mr. Weyrich is director for the
Committee for Survival of a Free Congre;s. Mr.
Dolan heads the National Conservative Political
Action Committee. Mr. Phillips runs the Con·
servative CaucWi. And Mr. Viguerie raises great
wads of money.
An of them worked like sled dogs in the
Republican campaigns. But they tend to forget
that others also worked hard for the dear old
GOP. More critically. they tend to forget what
the presidency of the United States involves. Mr.
Reagan cannot be pn!Sident for the New Right
only. If he:& to govern effectively. Mr. Reagan
must rally supyOrt on C~pitol Hill from various
quarters. And sODie of these other quarters also
have political claims upon him.

James J.

Kilpatrick
deeply. to cite only on!! .Jr two examples. that
economic matters should be governed more bv
the marketpLtce than by the mechani&ms Of
go"ernment. He believes deeply in the concept of
federali;;m. He is committed to the libertarian
ideal that men and women and businesses should
be Cree to succeed or to fail on their own mmts.
No CdMidate on the landscape-no candidate
capable of winning an election-could come
better equipped to serve the conservative cause.
MY FRIENDS ARE AGGRU.:vED at the
appointment of caspar Weinberger as secretary
of dd~l\Se. SUppose we face (:lcts. The Pentagon·s r-.ldget drips with 1:It. In the MX missile
system. beloved of the generals. the taxpayers
face the biggest boondoggle of all time- a $..<;0 or
$70 billion squandering of public funds. Mr.
Weinberger's particular talent is to cut fat
without sc.lIping bone. OUr national defense will
be the better for it.

Is Terrel Bell so awful at Education? Mr.
Bell's first substantive action was to scrap the
costly and misguided rules that had been
lor beGbviously doesn't know. I doubt that he has ever spent one
proj)OSed for bilir.gual ~ation. Wh~t of Donald
Regan at Treasury? If Mr. Regan 18 an easyminute in the "Fort Apache" barno. He Gbviously doesn't know a
"boy" from a "mann or a Puerto Rican from a Chicano (note his
money. free-spending Iiber~1. ~e sure~y ~s
comments in his review). That was a "boy" thrown off that roof
everyone fooled. Meanwhile. In interior. In
not a "man." Those were Puerto Rians. not Chicanos «MexicanONE TROUBLE WITH .my far·right Labor. at State, in the Office of Management and
Americans) shown running amuck and selling dope. During u'Y
brothers-with some of them, anyhow- is that BudgeL in the Council of Economic Advisors.
25 years 01 "internment" In "Fort Apache" I never met {)'I,IE
conservahve VJeW'S are solidly represented.
they cannot get used to the idea of governing.
Chicano. I met black Americans and various Caribbeans like
In his first 10 days. Mr. Reagan a bolished price
''''''ey have been out in the cold S6long that they
myself, but NO Chicanos. Chicanos take enough 'Jnjusl kl1(M'ks ' feel uneasy being warm. With them. ideology is controls on petroleum, dismantled the wage-andwithoot placing them in the South bronx. Or are 'Me saying "An ~ everything. This is all very well. so long as the . price guideline p.-ogram, put a freeze on federal
Rispanic • is an Hispal'ic. is a Hispanic (we aU know the old "a
task at hand is winning a debate or pump;~ up employment, Ikdered a reduction in federal
black, is a black, is a black." L
- the Young Am~ns for Freedom. But if the travel. and began to whack the 'B2 budget. Stop
And one final comment. I had asked to respond to Mr. Crowe's
problem is to get Mr. Reagan's tax biD thro.~h
the sul'ong. gentlemom! The times are bett'?f
review in an inteview. But apparently the thoughts of a black
the House and Sena.e. ideology isn't everything.
than you think. -Copyright, 1981. Universal
Caribbean-American rai8ed in "Fort Apache" are not worthy of
Votes are everything.
Press
Syndicate
space in an interview or feature format-a true tragedy when one
Let me speak bluntly to my disconsolatt'
recalls that this is Black History Month. I called for an interview.
brothers. I was fighting for the conservative
not to feature Dr. Georges-Abeyie. but to dispen the scandlous
cause before some of them were born: I was in .
image oJ. black and Hispanic America depicted in sucb trash as
the trenches while some of them were still in -V~
"Fort Apache" and given credence by such "sympathic"
knickers. Out of that experience I would say to
ac.-iews as that of Mr. Crowe. The ludicrous portrayal of blacks
ttK-m: You're doing pretty damned well.
-:<'~'.'
.
in the cinema and on television are legend. just watch "Gone
In Mr. Re-agan. conservatives have a prinIf a student was to use all tin:: mo .•ty
With The Wmd." aAd "Birth Of A Nation"-vicious movie porcipled conservative as president. His instincts. statements from the Bursar's Office in a woodtrayals of Southern life void of factual a~acy. But I gut'ss.
his attitudes. his whole approach to government burni .. stove. that person would cut fuel costs in
according to Mr. Crowe and Mr. Newman and other "filrt'
are based in conservative thouRht. He believes. hall this winter.-Andy Strang
critics" al'd actors. such historical inaccura~y is OK, for. after
til, the fib.:!!J weren't really about blacu but the glorious frin.
julip days of the Ole South. Need I comment ')fJ the whit~
iU!reotypes of blacks and Hispanics on TV's "The Jeffersons."
''Good Times." "That's My Mama" and those other blackface
portayals of "black life."
I win be o;;;tching for Daily Egyptian's important features on
the death of svrne "rock star" or interview of bereaved rock
music fans. After aU, who cares about accuracy in dtapicting
black or Hisparj,c life anywhere. mucb Jess a slum-g.~tto such as
South Bronx, when a stBeotype will do.
...

DOM"'I'MIl~aboutChe_u.m9l·'i"ori A~"

C''h ort Soh'as-----t

~etters--·-Freshman thanks Unive"sity officials
At Uus time I would like to
tunk the many advisora.
receptioaists, and others who
have belp..'CI me to get a!tood
start
on
the
future.
11tey aU took the time to
explain, step-by-step. the many
dillere~t procedures. I also
anticipate meeting the many
teacht.'r
hu have made a
career of enlightening young
&tudenu and helping in the
J

..

,yov.dI of mankind.
And for those students who
say,' I didn't receive much
hclp from anyone .... I'm sure
tnat if you search your
memory, you will lied a few
good friends and able advisors.
A~ain. please forward my
heartfelt thanks to the staff and
management of the Ulliversity.-Frank McKee. freslua...
P• •joantaIJa.
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The RlID wID be sbow. Friday .... Salard.y ill tR
S&adettt Cellta'. Adm...... Is SI.5••

mission. SPC

Evening: "Kings of tbe
Road." Directed by Kim
Wenden, wtoo also directed
liThe :.mer-.:an Friend." 7 p.m.
Sl admjy~on. SPC fUm.
- AU SPC IBms .re Oewe .t 7
.Dd t p••• at the Stadent Ceater
AlIdHarhnD lIDless et.Itenrlse

nlll'lda,.......House of Wax."
Sinister Vincent Price lurks
about the sbadows of a wax
museum. A sbort film:
"Masque of the Red Deatb,'
will also be screened. SI d:.u:!~n. Sponsorf!tt ty SPC
Thand.y a.. Frida1''Shorts Night" Several award'
winning short films, including "Jimmy tbe 'C':' "An
American Time Capsule" and
others. 7. 8 and t p.m. at the

rum.

IIoted..

Fox Eastgate: End6 Tbursday-"Any Which Way You
Can." S~ Friday-''The
Compt'titioD.' Fridal and
~~r Late Show- 'Up in

.

Studooi Center Video Lounge.

Saluld: En'" Thursday"Tbe Jazz Singer." StartlDg
Frida,-"My Bloody ValenFriday aa. SatlU'''.Y- tine." Held Over-"Fort
"Apocalypse Now." An Army . AP'4Cbe. TIle Bronx."
operative (Martin Sbeen) is
lJniveraUy 4: ELda Tburaday-"A Change of SeIIsI:lnII."
- - - into
.-..I~
I'herboat
ride
Camb9<iia
to Starting Friday-"TIIe DevfI
8Sla88inate a fanatical officer and Max Devlin." FeJd Over- (MarloD Brando) in F'..itDcis "Nine to Five" and "Tbe InFTd Coppola's Vietnara War er"fldible Shrinking Woman."
epic. $1.50 admission. SPC fUm. Friday and Saturday Late
Show-"Tbe Rocky Hf)I~or
SIuH!.~nee; "A Man
For All
." Recreation of Picture Show" and "Jimi Plays
Berkler....
the career of 1bomas Moore. a
VarsIty: Ends Thursdaysaint who was beheaded. Stars
"Stir Crazy." Starting FridayPaul Scofield. Robert Shaw and
Orsoq Welles. J p.m. $1 ad- "Charlie Chan and the CUrse of

~J~SpoDIICIftd oy

~.........--

.'cycl.. Chllcl Carrier.........pedal M."

.5."

Throw Rug.......................... Iront
Colored PocIcet T.sh.rts. ............... I ...

tbe Dragon Queen. .. Held
Over-"Altered States."
Movie
Theater-Friday.
"Tbe LoDe Wolf Strikes."
Saturday, "A Girl in Everv
Port." Sunday, "Queen Bee. r,
Monday, ~·Mr. Lucky." All
films are shown at 10 p.m. on
WSIU-TV (Channel 8).

MeacI KhooIIUppIIes - cI'Kount prlcecI

SPC NEW HORIZON'S MINI COURSES
START NEXT WEEK

Concert
S.'.r•• y-Barry Drake, 9
p.m., Stu~t Celter Old Main
Room, " . Q admission.

--,,!:B
,.
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TUH sock...................................... 75C

-Entertainment Guide---Films
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Look'" for. chance to .....t
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Live

ltJllSic
Gatsby'a-Thm-sday evening
and Friday afta-noon, the Fad;

~=a..~Ig:rkD~e~

Saturday evening. WTAO night,

Sunday. Swango.

The Great Escape-Thunda),
througb Saturday, Doe Smooth.
Hangar 9-Thursday Arrow

A-lempbis, Friday aDd Saturday. the Skid City BIU'!3 Sand.

to .....t ••••

. . .1I . . . . . . ~COIt
Art
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CoaIo",
~

.... .... da.'
..........
....w..aoMuak
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Second
Chance-Thl.:nday
through Saturdal' Fawtus.
.

T.J. MeFly s-Thursday.
Capt. Strobe, Friday and
Saturday. Jade '5Os.
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~ong well running dry

:oli new "W/illiams album
By Red Smitla
EJdertaiDmeat EdJtar

On the heels of that rockedout album comes "Rowdy," an
album that doesn't live up to its
tiUe.

Williams rose high on the
country mosie cbarts in the past
two years with back-to-back
Unlike Williams' three
hits, "Family Tradition" and previous records. the best songs
"Whisky Beat and HeD Bound," bere aren't criginal comthe title cuts from his two posUjODS, :Aside~ from a selfbiggest ~ albums.
' iightfOOs,' take-pride-,in-your~
.
.
..ork· ~SODR called, "Gi' ... A
~oth LPa feature newly- Damn," a rebuttle to "Take
wntteo SfJutt-oma rock baUads 1'bi'l Job and Shove 11," the ooIy
whidt M.-e a fresh. innovative tunes worthy of the album's
~ '"OID~ to the weD- Dame are penned by Waylon
ndden, tvoJlcal country rOt;k JeD-ings, Merle Haggard and
::J!:se::.a~
Dickey Betts.
.
fad began.
It's unfortunate that Williams
released this album. His
The album following those distinctive tcuch is becoming
two, uHabila Old and New" loott in mass production. In an
(released last summer), is his effort to keep writil'.g songs and
most roct-Griented ~fort and
producing albums at a fast
includes boisterous remakes cI pace, his work is Jess powerful
the twangy crooning of his and thought provoking than tile
father, Hank "Your Cheatin' recent peak he had attained.
Heart" Williams, a .country
Sure, the same subject
music: legend.
matter that is encompassed OF.

u::t.::s=

~~ b%n~ H:::OIIS,S~

Backgammon Club, is set h
bettin at 1 l'.m. Saturday in the
Cellar near the train station on
"'mtBIM~ ~

First prize is $25, second prize

$15, third prize $10 and fourth
prize $5. ConsoIatiOD prizes will

1.

encouragement from ElektraAsylum and his management. is
putting out records as fast as he

can write weU.
can write-end Caster than he'
I hope Williams wails long
enough before his next LP to
recapture the creative and
powerful talents he is capable

::=r:':~~7Sr~:in~~~i

ol...
that away. (Album cour1elly of
Plaza Records)

,·'ftw~~ia~

by University Bookstore. Old
Town Liquors and Gusto~,
Trophy Co.
:

.

~l!~~~~h~~!1?

4-1'" C~··'2M.n..

IJ9.4UI

JYMMYP AY
8iRKUY

Late Show
FrI4My & s.tunIrt
11:45 PM

.'

II'

All ..... n.oo
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"One of the best
films of the year."

C

fJ;

also be awarded.
A SI pet" round registration
fee- l,Ifith a maximum of $4will be charged. Participants
can preregister at the Cellar or
by calling 549-55&';.

Let the Gold Mine
Deliver that thld:. lulcy
4-11,... Sua.Plzza to your door

1121,WAl"IJT~.~

STARTS TOMORROW

nearly every Hank Williams Jr.
..lbum is here again, it just isn't
done as well. The praising !If
Southern ladies is here f "Texas
Women",; his love of playing
"Richard Dreyfuss is
electrified-country is exp~
,"Footlights"); he moans of
first rat•. Amy lIVing
how his lather was used and
is equally good:'
abused ("Ramblin' Man"I, and
-ChorietChanopIm.
gives tribute to dad with Jt'nlOS ANGelES TIMES
nings' "Are You Surl: Hank
~
Done It This Away."
. '
WJ.;
III fact, the Jennings tune
..
•
(with harmony by Waylon) is
?'~
the only SOllg ,.-hich comes near
~
catchin, the eliciting spirit and
~ 4IP
.
"' . .
feelin" ,rom his other albums.
U's a bad sign when Williams • _ _ _ _ _ _ _~. . . . . ." " - - - -...- . .- .
relies on this old !lOOP. to save
I
the album. J-..... ,; ~ ,;
"'ANY WHICH WAT YOU CA ..fI
, Williams is a'victim of c1r:'
TOGA Y ONly;'
,
c:umstances. ~~ause of two big
1:11. ,:Jet t:4t
probably with
__
_nt
__
_P!XC-SUN
_ _ _ _&
_UOll
___
_..
country
hits, considerable
Williams, . ._ _ An
. ._
. ._
. ._
t."
5:11
t:::J

Backgammon tourney set
The third annual Valentines
Day backgammoo tournament.

Ann

.M."
S2t-f1.

min.

m.tut

o

In DoUty SteNet

f!Y

!:liP. Show IUt
w...~ !:tIl:tl t:II

a:ls.

IPOl
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'Making Movies' more
than an excellent album
8y 81U Crowe
Staff Writer

"Making Movies," Dire
Straits' powerful new release, is
more than just an excellent
album. U's a solid indication
that this group, and not only
Mark KDopfler's guitar playing,
Is tight, cOhesive and insightful.
The band's sell-ti tied debut
album, featuring the monster
hit "Sultans of Swing," and its
follow up, "Communique,"
were both solid Durces~es
featuring driving Fleetwood
Mac-like rhythms and singersongwriter Knopfler'. fI lIent
lead guitar and hoarse
Dylanesque'Vocals.
However, ajeag willi succt8a*
the group developed, ' a
somewhat justifiable reputation
as beir J held up by Knopfler's
stylistic leads and not mueh
else. Many critics felt there
wasn't mucb to appreciate
:r:.d the album's surface
"Making Movies" puts those
I.uguments to rest forever. It's
Iy:ically ~ocative and lets
Knopiier s effective guitar
punctuate the rh).hm rather

GReviewl~
Making Movies. DIre Straits,

Waraer 8r.... Reviewer"
Rating: 4 NI"l (ltigbest ratio,.
doa"

mm It)

than domiNt&e It. The brilliant
contribution of E Street Band

pianist Roy Blttan adds. an
undeniable toucb of beaut, to
Jhe whole effort.'
"Tunnel of Love," lhe
album's first cut, opens with
BittaD's sideshow organ sound
exploding into a driving rhythm
and Knopfler'. cynical lyrics
about a carnival casanova who
Ie. women walk in and out of
his life. KnopfIer's eonfUlled,
bittersweet Iyriao ate a perfC!Ct
compliment to his structured
lead fills.
However, Dire Straits don't
let the pace slack off as Bittan's
cascading piano runs fade out
''Tunnel of Love. ,. "Romeo aod
Juliet" matches it word for
word in emotional intenSity,
along with a tinge of Irony m
lyrics like: "You promised me

CHINESE
SWEET & S 1UR MUSMROOMS
on rice
with almond cook'"

'$2.39
Thi9 ...... ..-101

"' .... 1Iakety
anything. you promIsed me
Murdale fot' Bntokfost, Lunch, fllnnttr
thick and thin, now you say
Romeo. oh yeah, you know I
used to have a scene with him."
"Skateawa)''' (featuring one
0
0/,
~~~~
of the catcblest chOl'USE'S I've ". '
......-...;
• ij ~ ~;:; -- ='~~"~~
ever heard) and "Solid Rock" 0,
,,,.
•
. ; : :"grab their upbeat tone and run
0
~~
with it while still mair.taining ;['
fIZ"".J.
\.'\.~
instrumental quality. "Hand in <.;j
f:.'~.,
P...."!d .. ta~es a s1~er. emotive
~out.
path to stir the listener.
In fact. drummer Pick
317 N III
Withers and BUtan do just as
. inois
;y/._ ~___ ~••__ _
much to put drive into tbese
Carbondale. lilinois
I/~
soogs as Knopfler. which is
457~
eertainlv a switch,
,
But let'-? not be so quick to
'A
take crC!dlt away from Knop()J
fler. Ue's the genius which\)
makes the Dire Straits machine ~ '..,
00
PL aNTS
run smoothly, even witb ~
8L
MING ..
brother·rhythm guitarist David ~ 1 ~
~ 10..
gonefromth.::scene.Mark'sthe ~ ~.~
~
~ 0
one who has reduced bis role to ~~
~~~
1'1
~
mak~ the entire effort more ~~
~~
~
,I~

V·

Wisely Florist

ROSES

CUT FLOWER ARRAaNGEMENTS

pIeaSID~.

.
"Making MOVies" goes a long

(AP)

';;Jw

~~re>

Just like films such as
"Casablanca," it bas the
strength and staying power to
become a classiC.

-

more useful than simille field Mexico, site of heaviest illegal
trips or classroom COUi~ in entry into the United States.
giving our people a ftrSt-h..'UId
Crosland said the program
Immigration Commissioner ,sense of our problems and ttM: would be more useful and less
David Crosland baa ordered 10 concerns the public has with costly than !leading top agency
of his top officials to do tern· us."
executives to classroom
porary field work in border
In "Quotations (rom Chair· course;; ..rIp-ted at a federal
patrol offices, detent: on een- man Mao, .. the "little red book" fnellity for senior executives in
ten, airporis and teC\.'I'ds of· of the leader's sayings, is an Cbariotl'AWil1e, Va.
fiees to leam fU'St-band.:!~ April 1945 statement calling 011
Amr.ag the assignments
the agency's P"ObIema and the the party "to s_ ~ w~Assoc,ate
Comnlissioaer
p1~U~'s:=~. _~need =-=:t!~ ~t ·should Chatles Says will work aa a
Wednesday is tenned "Mud teacb everr comrade ... to clerk in the ellieago district
Training" by the Im..1iptiOll identify hlmself with the office records departm~:
and NaturalizatiOll Ser..:a but masses wherever he goes and,
-Associate CommISSIoner'
it bears some similarity to a instead of standing above UJefD, Andrew Carmichanl will
'nciple of tbe deceased let imm,e.rse himself among proeess alie:n applications at the
them
Miami district offices.
M Tse-tun..
leader,so
.
e'
The':;"';'" _ft......ers in the
-"-'~tant
Commissioner
Mao !nsisted that top
.......... .--..
ftOID'"
bureaucrats do field work, such program will be workinl for Hugh Brien will work as a
as farm labor, to ensure they several da~ in areas that they guard in INS detention facilities
not lose touch with the c:oncems supervis~ normally from at EI Centro, Los Angeles and
of ordinary citizelJS.
headquarters:.
San Diego, Calif.
In an interview, Crosland
CroSland b~1f mtends. to
-Assistant
Commissioner
said "I'm not a student of Mao spend severa, !lays worktng Roger Brandemuehl will work
and 'I didJ1't know the program with INS agents 011 ~ patrol with bordet"-patrol agents on the
was similar to his, but Helt that ,at lbe bor~er betw~!, SAn border in Maine, Vermont and
some actual fieldwork would be Diego, ·Cahf .• and Tilua.n.a.,_N.ew_Y.ork-_._ _ _ _ _......

Adopting a management tool

used by Chairman Mao, Acting

~

loalght , & ..... $'

Who is that lurking
in the shadows"
Vincent Price

Houseo/Wax

Faustus
~----------PLU·~----------,

90C Spaedralls
oncl

304 Drafts
tlffn

213 E. MohT

S1.MCower

549·3932

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
11 a,m. to 4 p,m. Monday thru Friday
Feb, • tbru 13th

No.10
Steak Sandwich

shott Edgar Alton Poe',

Mask oj Red Death

Our Reg. $2.29

SA VE 60'·
SPC Films Presents
Martin Sheen. Robert Duval
and Marlon Brande In Apocalypse Now
,
'rl. 3. 7." pm & Sat. 7. 11 pm
Student Cettter Auditorium

n.se

0
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Top officials to learn 'Mao style'
...
WASHINGTON

e:>D..:3~gWO~o

University Mall

LA County sheriff defe~ds
Sipa~r:8: ~efo~~ gaIning board
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) -

The sheriff of Los Angeles
Couaty appeared OIl behalf of
siDger Frank Sinatra before a
Nevada Gaming Control Board

hearing Wranesday and
declared "if Mr. Sinatra is a
member of the Mafia, tbeD I am
the Godfather'."
The 65-year-dd entertainer

went before the board amid

·
C

beny security lIel!IDog Iicenas an entertainment and
. relations consultant at
Palace.
Sheriff Peter Pitchess, giving
a gknriDg description of 1m. sa-

year friead:.thip with the eDtertainer,. said be had praetic:ally "made a career of investigating Sinatra'. alleged
ties with ~. 'mderwol'ld and
had found tbat none of the
allegati... was·true."
He acknowledged thft
Sinatra bas bad his picture
taken with famous mob fJlUl'S,

Census shows
population
moving west
WASHINGTON (AP) -

but said, ',]'ve taken pictun!8
witb people I would not want to
be known as my associates.»

Asked specifically about
statements in a recent book,
"The Last Mafioso," the

~=::J~~~

him as a har.

"I wuuldn't believe anything

YOU CAN BANK

24 hrs.

.. J
.

(JM

Mississippi River.
'
This measure of the center of
America's poP'liatiOD is now
estimated to be about 40 miles
south-southwest of St. LiJuis'
Gateway Arcb. the monument

Mat.. figura in

FraUanno contends in his
book that Sinatra is a close

associate of numerous Mar..
members

....----..........
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3rd ANNUAL VALENTINES DAY
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT

to the pioneers who headed
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AI THE CELLAR

AND PRIUS

Officials at the Census

.. " , - - . . . . . I S , 6M>~'
the exact location of the ceo..«
of popuJatioD wiD not be

eaJcuJated ontil final figure.
from the J980 bead count are
available, likely in April or

NlXf'lOTHllUlN STATION
. ItIGISlItAftON:" . . . IOUNOlO MAX 0') ...
PM 11SIItA11OM tlIOUU1Rt AT 1141 ClU.AR
'1IONSOaD aT

....ar.....,.,cu.. ............. eunos.

CM01'OWMUOUOIIS. UNI¥aIrn ~ CA... ftIOfIM'Y

~y.

'Sprlng:Brealt '81
In Ft. Laudsidalel

In 1970 th.' center of
was located on the
other' side of the Mississippi, in
St. Clair County. In 17'90 the first
populatioo

census located the center of

Fight 'InRation
'At

AT

fNVMfVfVM

west.

312 Soulh Imnois In CarbentMf'

Lo8 Angeles

and others across the country.

CITY N~TIONAL

.............

For

of the government witness
whose testimon), recenUy
helped convict flft reputed

A.DAY AT•••

""':'ttCC I...
...-

the first time in bistory, the
East DO longer holds the bulk of
the UtiOll'S p!Ople. The center
of populatioo bas erossed the

c0n-

fessions of Mafia bit-mao

Fratianno said, even with
corroboration," the sbP..riff said

popuJatioD 23 miles east of
Baltimore, Md.
.
By 1850 it bad migrated
westward to PIlr'kersbul1l, W.
Va., and at the tum cl the
it was in Columbus,

;,tury

Basieallf, the. c~nter of
,lOpIiliItion IS the rAIDt at wbicb
fI.at map of the
United StateS would balance if
identical weights were placed
on it so that eacb wei~t
repn!SeDted the location of _
aD imLginary

COYOne'S
Every Thursday'

All the Spaghetti
you can eatl
~ with

meat sauce
.hot bread'& butter
• free s.nla II soda
All/or
Qnly

$1 69
•

Hours 4p.m.-l0p.m.

ALSO SERVING

thin style pizza
deep pan pizza
stuffed pizza
ALONG WI1K OUR
ITAUAN SANDWICHES

HOMEM~DE

• Ito lion beef
• sausage
• meatball
. •. combination
• BBQbeef
• submarines
• corn beef
• hotdogs

penaa.

HOUns

Monday-Thursday 4p.m.-2a.m.
Friday & Saturday 4p.m.-30.m<
Sunday 4p.m.-12 midnight

.......-.

Arrow MettphIs off right

40~

Drafts
~= :~:aFP:.4:::0I:7o,-:~·l $1.00 Jack Da n IE» Is
montha. During this ..... tt., witt be

the . . . . bond at ~
St.lAlufs.

NisJhf-

. . . or Mix

.

....... rrw..y & ~. ,...WClty ..... .....,

,OUR DELIVERY
atARGE IS SII1..1ONLY 50~
(In town},

Clash opts for variety in style

~

i~vith,,~r.~p~~ -s etting 'Sandinista'

pjl

By Ala. Sc:aUe;.

S&aH Writer

When IO!'"neone first told me
be thof.:gbt the Clash was tryi~

: 'Ut:=:.a::'

!:::hof:he
release 01 the Clash's new
albwn, "Sandinista," I must
. agree there is some credence to
that suggestion.
I'm not saying the Clash is as
good aa the BeaUes, just that its
career is betlinning to parallel
that of the F'ab F,.,...
When the Clash started out,

CR.eview~
-

Sudlnuta, The Ctas .. , Eple
Reeerds. Revner'. Badal:
3~ stan (4 stan tops).

We SpecialOrcler Books!

''The Magnificant Seven," to a
sock hop-type song, "The
(over 1 million books available)
Leader," to one that combines
punk with country "Lose This
~
IU S.ILL
S49-S1H...4
Skin," to funky blues Oh
~
"Ullhtninl Strikes (Nof. Once
but
Clearly,
is a_&&&~~~~fk1!fk~~
style suited to everyone'., taate
~
~......e a eu.
~
OIl "Sandinista."
~
~ . . . . . . ....."
W
Those who knew of the Clash
~
~....
~
when it started knew that, along
J\. ~ .. 5015. ~.
J'i¥

Twice)."

there

"Sandinista" could make a
permanent mark on rock 'n' roll
because it doesn't follow trends,
it seta them. That's wbat makes the punk movement alone. But
this album hard to describe. who could have guessed that
There is little prevY.JUS music to three years later, tbe Clash
they were brilliant rockers. just eompare it to, 10 ihere aren't would bave totally shed ita punk
as the Beatles went. In fad. the maD)' sources wblcb caD be st):le and be producing the most
Clash's album, "Give 'Em used as a frame of reference. innc;.rative music in rock today?
Enough Rope." may be the best
pure punk rock album ever ..s!~:.~,b::gm!: ~r~
u. nfortunatelY, this album
made. .
load of goods foe a band to ~.~~obabb .~ev~ get the
But with \he ,,_release Oc ~ . deliwr in cee. Je&I'. The albwn &r;fi recogrution It deset-ves.
"London Calling, the Clash has 36 iongs spread Over three
shifted gears and began disks mostofwhiclJrangefrom
shedding its punk rock style in ' 3"" to 5 miDutes in length. It is aeJl albums (REO Speedwagoo
(avec of II more m~ rock not surprising then that in this
andJoumey, for example). And
style that also mixed au II ~ mass of music. some of the the CIasb bas DOt exactly gone
of reggae. "London Ca!lIng" songs don', wort. It is also not ftarching for sales either. If
W!lS the Clash's "Rubber SoW" surprising tbat many of the
anything, the band ill avoiding
and "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely other sangs produce some truly stardom.
Hearts Club Band." Like the. fantastic moments.
~ince "London Camng"
BeaUes at that time in ita
In aU about three-fourths of cbmbed into the top 308 OIl the
eareel', the Clash badn't totaUy
the songs work. and create.a album charta, the Clash could
disregarded ita old style, but . new and interesting sound. The have made a phenominal single
there bad been many marked Clasb deserves credit for at alt;um or a (antastic. double
changes.
least trying on the I0IlgB that album that would bave made
With tbat ill mind, "San- don't come off so weU. These tl1em superstars.
dinis~:: ca:nbe seel!.as th.e aetbacksdon'tseverelyblemish
Clash s White Album. On this an album that finds a band prodoxe an album that is far
album, the Clasb has all but playing so maL)' styles of ~~ching in its strles. a!Dcast aside the rocking style of modem music and doing them blhous. challenglDg, lDim early years, replacing it with so well.
novative, and of course, good.
a variety of styles ranging from
The songs ran~e from The Clash are not onJy aspirin3
pop-rock to reggae to styles that straight rock on "Police On Mr, to be the ~reat innovators in
are different from any other Back," to jazz on "Look Here t rock music for the 1981l1. they
group.
..
to reggae on "Tbe Crooked are succeeding.
CAli....
: Like the "White Album." Beat," to sultry urban swing OIl ~ ctf Plaza Recwda)
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effectiveness,
improved
signiflCanU)' late last year. a
Pentagon report showec!
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Defense officials said they·
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believe tht" sa(Cging civilian
economy
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BERRA'S "BEAUTIFUL"
FE8.14th

BIIER -BREAK
GocNI ..... wfth a JIve t.ancI .
.......M. to 1:flA.-M.

COLD MUGS OF 8ALLANTlNE•••••••••• _ 2k
COLD MUGS OF 8UDWElSER ••••.••••••••• SOC
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- MIXED DRINKS-••••••n ...

HAWINGS FOR WlEKEND IN LAS VEGAS.
A CAS! Of PAUT & ClGAfiTTI LIGHTIR

IT'S A PARTYI

Loofos)o

FW I.LD

hond cream Z
.' oils
~

--' - , ----.

112 E. Jodcson

Open

,-

~

~

ouortecI ~
.....11
•
Valentine ~
lifts
~
soaps

.,.-~.

~......
~
3 eggs
~
Hosh Browm:

•

MR. NATURALS!·

•

Wednesday.

-.rytIay..........

_______·_M~UaNC_H~I~ES_.__
TI~~.~Fl~O~U~RS~._Y~~~~~I~

HAPPY ·VALENTINES
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WASHINGTON (AP) - P.eeclistments and recruit quality,
key 1'IleasUr8;4 volunteer force
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Pentagon claims
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cosmetics

800K ON OVER 10 BERRA'S AT .
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Lincoln's hometown is fourth
in foreign tourist popularity
SPRIN(;FTZLD (UPl)-Tbe
old hometown of Abraham
Lincoln, whose t..irthciay is
Tbursday. has become the
foorth most ~ar U.s. teurist
attracUOD [or international
visitors. Only New York,
Washingt!)n and Disneyland
attract more foreigners.
The frame tleuse is the onty
home Lincoln eve!' owned. He
~ht it for '1,500 in 1844 and
Uveil there until becoming the
16th president in 1861.
Of -the 403,236 visitors to the
~wo-story frame house in 1979.
4,191 were from abroad. The
overall 1980 tally rose slightly to
408,4:Y. but tbe international
guest list more than doubled· to
8,491. National Park Service

speech to Springfield ,,00 some
guiding messages are being
translated into Japanese,
German, French. Spanish.
Greek, Russian. Chinese. and
even Pakistani, Banton said.

&aa,,~

~&9~

Introduces., .
p .....wcuhed HAIR
FORONLY".GO
(blow dry not included)

FA·'

BEEf

BOURGIGNON
on noodles

wi'" citrus IOIad

$2.75

Thurs. & Fri. Special
at
SI A.,.,ort

,to.

offtdals expec' EVert more of a
foreign influx this/ear.

"The story 0 A;'rabam
Lincoln Is very relevant for
people in emerging countries,"
explained Albert Banton,
superintendent of the LiDc:oln
Home National Historic Site.
It's Ii stet)' of self·motivatioil.
the backwards boy who maIM! it
by his own strength and selfeducation:' Banton said.
"Today we would call him
disadvantaged. :'
"Many of the penple from
emerging countries we talk to
feel the same way-that by
their own bootstraps. 11ey can
make it."
He also said foreigc
c:wTeJJCY'S strength compared
to the dollar bas er.coun~ed a

big increase in international
visitors the past five years.
Business people from Japan are
iI'e most num~.
To meet the increase in interest in the Great Emancipator's life, LiDcom's fareweD

I

Mond:.1y.Thunday
Friday
Saturday

sIU

c...ues

Pl'OIItp"y_
Home CoolcCld Italian Cuisine

Dally Luncheon Special

Bu. 01 VIIIeDUDes

Sanclwkh., Salad. I. Soft I'JI'Ink

for schGlil kids only '1.55

$2.59

' •• 754Ut.5e
fora

Perao... e.rd. for

(M-ICWy)

frieach. f ...illes ••d
IW'-~

, Jones(3rd
Shop
\'_"alhna'" SC.,...

JU* !elm....
5~

Aaa. ....... ow 1............................., I.......

1DI WaIrut M"hont

ft~f{"
• CCISM\"- standby
• 10wotta output

..

$2.25 Pitchers

CAR STEREO SALE

KRC.511

• ANRC (automotic noise
reduction)

.Ioudneu COI"iroI

·Ioudn.s conhol

• automotic .ta~
eautamoflc ,..,.,..

• 10 watts autpul

reg. $299.00 sale

sm.oo

Kl C.&93
SI 'I AK EllS
7Owotts

.20 ounat magnet

It's Not Just A Pub!

(81_ 4S7-3586

GODI.'OTHER'S
DELIVERSI

KENVVOOO

40C Mlchelob

1217 West Main Sf.
C.rbondele, ... 62901

EMPtOYUS

...........
--..
........,

KRC·311

All Day Every Thursday

9:00 a.rn.-4:00 p.rn.
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.rn.
9:OQ a.m.-noon

CREDIT UNION

VaieDtIDe'. Spedals
V . . . . Ma,

An exhibition fII paintings by
CarbondaJe arl.ist CarolYD ~:::!~OJO~~!~rs andi:~Q
GassKD PJoc:hmaDn ia OD lines OD heavy, hand-made
dispJal for one week at the paper. Introspective studies of
Kennedy Galleries in New York human figures and heads.
City.
oceasiona1.ly embellisbed with
Plocbmann's worb have been
exhibited in New York's Weybe ~:: ::r:.!t~ cloth. are
C.allery, the Nieman-Man:ua
Her painting "Eicumann"
GaU.. ry In Texas and in recently was cbosen to be ingalleries in Pbiladelphia. cluded m a yearlong national"
Cbic:ago. San Francisco, . tour sponsored by tbe MinMilwaukee, Mem£)his. Dayton. neapolis MU$eUJIl.
Paduc:ab and MexlQl City.
She is the wife of George
Kimball Plodunann. professor
Ploc:bmano usua!iy works with of philosophy.

SIU CREDIT UNION
OFFICE HOURS

• II-om, copobill~
..... $l29.00/pr. tole , . ,

·au~tk~

• cos..tte standby
• d~ital clock

. $"'9.00 IOIe Ul0.oo

·SOwatta
• digital clock
• leek & find

• au~ standby
• automatic ntvws4

• Dolby sound
• ANRC(fcw radio)
·~COo,

...oI

reg. ",".00 sot. MH.OO

Houq:

M-IAM-I:30PM
' ..-lAM-1:30PM
SA'-lAM-5:00PM

I

Reagan's eldest son is
center. of investigatioJl
LOS ANGELES tAP) - The
eldest son of President Reagan
is being investi@ted for alleged
se•.'urities violations in raising
funds {or his own gasohol
operathm and a company
pUrported to own a gold mine in
Arizona. according to court
documents.
Documents on file in
Municipal Court show that
Michael Reagan's Sherman
Oaks home has been searched
twice - once 10 connection with
eacb company.
In the gasohol case.· investigators are . trying to
determine how the pnosident's
son used $17,500 given to him by
four meJ.l. w~o, ac~ording to
court afl'idavlls, clalined they
were promised 30 percent interest in his Agricultural
Energy Resources venture.
In the gold mining caM:, the
documents show there is a

Shope fa Style

Go'" ...

Guys ••••$1.51
. .
ll'
HAIRSHAPING Only ••• "7.51

probe or allegations Reagan
The younger Reagan claimed
raised funds without a the investigations have put him
securities Ilce~ for a mining in debt. He said he has returned
company that was nevt:'t' to his old job as a boat
received permission to sell salesman.
stock.
, "This has reallv hurt me .. he
"It's like they're tryiog to said. "I'm $10.000 to $12.000 in
find me guilty of something, no debt with attorney's fees and I
matter what it is," said haven't done anything wrong. I
Reagan,35.
An affidavit on file with the ~~d:~!!!~f.~R? U's gone.
searcb warrants says one
InvestOrs told investigators
gasohol Investor compla1ned for the district attorney's offi'-"e
the money was coing into and tbe state Department of
Reagan's pocket instead of the Corporatioraa that Reagan had
company, but Reagan's lawyer, offer C!d to incl'Jde them in the
Donald Wager denied that
gas·..hol company. which was to
"Nobody complained." he sell equipment to farmers to
said. ''They are aU tt... !'>est of tum excess or spoiled crops into
friends, and nobody b..s any fuel. documents say.
complaints, ..
Reagan later told the inWager added: "I am con- vestigators that.~ company.
fident tbat' wben the In- which he operates from his
vestigation is 'complete, bo.-ne, also serves as a broker to
Michael Reagan will be procure gasohol, the mixttlre of
exonerated. '.'
alcohol and gasoline.

";jI.id.1A4t iii. oJ of~ n~I"
SOUn40AlI

~.i~-·-I
Cnrbondale. illinOis

?1f co Wall

ALL YOU CAN EAT S~ECIAU
4:30 PM TO 10:00 F \\

SPACl11ETl1

. Wludo-1fl4!CIaIftaIIar,
_ _ sallld.FmIch

$2.75

bmId & butter

(~I(~I{EX
Our""", r.Ji5pfrled~

$3.75

c:hoic:eolpolalOlS..roI& btIII8'

HALEY from Page 1
"It was just caprice tbat I college professor father. he
walked ir.to the National Ar- entered the Coast Guard and,
chives one day," Haley said. ". being Black, was made a cook
had been thinking or Africa, where he ''stumbled upon the
Blacks atld my grandma's path to becoming a writer."
stories. I looked at the census
"The greatest talkers on our
records for Alamance County. ship couldn't write so I'd help
N. C, for 1870. I saw so many !hem write love letters to their
names I had heard before that it girls," Haley said. "I was a
added a new dimension. It was hero on that ship, I never had tp
my first bite of the geneological cook another lick and at $1 per
bug from which there is no cure.
\eUer, I made more money than
"After that, I went ~o my I did with the service."
Haley began wrilin4 articles
Cousin ~ia, who vias the
one in my family that kf!pt track for various publications and
of everyone," Haley said. received hundreds of reje<:tions
When Georgia died, Haley slips. He said his biggest thrill
rec{'il'ed a copy of ber ,teath in writing was when he received
certifi.c.ate, Her time of death yet another rejection slip witb a
wa, t.ne exact time that he had pencil«rawled message, "nice
fir:;l reached the village 01 try."
Juffure in Gambia where he .' . Haley worked for Reader's
finally met the Ilriot. or village l>iges~ before moving to
oral historian, who tnld him or Playboy magazine where be
"the African"-Kunta. Kinte. initiated the now permanent
. "The· Lord tnew, and she fefJture, the Playboy Inknew that it _as meant to be,"
terviews.
Haley said. "She was up in
Haley's subject~ includ~d
heaven with the rest of my jazz trumpeter MI.les Da~ls,
relatives that usee.! to sit on the who he had to fat'{: In a boXl~g
porch, now watching what. I ,!8.S ring. for a c~nce for a mdoing. Roots w~s a miSSion u:rv1eW; NaZI leader ~e
thing. For me. It was much Lincoln Rockwell, w~ he 10more of a spiritual experience terviewed under gunpomt; and
than a literary experience."
Black Musiem leader Malcolm
When II: . graduated from X. who he later ~t a year
high school ai age 15. he found with in compiling hiS fust book,
. that college was n~t f(lr ,hiJ1.1. "The
Au.~obiographY
of
With the SUlu~estl0~ iii hiS Malcolm X.

~p e

vets

FISBFBY $ 3 25

After "Roots" was written.
Haley was hit with two
plagarism suits. One of the suits
was dropped. but the other, by
H<lrold Courlander author of
"The African, • was settId! out
of court for an estimated

Home bane" dlppedoceM"l perch

or cod. fnnch hta. slaw.

e

roII&butm

Inflation Fighter!

$500,000.

"Those suits are par for the
course," Haley responded. "I
was very disillusioned at first.
That hawens with the image of
a big TV producer and writer
who makes a lot of money. Just
today m, secretary said
another swt was being filed by a
girl who didn't make it tryin~
out f~"P~lImerstown, U.S . . '
I Haley's new TV series). I said,
·OK. teU the lawyers. What else
has happened:"
.
"Your family history is aU fiO
in the blank," Haley said to
future researchers. "Talk 19
your grandparents, listen ti
what they have to say: They aZ1
one of the best sources."
I
Haley left with the image that
he ...·ants bis book to promot.
the undertanding of people. ;
"I wish there could be ,
'Roots' book and film for ever;
ethnic group of our melting
pot." Haley proclaimed.
"Mavbe if we realized the
:;truggles or other heritages
through time. then we'd have
more understanding of each
other."
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OHM H SPEAKERS "00 new,
S260. 529-3335.
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TURNT\BLE·DUAL 12'l9Q $100.

ONE BEDROOM MOBILE Home

CARBONDALE, 10dl). SKYLINE.
excellent condition, natural Jas,

anytime 00 weeteuds.

~~S:~':h~:~~. for
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~'I89Ae96

EFFICIENCY

available on cootract lor title WIth
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C..... coolgr.<I'.
""IOYH
VERY Cl(...o;E TO CAMpti:!,
Fa< ,nf.,._,;on stop by.

I

Now 125.00 '

--Ill

L - _S4
;...;..;.
.....;;1.;;;.;SOI
___

aat

-.awa

60_.... '"'" .......

1279.95

. . ClNtUttl' L 100
SPUKa SYSRMS

U

4

a~_

UIO__

....'S

OFFIa HOURS:
Mon-Thvr-Fri 9to5pm
Sa1urdays 11-3pm

........

ItlNWOODttXJClO S1UIO
CA1S1n19IQt

- - - .... ~.199,95
CAISInI~

......

S100S1SOperrnonth

I r---------,
ROYAL RENTALS
J

Now "'I~ eona-........
-..

-

L-_

. . -.. -.--

.... WI .........

......

,"--r

_f"..!- •

_Me

...-.-

'1t1

ltdUW,.

,,_

~ I,.
=~=::.

S'ty.1374

11

.... ,

'141

".

::

11".95

.... hoH ~ ~;;e-. IInACHI AUIMO COt.IPONINJ$

::

AII . . . .n........ .......
....... -condftfonMl•

I, ._.___

Mo ..... ·

MOBII.E HOMrs. 12x5O, Z
bf-drooms. r':>lInl.<ir. 'ree "'-- 10
campue. AvailaDH! PoIW. "bone.
45 ?a:m
4522Bc98

STILL A~~
cam·JUS. 2·3 bedrooms. nic'e conditioll, 529-4444.
B-I673Bc:t02

I

~""' ..........',a.....,...

...... 10 .... _

AtI . . . . . . . . . . . , .... .::f:~ 6oy ............ _.-.y.

SlJ9-56);t

~

:=::...c;:-......... III TRAILERS
-I.GltANDA~CDA.L' II I CHUC~RtNTALS
.
i

-1

......-...-...

I-J;;.~;.;'...;l;.;.tn~_ _ _..;"';..;..;...;;'.;.';..;"_

Mobile
Homes ...
IIIr-=_______

:~

TlAC MOSITIIIeO

1159.fl_

I

.AIr~"',,,,,

..............

AFFORDABLE STEREO
..... CMtI KABONM + AM/PM

_11.....,....tya..tw..n

.,..............

The Wall Street Quads
12075. Walt
oreall U7-41U

Mafor .....n4s

NOWIINTINO
Por Pall
ar~~
ClcaiMto .........

""""-'
---..."'Ya .....

FOR fHl1.,-12
ICHOOLYiA.

»,,,., ..

nJL .........ty

Prompt.lellable
...."tce On Moat

5T'~OENT lENT AU

ACCIPTING APPLICA1'IOt6
eoturtng.
fffico«,,<,ft. ~&3bd.

SnREO

Mobile Homes

-;.
r:::. -':" ................
~
N9-3000

'v~A~

NALDER

8YOWNER: 18montb old S

II-.''It
Speclcal
8 J( 40

load.'

Electronics

.........-...........

~
. MoIn;I

tJ!'.up

room,

[~P'~,k

Apartments

wagon.oakroc:ker.687~Y101 ;

Ca~le

~~!W~c!!!lit=)=

LARGE THREE BE(\ROOM
~~ rancher. Available AJ>.";llst.
sunken Jjvingroom. rir~pla~'e
~.dry
S45t mc:r~B:;;i

DOLLS, ftNTlQUE KEROSE~~:

_OBALAUTO
North on Hwy. 51

~::~ties, assumable lOOrtgage.
after lOAM.
4500Ad/7

UNFURNISHED HOUSI~. TWO
bedrooms; NW side. estra nice,
fireplac4!,
air
,vnai:io.~4!d~
references required. ~Bbll3

Sa~::;:is3pe~?tl~':

5~-1644

Real. Estate

THREE BEDROOM HUU3E
furnished. well insulated. P l'lIiJ.. ble
now. Jess than I milefror.. SIt'. 549B-oio2B b97

7145.

ifi.U41
Days 1:11-5:"

~ter Exchange. 1101 North

iCOREIGN CAl PAm

Service:
58-1642

1ffId._ _

NO DEPOSm DUIiWO
ENROLLMENT P!2IOD

TRICS. n_ and used. Irwin

.!

month. utilities incl~, Crab
On:hard aru. 549-1550 e~'1rjgl

,.."

.,.... 1____.

i

'or

SMAlL 2 SI!:OROOM honse. 200

• NIce LocatIOI1

~~~~Jfjder Web~~Ct'.

.

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE wiit
OUement near Mall S250. 529-2109.
B4845Bb96

• ............ UnfunIIIfMMI

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELEC.

Foreign. Dom"tic
Fr_ Pam Locating. 5 Stat"
N. N_ Era Rood Carbondale
..57·0421 '
"57· 19

3 ~"'r·RooM HOUSE. Z baths.
brick r.-:1\Cher. open March I, $42(1 a
mooth. 6~-43:i4.
iW765Bt. I 115

CC.'UNTRY PARK
MANOR

Musical

i:ARGEB;RN-;~ be torn down
for /umber, hst offer.'OO S. Giant
City Road. 4t1?·7612.
B4926A197

4916A97

G'!aranteed
lecycl_ Auto Ports

2 PEOPLE NEED one mOl'l! for S
bedroom house. 313 Birch Lane.
$1115 a month, 67-4334. 84767Bblll5

841161BalOO

---- ........-.........

=~=~~haullll&

Corp.

.

Good condition or n..dlr,;

TRAILER FOR SALE: S·.dl';

" ....... Auto lecydl. .

on ~ bedroom basis, three
people need two more'l~~bloo

Sl~ monthly, , oIoc:lIB belli""
~':=t~allDo o.d:ts~~uf~~

4dI

~= ra~~Eb8~~~~~B~~

KARCO

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. 1182 E.
Walnut. $115 ~..rlUily each. would

I"eIIt

tric.

more. Free f:::lml

BOX SPRINGS AND mattresst!S,

mattress. beater. $200 6"~Aftr1

Parts & Services

451·2134

Houses

; ICELY·-F-U-R-N-IS-H-ED TWO
Ik ~R, air-conditioned. water

~.::~~~~re::~:

BUY AND SEU. used

DININO PIIOPIITY
MANACHMINT
205 E. M..Jln. Carbondale

~~~\~~«;6~ J:';8afi~
--------NICE ONE BEDhvO!'tf all elec-

runs~ =~~S:::.Tt~n~a:;:/I~

$2200, call afteI· 5:08 p.m.~

INUUIHNG AU. " " ' " ' .

CI'OIIIRMCis"Route 13, ~U•.
4943BaSt

t

.=

ms.,..MON1M

I

MISS KITTY'S GOOD. used furDitureL low ~ces. RR 149. Hurst,

:,~} mm=

.....

~

a.. .. c....,..

CARTERVn.LE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT furnished. light.
IIJld lV8ter pa'd. natural gas lieat,

ILLINOIS COMPU1'IR M:tIT
..... s - t s c - .....
1' ..... EostGtNwIl_tllD .......icIoi'

while 1Up.p1Y Jests. F " E Carpets.
41aN.14th, )ofUl))!'iol=o~

A........ ~ . . . . . . .

I

&perf..-.....

549-118~5

~.~A/C

Route 13 West, call664-4~BaI07

-.utw 1IoGb. ..........

Imor-t'fHt Phone

2 IIDIIOOM APARTMENT

ONE

:w~at;lst ~ia~t.~ct!fe ~oll

P..... w.eIe ....:tf.... of

special ca~ I't'IIInanbi on sale

AND

'or

CA RBONDALE HOUSING,
LARGE furni"hed, 2 bedroo~
apartment,
avaIlable
,m·

Alarl

::~~~!o~c!U:''..~~

.:~~,.~

• 2 . . . _ _ ....... kM4 Ap....
• Offw
..........
s.-.r
.._ t

dole to campus, 549-458984906Ba97

Apple ..1

~'F~~T~~2x:SOO~1i

1974 JEEP CJ-S, 41,000 miles, 4WO.
Very ~ engme. AM·.'M st~.

f,.....-.a., .......
. l w l _... .......
'" AHA...... A/C

==t~~'!Ire::IitJ!aV1li~~~

Apple ..

~,rIC Acres
6071__ Park s.....t

Garden

N_ Talrl,. Applications
fw " - " ' . .,.faM 19(11

PERFECT'."OR PROFE.."SIONAL
• Partlown Garden Apartments
near Carbondale Clinic now of·
fering one. large 0114'- !Jedroom.
carpeted. air:-cooditioned apart·
ment, S205 month. 59-7653. 8S3Ba98

NOW IN STOCK

f!n~~~~
t:f'Sta~~~~
lb6O. $4500. 1970 E':eCUtive, 12x60,

~

~IUSh

ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
Apartmmts for rent. For inlion call, Beefm~~B::'

AudIo
HaIpItaI . . . . ,
(across from the train _~

=tr'=~7~:4937Ae103
~::g
3753.

1972 DATsm. l4OZ, Air con-

wllSher·dry~r,

in·

703 S. WaU 457...;J2 or 549-4212.
Grads and Faculty.
B46088al00

492IAg911

coNDiTiQNED:-;;;:·

10lI52 AIR

CAPRICE
''::LASSIC,
CARBONDALE. 1m ....., AM-fM
~casaette player, all"";~~

1

di8hwash~r.

,
:a
:.~~. ;~~f~:;1f; Sp:: 'j'REPAIR I
i
8487, .... ,00

1-1183-1008.

AutomGolltll'S

r~frigerator.

~~g !~~U~OUk w~c:~
basemen~blo('lls from car..pus.

TWO "REALISTIC" STEREO

BY OWNER: ATTR'.Cl',VE
newly decorated mobile hom!'!. 10

I

~

I

NEW LUXURY AP"RTMENTS 2

~~I~:~nj~i:I!~~g ,~!~::.; J.
divicfual

4&'WlAr'I

S49-147'&.

~i4It~=ditioo, ch~A~J:.l

I ~~.~~OO:Jx,.T!enr;JYI~~:

4840Ag96

~

fJaily 'EgyptJan

T H E · ........
.57-4421.
.;.._ _ _ _ _..I, '
MllSIC BOX "'=!'-.*:~i I I L_ _ _ _ _

OR ~OUPLES. :
bedroonl. 12 wicre. '145. furnished
and all" conditioned. ft'ry dNn
Counl.~f Iivintr Late-II'oOd Pan;;

SINGLf.:S

i:ft~~~12~~~e.Sor.-y

tl..'I62Bcl10
----------------TWO BEUROOM. SHADY lot. gas

....at. nICe. pets OK In Rattooo
Valley 4 mill'S sOiiih c! campll5•

$150 a IIlCllIth. 549-)7;8. B4880BClU

VERY NfCI!: ~ bed.'08m ft1Gbj1e
b:lmewithaUlJIeeXlras.529-\9\0.

84883lidl&

Thel.awOffices

JOBS IN ALASKA! Slimmer'
Yf'ar·round. High pay: S8OO-S2000
~ohntJtIY! Air fields Parks
IS enes, Oil Industry and morf';

Of

A'..u.-· W

::~at~::'~~a:r S4li~i~ ~:;,
9337. Sa,. Jose, CA 95157.

W,ANTED; BARTENJ)~RS AND
Wallres'leS. Apply in pl'1'SOII. ',2 m

to 6pm.

8.1.

•

~UI&

elss

4573("99

B{)wl and Coo ...~oE·s

N"- Route 13. Carterville Illinois, .

John B. Moores
nw.AKJAPPP~,,1t:
......... .....,.,.
C

"'-"-"~

~~!!....:FENSE:. m~.

CJ\II.lJTX;AIIUl'j

EXECUTIVE--S-E-C-.R-E-TARY·

,..."
FREE INmAL. CONSULTATlON
",•• W·
.

£xcel!l!nt typing skills required:

&.:n

84588(;100

.MAllf0lAl.E5294f.01

Snowstorm
r. II
d by
J 0 0 we
CO ld weat h er
lliinois' worst snowstorm of
the winter was followed WedIleSday by its coldest weatber of
the season. TemJ)f!:-atures
noeedived and combined wit:t

fn~ntn~~8~e:~k~¢~~ I~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ~~~ f~c~stoa~ a~9

~~~e~~ala~la::~~IC~E (;'<~:/}~*"f?~'~~ ~~&~t~~erature's
rrti·'JtbWtW~';;\Blj ~~':~

Duplexes
CARBONDALE.ONE~EDRooM

all electric ~~p'lell. $225 per month:

~~ ~.c~f.'~I~.o pets,

ilabl~

C~MBRIA AREA. COU!'OTRY
seUIIIII. water furnished, $215 oer

~~~'I~~I~Y Ms':.lq';9g
CARBONDALE 12lr5O CLEAN two

~room. Walking C!istanc~ to
S,I.U. Bel Air Mobi1~ Home Park.
No pets. 457·2Ifl4.
84957JJClOO

NICE. TWO BEDk{}OM. air-

condltioMd. natt.ral gas. two
Noch behind lIniV1!fSity Mall. one
mile from campus. '125 monthly

=~a~1 te:~,:

7.

~~

.._-....

Confiden'liul counseling on

-II. . . . . .
oAIIwtIea

Wanted to Rent
WANT GARAGE

c!1:::: .t0ch:;~~

WANTED: USED CANON camera

wrrn

cement

f!oor and electricity. Close to

(arbonda~. Mark 549-7466 or Keith

46H569.

........... S-uaIItr s.mc.. 453-5101
Studeftt W-"-u R_rce. Cen...

4881P,g96

Mobile Home Lola

the state dug out from
fquipmer.t. 457-1411 before Bam
Tuesday's storm which dumped
after 9t'..-m.
492!;FWJ up to a foot of snow in the::
UsiD AWMINUM CANOE
Chicago .me~itan area and
Jim 549-2474
~ abfJUt 6 Inches ID other areas.
.
Springfield had a record low
for the date of 9 below while it
"<14 ·10 below in Quincy and
Moline and 5 below in peona.
Roads were still hazardou... in
many parts of the state Wec:iuesday due to ice and bJov.ing
snow, f'Jrcing numerous pub!:c
LO~ IX>G: MEDWM siu remal~., school closings, incluciina those
~';in';~p~~kca"i~~~White in and around Sprin~ield and
4IM1G9'1
througOOut Southern Illinois.
LOST IN-O-R--a-ro-u-nd--t-he
State police reported many
Recreation Cf'fIter last Tue!day a
seconi U')' roads impassable

teardrop opal from a DfCtIla~ ,'no
chain 10sO. Not yalua~, just
~"'f'lhing ilpfCiaJ. Plea~ return
WIth no gue!ltJOIIS asked. 549-8177
Keep tryIng.
4949G98

Wma~,lI'iaoalyasf~oy~sowW1.llthe
...
ds ''''_''- cn:u
icy spots. State bighways were
dotted with calS and trucks
abandoned by drivers during

the height of the storm.

Authorities tnalNd at least
four deatre on the SI'orm - two
in Cbkago-area traffic accijents, one from a h!art attack
after sbovelli.·~ snow in Chicago
and one in a Christian County

Printing Plant
Photocopying
Offset Copying
Offset Printing

Rooms
CABLE TV. ALL utilities paid.

K;~'S~~I~lr

='

Thesis Copies
, ResUm5
Cllrds

week.

848I1BdJ03

PRIVAT'; ROOM. SHARE kit-

~~u.s, ~r:-~rr~

cam ....a. $99 including utilities. 5492718.

B4877Bd1l2

Stationery
SpirAl Bindings
Wedding irroitlltions

~~~E~uJ~::.- s~~--ril::.r

Australia. Asia. All fi~!ds. S500 :

::::i% &r~t~!:!

tt~

'==

Del Mar. C;A 92fi2S.

1146.

C RUt S E S .' C L li 8'
MEDfTERRANEAN. salting fI-~---------'"
expeditioN! Needed: Sports In-

B49018d97

LARGE ROOM FOR rent. 1 block

~'=u:£

~~

structors.

47ll1C

Officf' Personfld.
Europe. Carril>ean.

C.,.mselor.l.

TA~ING.

A.... "LlIN

::trr!.~:aT~<:f.}:- T~~~1~is'!A: :

~I.

Roommates

~~,~~~~o.~~:3.

BECOME

FJ;;MALE ROO~MATE
NEEDED. ayailab~ immediat~ly.
O':.ih !:-edroom. $137.50 month plus

1---------------FEMALE BARTENDERS--

•. earbon~le n\gtl~. l'all .I~ ,
~ S ScboOI B=dJ~#i'

,~ uti;ities. elfc~lIent locallon,
rJrepla<~. call467~176.
4896be9B

:~s~~~rJ=.Lou~~.

A·' TV RENTAL

OWN "OOM IN VERY NIt'E 2

SlIMMER RAFTING JOBS! $1._

plus II 'landling for application.
4706C103

WAITRE...~ES-~P!lrt·timf'.

flf'xible

~Ino~t~~~~~ ~::. t:::i~lr~~~~

'Zn1.

4919Bri7

NICE HOUSE. SPACIOUS lot. 1.5

::.1~'i¥m:.~o:~iJ!~.,~I"

4915Be97

-----------THIRD ROOMMATE NEEDED
for great

110\_. I' ~

miles from

::!iJ~dt:=~~ly

$1111

491&Be97

------------LUXURIOUS APARTMENT

:om::

:'!~.~m::er=nl=:
cool roc:ltnl3tes. caU 467~184.

4912Be\18

ROOMMAiuEEDEO-To-sb;-re
3 bfodroon· traIler with 1 other

~:, ~\,rJ~~~~ E~:=,

lMMEDIATl-:I.Y. OWN
St:l1HOOM.
nicf' housto.

fumlst.-d

3 OCR'S. pE't5 OK. "'Biking dislal\l'E'

\') r:ampw;. a!OII month. OfIf'-lhird

utilities. Noiea>'t'. St~('. 549-$.'m.

-l9568"gs

for applicatk..... information. gUIde
to wliilewaler, I~US lref'loeb ~ide

..

t~~:~~~3 ::'6{{~'
MIDLAND

INN-BARTENDER

:::!.t~~ r.,-r~~5 ~~~
V()('ATlONAI. EVALUATOR: MS

in rehabilitstion. and clIIpable of
na1nil1li\ an evaluation cuseload eI
bf'twet'n 8-14
5Omt'OM'

with

psychometric ,~~.~. ,.. ~ '., ~. ,,_ ••
system.
sCrvlllions.
larv
SP.rtdresumt!loR.A.'V
4£1. Anna 62906.

~E97

A

New Color $25 monthly

Black &White $15 monthly
WI..,y WI w........
ROt world. . 4S7-7Mt

~

Aaistance
Cen....

Pr. ._nt-~ee4 Help!
Call5~1-24t..
24 ",,8,. hrvlce

~~flre.

Some pec.ple in Champaign
and Piatt countiQ were without
natural gas 8'-:rvice bo!cause of a
. frozen regulat')r. Downed
electric lines cut service to a
total 0' 11,0(1) people in
Champaign, Iroquois and
Vermilion counties, although
:!!!'It had their power rest..-ed
by m:d-day.

, Cre'tI.-s wa-ebuBy an Il\pt and

WednesdAy morning clearing

PUNNy .....
IHUltSDAY Ha. II. . .,
flUDAY n .. 11. . .,

BARTEND~R ..

('lasses taught by professionals It

00;;

CALV... .,;um
U'ftft, SASSOM

l)RESSMAKJNG.:

Worldwide! Summer. Career. 55.9$

tcNn.

. . . . % OFF
OSCA.... lelllNTA

FEMALES. THRE l LARGE
rooms. one block lrom SIU.

f:~II:l:~!(YII~r.~~, ~~ff~

DESIGNER J~ANS
AND TOP SALE

HOUDAYINN
CAHONDAU

~::-ref~:::.,!~~ f.!

ChieaJ(o, whert' only JJ,inor
flight delays were reporA:'Ci.

Anderson

atta.~k8

NRAfor weak
gU!£

control laws

VEDIC VEGETARIAN' LUNCH

~~ l~~1~~.oom:k~i~:a

5:!f~ l~~, UniY~99
BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT

SAT. Feb, 14. Ipm, $100 cashpriZf'S. Preregistration: $I·round
at The Cdlar ca.l! 5&5551' 4911J9?

CHICAGO iAP) - Fermer
CIJr'~ressman John B. Anderson
Wednesday criticized the
Stuion.u Rifle Association for
8U~g. federal legislation
w!licb he said would weaken
~\Jn laws which already are
ineffective.

IrgniWi''!;;~ ~~E"~
POLLY'S ANTIQUES .. Country

~~!sf'8~~~i~~::" ::
ha:J.made Victorian
sty~
Valentines. Between Emerald Ln.

&: Tower Rd. on Cl,autauqua
4645L102

nomination in 1980. spoke at a
news conference sponsored by
the Committee for Handgun

Contrni.
"We must fight to maintain
tll«! few steps forwaro that have
already been taken," Anderson

said.
He added that n-introducti.on
of the McClure-Voik'1ler gun
bill in Congress would enable
persons coovicted of extortion,
alkJuctioo and other felonies to
purchase and own handguns.
The handgun cootrol grotll
honored AnCienuo Wednesday
evening with its annual I incoln
Day Award.
Anderson said the bill also
would hamper the efforts of the
federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms to
monitor the more than 170.000'
licensed gun dealers in the
United States.
If the bill becomes la.,
prosecutors will find it more
diffICUlt to obtain coovictiOliS
for crimes committed witb
handgun8, Anderson said.
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-To Your Health-Edltar's NGee: Te Y.... Hnillt .ppear twke mCIDdaIy .. lite Daily
Eepdaa. If Y" line fluestioes , .... like .. see lUlSWerN. lad
litem to: Te Y.... Healllt. Sladeut ~ellDeu Resoaree Celltel',
Kesnar Han. Qu~U- wUI be presea,'ed aDClDymOllSly.
dr~~?STlON-Wby do I sometimes ge! high on just one or two
Al'lSWER-8ometimes if YO'.& are tired 01' tense. or if you have a
Iow-grade infection you roaf not even know about, a very lImall
amount 01 alcohol can ghe you quite a jolt. Or, if you drink fast,
~"'«ially on an empty uomach, it's a common experience.
The best rule is to drink only in a relaxed circumstance when
YOU're feeling well. And, if one drink seems to be effecting you
more than it should. simply stop drinking. Your body " tryiDg to
tell you something!
QUESTION-l'm on the
and it 8eP.IDS like my period always
begins on the weekends. Is faeroe any way I can change Utis?
ANSWER-Yes. you can change the day your period begins by
either 01 these two ~thods:
l.Take one less pill a month for several months until you've
adjusted your period to & more convenient day. Instead 01 taking 21
piUs, you simply take 3) pi,.... Utat month, and your period will come
one day earlier. So if your period starts on Saturday one month. the
next month it wiJI begin on Friday. the month following on Thur8day and 80 OIl.
.•
1. Take one more pill a month for several mqnths. Instead of 21
pills. take 22 pills a month and your period will come one day later.
Using tbis method, you will wind up with one pill package with
fewer pills, 80 be sure to get a refill promptly. US1~ this method. if
your period starts on &mday, the neA' month at will start on
Monday.
H you get confused 01' need more informa tion. be sure to caD your
pbys~an or contact the Hur.. an SP..xuaIity &>rvice at 453-5101.
QUESTION-liow m,..ny Americans don·t \lrink at aU?
ANSWER-About 48 rBillion aclults. or OI!e'-'hird of the IJOt)Uiation
don't dri1*. So. if you choose not ~ drink. you have' plenty of
company. The strange thing is that drinkers tend to treat n0ndrinkers as though tbey were a bit odd. They are not.

.,m.

-CampusBriefs-The student chapter 01 the Wildlife Society will present tv., films,
"The Snake P..:wr Brids of Prey" and ''We Can Save the Bald
Eap,," at 7 p.m. Thursday in the MississiWi RocmI. Adm~'lSion is
free.
£nines for men's aDt women's table tennis singles tournanleDt
cloee at midnight 'lbunday at the Recreation Center. Pairings will
be posted by noon Fr,day at the Recreation Center information
Desk.

Intramural Sports ·.m accer" entries for the men's and women's
f~:i"l:!ic~Oll. S p.m_. Friday at the Recreation

r=

Cd

The Jackson county YMCA is now !lCC't!Pting applications for ,;
swimming instructor and Iif~uards. Anyooe interested
contact IJrian Laraway at 549-5359.

B,'Uce Swinburne, vice president for student affairs. and his wife.
Mary Lou, ha\,~ been appointed to be area chairpersons for th
Carbondale-Murphysboro area for the 1981 Lincoln AcademY,
Dlinois Convocation ceremonies to be held in Springfield May 9
The Lincoln Academy is a private. non-profit, non-partisa
organization intended to honor present and former illinois citiz
who have brought recognition to the state.
•
College cfLiberal Arts aeniors graduating summer or fall should
make graduation clearance appointments Mooday in Faner 1229.
For iurtt.A!l" wormalion contact COLA advisement, Faner 1229.
45..'l.3388.

t

America" Marketing Associatloll
meeting, 7-8:30 p.m •• Ohio Room.
Board of Trustees meetin8. 10 a.m .•
S[U·Edwardsv ille,
"Senioritia" _ling grouPS. 1-5

,L':i,:=.".a~: :.~: Ballroom
S.

Sigma Chi Alpha meeting. 1-11:30
p.:n.; Ballroom C.
ST'C fUm "House of Wax," 7 and t
p.m .• Student Cen~ Auditorium.
S'i'C fPm. "Masque of the Red
Uea'.lt." 7-ll p.m.. student
Auditorium.
Student Center an competition. 7·
11:30 ~.m .• Student tenter
Gallery Lounge.
Wildlife ~dCiety film. 7 and 8 p.m .•
i.I~illippi

CbriIItiallll UnHmited meeting. 2:»
1:30 p.m .• Sangamon Room.
Student Bib~ Fellowship meeting.
1-10 p.m., Corinth Room.
SPC video "Shorts," 7·11 p.m ••
Video Lounge.
Chrilltian Science Organization
meeting, 10::»-1\:30 a.m .• Activity Room A.

'

SIU Cycling Club meeting, 7: 30-8: 30
p.m., Activity Room C.

C,-''''' r----------------~
Opportul1.ities
for
International
7:3&-10
Experience

Room.

F;~l~~g,

Americ:an Institute of Technology
meeting, 7.. p.m.. Maritill8w
Room.

A partme.nt fire

Call
PeoceCorps
453-3321 ext. 273

Served from: 7·Ua.m.,
Monday tlwv FrIdOy
8o.m"2p.m. $01-•• Sun.

Papa's BI. C ", Adwfch

torv.

blsevlf. fJgg,
sous~ or hcJI"I't, ~«I

tt.,.

fit ;-"';'-d dIMs....

2 liP (any sty'"
s.rwd wi Hash browns,
toast or biscuits. •. n.1t

w/JGUSCI{Ie or bacon•••fI.I'

leave8.()~~. £!e~d,.

eighf others hurt
CHICAGO tAP) One
woman W8» killed and eight
persons were injured Wednesday in an apartment
building fir<! in whicb one
woman threw her baby to safety
from a second-Door window,
offaciaJa said.
About 100 flrefightP.rs battled
the blaze at the three·story
buildin. on the North Side.
Authorities said about 35 perIIODS were evacuated during the
extra-alann fire.
At least three persons
escaped the blaze by jUmping
from the building. officials
added.
Two persona were reported
hospitalized in ood conditioo
and six others, 'ncluding one
city firefighter. were treated
and relea!Ced from Wei.s
Memorial ~"tal.

. .Valentb~ . .
.,. Special

r

2 Color Pktur.....

ONLY

$4.00

~~l

. . .. ar P1tUMAN
Campua IhoppIftt Center
TIL S2't-M31

ARC.l-fIE _JONES FOR OTY COUNOL
Archie Jones, Cand_.'o18 for re-eJection to !he ,Oty
Council. Fab. 24, 1981 believes experience. quat..
ificatlon. Imegrity and dependability are som.' of
1he ingredients that a Ci1y Councilman shQ.dd poISllSS,
A vote for Archie Jones win be highly appnICiated.
will be tJ vote for a person who will be available
when a Councilman is needed.
I om 'l retired schoof principal and have the time
to devC)te to t~ solution of our problems and am
naturally concerned about taxes, pr?tection, and
use of property.
I sholl vote for on odequa1e, continued service to
olt our citizens. at Q minimum cost. and to fI'1e best
interest of our citizens.

.t

Paid for by ~Jones. 1030 N.Wa"~".III.

Enjoy Breakfast with

~
~R~~~~

• The Animal.
• The Beatle.s

6:00 am to 16:30 am DaHy

• Chuclt Berry

FtJlJturing

-lim' Hendrix

Dtuner'. Fresh Baked Ba:uib

-TheKinlta

6:iL~~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::5

Steak at Biscuit. . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .......... : ......... ~
1\..., BiR:uits witb Sa1lIqe Cruy ............. , ..... , . ~
-are.lf.. aa a IiscuitScrambled Egg with Melted
Ham or Sausage
(WI a Bilcuit ...................................... 1.29
Dllmw's BreUfut Specials
2EMwithaBislcuit ......................... ,., ... ~.
2 Ew, Ham or Sausage. witb • Biruit ... , .. , ....... ,1.:W.
I E~, Ham or Sansa&'!. witb HuhtJrown.
&. Biscuit ...................•............ · ... $1.79·
'jwith Sauaae Gcuy. 8dd l¥Iot)

a-..

DanJsb Roll.. .... . .................. , ........... ~

French Toastwfth Iktter6: Syrup ....... , ..... ,., .... 9ge
Side 0nIws
~p,a
HAm or SauuF· ...... :.& CoE£ee(freerefill) ...... ~

~~~:::::::::::~ ~a~~~~,:::::::.:::=
Eajoy

o.::::..,a;:~o.:.~w~.~

Cape

G~ntrdeau.

NO •

Carboadah-.IL
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• The Stonefl
• The Who

·ect,ect,ect.

~;

All Night Long

"n."

.9

n.oo Quart l1'rafts
Quart Gin & Tonic

·9n.00 Quart Iym & Co.,. t;I
"'It
" ~.
V' $3.51 Quart Speeclralla t~,..;
--

Door. Open 'pm

~!>~

• ..s:;

""j(?-Ir-J-.. ~, ... ~-. J7.,.. /,F,,;,.r.a"}"~" ~ ..... ;:-. r ... rll ,~.\}:-•.~ ..... ;:-. r .. r/~ ;::

1~:~~.(-j~· :~".~.'~\~'('i:)~~.:'- 1~~~{·~~~~:p:.-: ·::'~~~t)~·,~~·· :<·)~r!~·>";:~~~ 't:..:;~ .. ~f~<~

Champions crowned
in 1M soccer tourney
By Keltla Maid"'
Studea&WriUer

''lbe intramural mini-coccer
cbampionships were beld
Tuesday night at Pulliam Gym.
When the ball finaUy .topped
rolling the Dirty Dogs and Arab
United were crowned champions.
•
Mini-soceer is a game played
in a .mall gym, with five
p,:&yers 011 each team plaY!n1
Wltb a mini-soccer ball wruch
comes at the goalie at rapid
speeds and echoes through the
g)M witb • than~ aound
wh..-n eomeooe gets in .Q way.
Each game consists '.It R 0 15minute balves. The'.-e are few
time-outs, wtuch keeJIB actioa at
an aImOBt constant pace.
Tbe Men'. B League
championlship game pitied the
Dirty Dogs against the
Freeman Football Clu!t. The
first balf featured a . ;•• ~
defensive style 01 play .,...th
action moving from ooe end f1
'the floor to another, but very
few shots on goal. Players &tuck
to each other like glue and the
rlnt .tanza of the game ended
10 t. ICCII'elesa tie.
Iu the secoad half the Dogs
arne IJIlt kicking and opened up
the game. Dap captain Gary
Tarazi scored what Pl'O¥ed to be
the winning goal when he fired a
perfectly aimed low blast from
the right side of the floor. The
shot beat the Freeman goalie to
the left hand corner of the net in
the opening minute of· the 1'IIl1f.

'lbe bogs scored their second up even more. Both teams
goal two minutes later when started playing rough as
forward Mike Anduda .tOO! the players were falling to the floor
Freeman goalie'. clearing roll left and right, which caused the
and ~t it past him from lS feet referees to balt the contest and
straight out. making the acore bring both captains to center
2-0.
court to warn them about the
That score beld up although bard contact.
Thf; break in action cooled
Freeman put 011 some pressure
and missed some scoring 0p- '~!::gs offa bit, bu it dido'~ c 01
of
the foot of United'. Dia as be
portunities, hitting the side and
~ecred his third goal of the half
top of the goal post twice.
Dot,'S captain Tarazi told his Iud gave his team a 3-2 lead
team at halftime it had to go out 9!beo he rifled a .!J::esast
by
and play its aggressive style of Arsutyo who was
play and score some goals If it. two of his defensemen.
The second haH was all Arab
was to win.
United. In the opening minutea
T1Ie A League championship of the haH Abdullah Seck tallied
game featured American for Uoited when he kicked a
Latino .!lgainst last lear's CI't_~ into the uppes- right
cbamp Anlb United. Unlike the band comer of the net making
preceding g~iJle, this Jame the score 4-2. Arab United
exhibited wide open 8COn1li in goaJie Fabd Harb wa
the first balf by both aidea.
phenumenal in the nets, making
Arab United opeced the se"'eral acrobatic saves on
scoring when defensemen point-blank shots.
Zurub Dia rolled a shot from the
United
kept
applying
left aide of the floor past Latino pressure and team captain
goaUr Ruben Arsutyo. But Mohhammed Dabass scored his
United didn't bold the lead for first of. three second half goals
long a. the Latinos' Omar
Granda rebounded a shot taken La~:!tobe J::~n'!:m~ ~:!.~
by teammate Clavia Husser and previous United s".,ts II ad
sent it past United goalie Fabd pulled Latino goalie Arsut~ out
Harb to knot the game at H. of the net and le!t it virtlJally
Dia· gave United the lead open for Dabass.
again wben he scored bis
Dabaas kicked two more
second goal\ but tbe Latinos goals past the r.heU-shoc!!ed
came right back 10 second!. Arsutyo and gave the Uniteds a
later with a Clavia Husser kick 7-2 lead which gave them their
past goalie Harb to mt II! the second Consecutive A League
score 1-2. After the tyiJ.g goal championship.
the tempo of the game picked

LSU coach glad he stayed
By TIle Aaedated Press

Dale Brown may have been
lick of coaching a year ago, but
this year'. Louisiana State
University basketbaU team bas
done a· lot in providing a cure.
"I debated getting out of
coaching about c year ago,"
said Brown, whos-a Tigers WeJ'f'
ranked fourth in this wee~·.
Associated Pres. colJ':!ge
basketball poll behind Virginia,
Oregon State and DePaul,
respectively.
"I was sick of the primioldoooa syndrome that w;:os
taking over coUege basketball,"
Brown added. "Ever.'body was
interested only in themselves."
A 29-game ~ .treak, a
21-1 record and a three-game
lead in the Southeastern C0nference have contributed to
Brown'. well-being. But the
team, he claims, is the key.
''They are a breath of fresh
air," Brown said. "Tbeae kids
say 'thank you; 'please,' and
'you're weIcorne.' We've .tiffened our recruitinrt:tandards

~ ~ ~er.; ~ ~ ~='~

lI)o:aeM_hU
AP Sports Writer

Michigan's surprising
Wolverines, who only a couple
. of. weeks ago were thinking of
little more than a bertb in the
NCAA
fcurnament,
find·
themselves in the thick of the
beetic Big Tee title race.
Ranked 13th natiooally Ib..~d
of No. 14 Iowa, No. 17 IllUu..ia
IODd No. 20 Indiana, the
Wolverines survivP.d the soft
center of their vdedule with
IUccesslv. vic~nes over
Northwestern, Wisconsin.
Michigan State and WiacODSin
again.
__ .
"U we win thesa4aIr games,
we'D be a cinch to get into the
NCAA," said higb-scoring
forward Mike McGee at the
time. Michigan woo all four and
~y is in a three-way titt
lor firat place wita Iowa alid
Indiana. AU have 1-3 reconis in

w. Urge you to
SHOP & COMPARE
WE PAY MOlt
for
CLA.~ RINOS
Anvthing of Gold
~r Silver
J&JColns
.23 S. 1If. 457,6131

the confereoce.
But the tri-Ieaders cannot
afford to stumble because right
00 their heels witb 6-4 records
are Illinoi.s. Purdue and Ohio
State.
Under new Coach BiU
Frieder. Michigan has p-c.ted
III oventll record of 1~, best in
the Big Ten, and the Wolveines
ar-w probably the best ova time
team in the country. They have
been f«ced into overtime four
times In the Big Ten and h.m~
won all four games.
Michigan now moves in on the
rug~ed part -:! iUs schedule and
theW.:;!.. ~ Thursday night
tate on a .....mewbat disnppointing 0Il.W So'ate team which
might be ready to make it.
move. Iowa jourr.eys to Minnesota and Indiana is bost to
Northwestern. Illinois !;ravels to
Wisconsin and Purdue g~ to
Michigan State.
Saturday'S schedule "Dds

Dlinoia at Ohio State. Indiana at
WiSCwDsin, Nortbwestero II!~
Iowa, Purdue at Minnesota and
Michi2/W at Michigan State. i
TIle-Midligan-Micbigan State
elash will be televised as the
Big Ten "Game of the Week"

aod will feature the conference
scoring battle bm'.reen McGee
and Jay Vincent 01 Michigan

State.
Vinct!nt won the scoring title
last year with a 22.1 average
while Mc<;e., rmi.shed second
witb 211. Current.!y, Vincent is
leading with a 24.1 average and
McGee is second witb 22.S. TIle
only other player averaging
over ~ points .. game in conference play is Claude Gregory
of Wisconsin at 20.2Following thbl weekend. only
six games rf'maio on the
schedule. Michigan will have
tough datea at Illinois, Iowa and
Indiana.

. . .u ..rPrlce
Such brr....ls as:
CM.iIn Klein. Sas5OOS,
Oscar Deluanta.
Chic, lAMs aI'd ~
p.w.y&.........,0t0ty
.... 11&M.~

~A"'"

CAaONDA':3i

V~, whicb rallied from a
16-poIDt deficit to ao 80-79
overtime victory over Nortb
Carolina, retained tbe No.1
position, increaSing its lead
over Oregon State from 10 to 28
points.
TIle Cavaliers collected 43 of
62 rlnt-place votes and 1,221 of
a possible 1,240 points in the
balloting by a nationwide panel
of 'ports writer. and broadcasters. Tbe Beavers, 19-01
received 18 '!rSt-placevotes ana
1,193 points.
Last week, Virginia, 20-9,
collected 3S first-place votes
while Oregon State was tabbed
No. 1 on 26 b'lllota.
.
Dt>.FlluI, 21-1, Louisiana State,
which got the other rlrst-place
vote, aDd Arizona State, 18-2,
held the third, fourth and r1fth
pGlritions. Tbe Blue Denwna got
1,096 points-25 more than LSU.
The Sun Devils had 9§ points.

remain undefeated :n dual mel"!
all-around competition and
thinks the junior can do it.
"If Brian has a good day, ...
cao handle just about anyone,"
Meade ..aid. ''There's just as
much pressure on the other
guys to beat him as there is
pressure on him to beat them.
He'U have to beat one-balf of. the
19110 Olympic team to remain
andefeated. Hartuor bas

=:e~dC=::'::~
the stufi Il!'!!ln is doing is

unique. Jimmy (Hartungl is a

aU-arounder like B1~. Cahoy

is another outstanding gym-

.Mm."

He would also like to beat
LSU and thinks his squad can
also compete 00 a level witb
Iowa State and Nebraska.
"We could do very wen
because these kids DOW know
their potential f~r scoring,"
Meade said. "Nebraska doe!m't
have it all loIetber yet because
itartung has been burt. It'.
good for the kids to meet this
level ~ competitoa and have
5,000 or 6.000 people there to
watch because they will face
that at nationals.

KOlne,Dell
Univenlfy Man

r----- SPECIAL
i Buy one Regul~r Sub I
COU~------,
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and
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And Don't Min HAPPY HOUR

Everyday 7PM.l0PM
3S DRAfTS

Wednesday
is

"PITCHER DA V'I
at Quctro's-opening . til 12p.m.
With t ... ·purcha. . of any
mM'um or
pi~
you'll get a pitcher of any
dra-«t ....r or soft drink.

"rg••••

'~ha.. &T~

~

championships ...

GDINASTS from Page 16

good pommel horse man for an

Michigan eyes NCAA tournament

Brown, who claims be baa no
super.tars, admits be would
like to be ranted No. 1 "on
March 30, after the NCAA

for

994

no limit on pitchers

YHI HAl. LA. COft gev. 10U lnore th--A 0 ~ _vice
.aIon.•..We tab ",. tine 110 gNoa you '"the ...... ~
for your "-aIr and skin care.
. . . . INI4 . . . . . . SfnIuIte would lilte to Invite you
to e.peri4lnce tn. ....EIGHT Of PftOfESSIONAlISMM with
0,","," "_ •• LA. SPKlALiST.

CAU FOIl AN APPOINTMENT

THI HAl. LAB
"S7-2S~
ns s. UNIVIRSITY (Oft the ....nd)

Big Ten champions
to test ladygymnasts
AD"_"

Collegiate Champion,a nmner- ga ve them thE! seventh best dual
lop World Tumbling CMmpion meet score in the country this
and a member of the U.S. Pan- season.
Vogel said, "U's going to be a
The Saluki women's gym- American, World Game and
nastirs team will have • busy Student World Game teams." very. close meet because
weekend as It travels to Ames,
The SaluJd all-arounders, c0- Michigan State is a good team.
Iowa, fot a dual meet against captain Val Painton, Pam
The SDartans have a· very
the Iowa State ':~iversity
Turner and Lori Erickson will
Cyclones Friday, and returns
be facing some good com- good vault and bars specialist in
bome for a dual meet against retition from Iowa State's best Barb Zahowsky, and she made
the Michigan State University
all-arounders, Chris Elhm and a very good sbowinll against
SpartaDa at 2 p.m. Sunday at
\leg Davis. SIU.c's fourth all- Penn State, winnang botb
events; Vogel said.
a!'OWIder, Pam Conklin, is sick,
the Arena.
Vogel added tha.t MSU also
Iowa State is currently and "mayor may not be
has three gymnasts who have
unranked in the nation, and has competing," Vogel wd.
a I~ edge in the Saluki-Cyclooe
Vogel added tMt Saluki AD- been averaging 35 points per
American Pam Harrington, mEet in all-around competition.
series.
According to Vogel, it is
According to Saluki Coach . who has a hand injury and has
Herb Vogel, "We shouldn't bave only been competing on the Michigan State and Ohio State
balance beam, will not be that SIU-C must beat in the
traveling to Iowa with the team. regional championship
meet. If
Dto!1ise Didier and PatU Tveit qualifications if the Salukis
Vogel said the Cyclones are
wilt be ser;ing as specialists, expect to advance to the AlA W
"probably a 128-130 point with Didier competing in three National Championship Meet.
"This weekend we must
team," and thllt they are doing eve'.lts and Tveit in two.
the best they cav with the talent
Sunday, the 12th-ranked prove thJtl we have matwed
they have. .
Sal"kis take on their arcb- into consistent team," Vogel
·'Actually. Iowa State is rivals, 18th-ranked Michigan said. "A team that cannot only
performing above its capability
State University, and it will be win, b·..at score at If national
level," be added.
"Brillg a Friend Day".at the ranltir.g level."
Vogel bad nothing but praise
Vogel said victories over
Arena. Two people wiD be able
fot Iowa State's coach, Donna
to attend the meet for the price Iowa State and Michigan State
Scbenzer Kram~r, an. SIU-C of one.
would put the SaJukis one win
alumnus, who is coaching bel"
The Michigan State Spartans short of their !ath winning
fU'St season at iSU.
are currently the defending Big Beason, a record unequalled by
"Kramer is possibly the
any t~m, male or female, at
S&alf pho&o by Bria. Howe
finest gymn!tst t'liat SIU has
SIU.c or in the nation.
ever produced," Vogel said.
The Salukis now bave a 8-3
pionships. The ~partans are
"Duraog ber tenure at SlUt coming off a victory against dual meet season record and Salllld _tar PaUl Tvei& ,,10 be counted 011 for npertJse ill &he
Kramer was a tour-time AlI- Pe,'ID State in their last dual are bidding for their lIth Door exercise "bea SIU-C faces Mkhigaa &&ate aa41_a SUIte this
weHetid.
Americall, tbre&-time NatioDal
national title in 18 years.
mec~ outing_ Their 140.95 IICOI"e
By Mike

&&all Wri&er'

::rt!o:~IC;:;~"o:~:r~~i~

loe:!r;mJ::rt ~:cb:'m~
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Hartzog: Meet needed Men's gYID team. getting ready

:'fo shape··~ptrackmen

for highly-ranked opponents
By Michelle Sebweat
Writer _

ByGl"e1rw.....
S&aff Wril«

Saturday, SIU-C will face Iowa
State, ranked No. 1 in the nation
acconfdlg to a receut coaches'
The Saluki men', gymnastres
poll. The Salukis will then
team C8c1't afford to make any
travel to Uncoln, Neb., Sunday
mistakes this weekend because to take on Nebraska and
it will face three of die toUghest Louisiana State, Nebraska is
gymnastics teams in the nation.
the defending national cltamMistakes always hurt, but pion and ranked No, 2 in the
according to Coach BiU Meade, coaches' poll, while LStJ is
it makes things tougher when rated No. 12. There wiU be no
they happen on the road.
letu{> from the intense com"Road mistakes really hurt petition next weEk Decause the
you but you never have any . Sa~ukis travel to Penn State,
problems with the juOges If you which features the ntth-ranked
don't make JIIny mistakes," team in the COWltry and is also
Meade said. "Jt:~ges tend to Meade's alma mater.
give a little to the home team
Besides impressive rankings,
sometimes,"
the teams also have SGme
In this case, the home teams imllressive individuals comdon't need any help. On peting for them. T'te Cyclones
S&aff

Prior to lid week's nlinois Intercollegiates. SIU-C men's
track Coach Lew Hartzog would not say his SaIuki trackmen
had a good chance of winning.
The Salukis' triangular meet with Wisconsin and the
Chicago Track Club in MIKf.son, W!s. Saturday is no exception.
"Wisconsin uswdIy beat:! us dUrLI'18 the indoor season, and
the Chicago Track club is alwa',: tough," Hartzog said.
So, what is the use of going~ Especially with the threat of
facing a new winter storm Saturday night OG the Io-hour bus
ride back to Carbondale:
" am running tbe ~ io tbe events they wiD be nmning
in the Missouri Valley _iIIlfu-ence Indoor ~mpi~hips in
t.hn!e weeks," Hartq laid.
.
The purpose of this meet, lid the ne¥t three ~s. Hartzog
said. is to gf"t his squad in t.lp sha. pe f'lr tboF~ chan. PiC'.e;hips
and a tough ISU team.
"We're simply not in conr.ition," Harb.-og said. "And time is
nmning out on us. We ban gOH9g0 work. and soon.
"Heck, I have been in Chis poIitioo before." be said. "But I
am afraid that it' we don't get going,~tty soon, IS U is going to
be really tough \:0 beat in the Vaney:'
But back to litis week's meet, whicb wiD give tbe Salvtisa
ehance to face some of the pas{ Big 10 collegiate stars who are
DOW running for the Chicago ~ <-lub.
Hartzog said the Wisconsin meet was primarily designed for
the women's teams that will be competing, thus .'!hanging the
men's schedule of events.
.

Fe~ry U,

1981

~~em:.f~ete:g=:!

agQ. Meade "ouId like Babcock
See GYMNASTs page 15

Standings not important to tankers

score for us to win."
Considering the Saiukis
aren't set on winning the meet,
Women's Swimming Coach
Hill says Illinois would be the
Tim Hill thinks he has been favorite to win the Saluki Insounding like a broken record vitational because it bas a week
of rest before its next major
lately because all be can talk
"It bas more relays than a regular 'meet wou.'d have. and it
..bout is the upcoming state
meet.
Eastern
Illinois.
is also a very long meet," Hartzog sa:J. "I'm a little bit
meet and the national meet in
Southeast Missouri and Indiana
worried about that, but either way, the com1M!tition would be
l\of.arcb. TI-e Salukis want to win
State are the other teams in the
beneficial for us."
that state It.1eet and place high
field.
Another pressing problem facing Hartu.g· is the job of
in the nataGrlals, so everything
Also, the Salukis aren't
cutting his ~an squad down by 15 members, tID cut costs ')!'!
the team dot.. is geared toward
favored because various
the road trip.
.
those two goals.
members of the team are
Hartzog said be a1n>ady knows the first 20 members that wiD
This weekend's Saluki Insuffering from
assorted
make the trip; it is the final five that is tough.
vitational is no exception to the
maladies.
"How do you cut a sbotputter like David Featherston. or a
plan. The Salukis may not win
Hill expects good times from
pole vaulter like Jim Sullivan or a nmner like Tom Fitztil..- meet, but that really doesn',
Ratcliffe and Heidi Eincl"Od in
patrick? They are aD still pretty good."
matter to the team or Hill.
the 500-yanJ freestyle events at
The 21-year track coach said the ~ion "is always tough,
"Our goal isn't to win the
the Recreation Building Poal
but I haYe made it many times before."
meet," Hill said. "We want to
Friday night. Hill expects
swim
some
good
times
in
every
DianePoiadniak
to be one of h~
One trackman that usually does not bare the coacb's wrath
event because we are JooIting
by swimmers this weekend
is David Lee. H~r, Hartzog said this triangular rr.eet will
forward
to
the
statf:
meet.
and
is
seeking
some
good times
be h..!pful for him, too.
Ev~ COllSiders us a sboo-in
for her in tbe 21'lryard in"David Lee neetIs to get into better shape, to be one of the
for
the
state
title,
but
I
don't
dividua}
medley
and
the lQO.and
flip athletes in the world, .. H8!tzog, said. Lee wiU be ~J?fiing
think they realize we bave only
200-yard butterfly events.
in the eo-yard higlt hurdles, tile mile relay and the Ioog JUmp.
10
swimmer.s.
All
to
swimmers
Hill
is
count:!Ig
OIl Poludniak
' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. and all five diver$wUl bave to ..... tlDd Debbie Merlo lead off the
Page .t, Daily ElYptian,

haYe
all-arounder
Ron
Galimore, a member of the 1980
Olympic team, whose highest
score this year is 56.85.
Nebraska bas another OlymIlic
team member, Jim Hutung,
who has scored a 57 ~ lbis year.
The Cornllt:~~:s also have Phil
Cahoy, another. nationally
ranked gymnast whose best
score to date is 57.05.
The Salukis were ranked No.
8 ;n the natio'l but have topranked all-1.trounder Brian
Babcock :u the lineup. Babcock's personal high IS 57.10,

By MieftUe Sell.eat

&&aff Wricer

BOO-yard !~eet>~yle It. and B
reams and "~;ts both to swim
times unck1' tv.v minutes in the
~yard frees~le.

The diving squad is also
utilizing the Saluki Invitational
as a bJneup because the zone
quaJi1ying meets for nationals
will be beld next week. The
state meet follows two d&ys
later.
.
. Diving Coach Dennis Golden
said he thinka the meet wiU be a
good tuneup for the z.one trials
and floto-:-: :! will serve as a good
form'.J practice.
T'~ Salukia' Julia Vlamer is
... defending state cNlmpioo in
'Jtree-meter di\'ing. wt.ile Robin
Duffy of ISU is the oefending
atate champion one-meter
diver.
The meet will begin Friday at
5 p.m. TIle prelimilVtries will be
beld at 11 a,m. Saturday and the
fil18ls A! 7 p.lll. On Sunday. the
prelims begin at 10 a.m. and the
finals will be beld at S p.m.
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Iifsider

Life is noisy. From the textbook to the tube. the
world keeps talking at you with a daily overdose of
information. Yet. like a well·programmed comput·
er. you' re expe.'ted to consume all that raw data and
produce an el'dless stream of clear responses-in

the form of essays. papers. class dis<:ussions, and
amazing feats of multiple·choice memory. To help
you monitor the signals and get your own message
across, we ve assembled this six·pack of techriques
for effective communication. Drink it in'

The Anatomy of a Message ••• 4
Youreyes. your ears. your h'lII{l~. your SMile-ali send and
receive a constant now of subtle communications. We
tuned in to a few of the key words and signals that make this
system run.

How'iJ SayWhat~ Mean! .07
For most ~ple, making a speech is unadulterated agony.
If} ou cringe before crowds or panic in class presentatk'ls,
our public speaking tips can help.

\bu Must Remember Thl.s ••• 14
Whether you're tr:dng to match a name with a fa ..1! or
summon up the answers to a test, good COr:tmunication
means retrieving infOimation when you need it. Here.
some memorable ways l'l keep the facts at your finger·
tips.

~It~ ••••••••••••••••16
Sure, tortured all·nighters and disastrous essay exams are
a part of The College Experience. Sut listen. go ahead :.md
check out our shortcuts for p!'OdLocing peerless ill1.'Sl' with
less pain.

ClmJI) Dynamics •••••••••••• 19
Whc:: ..er inve nted the committee was no great fan of clear
communication. Here. some valuable advke on how to cut
through the chaos as a leader or a follower.

~On~.G ............... 20
It's those simple. evpryday eOC'<IIlnters-with a parent, a
roommate. a friend, an adviser-that offer the most
room for getting your signals crossed. We've come to your
emotional rescue with tips for handling a hO!.i of tricky
personal transactions.
(~r:ar.wtS:tioOf~ltma EhJ~"00x5M

OinJf'f.'141Istl

FORD'S INSIDFR: A CONTlmilNG SERIES
OF COLLEGE NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMEN"TS
is sponsored by Ford Division of Ford Motor
Company and published by 13-30 Corporation
(',."bicb also produces such familiar campus publications asNUTSHELL and TaE GRADUATE),
Ford's sponsorship of tbis rl.lblication is an indicatIon of their desire to prnvide services to
college students. Please take the time to let us
know how you like this supplement by returning
the postage-paid card on page 8. Anc for more
information on Ford's product line, use the card
on page 16.
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day, tbeJl1fJ'e
tone of yourvoice

and lite look in
your eyes send out siF.nals by whicb peopl!!
judge your maUves and
rate your imeUigence.
In lite face o( all litis
pressure, wIIo knows
bow many brillianl
Ikisms go astray betwef'JI conception and
delivery?
Relax; it'sonlyyour
future. To a vast extent, bow weD you send
add receive sucb messages determines
whetber you'U succeed in school. ua
tbe job, and even in
your personal life.
Help is on tbe way.
bowever. On tbe following pages you'll
find a variety of ceclt·
niques for getting the
static out of yourcommunication system.
But iirst some facts
about lite subtle mix of
words and signs tbat
makes lhat system run.

n-

I

n

It· s said the eyes are the
window of the soul They
may also let others "read"
our emolloos. desires, and
feelin~ Even the time we
speoo looking at .others can
denote interest .or lack of it.
Accurd,ng to Julius Fast,
author ui Body Laapagu{
Sn.Power.a.ldA~,
a glance held for less than
three secoods signals. "You
are another buman being. I
recognize you as sucb." If
one person bolds a stranger's glance for more than
three secoods it means, "I
am interl'$tl'd in you."
All cultures dull use the
same signals, b.owever.
Latin Americans am Mid.
die Easterners baYe Iooger
"looking times" than ours;
Asians and Europeans haYe
sborter ODeS. N.orth Africaa
Tuaregs searcb eacb
other's eyes avidly as tbey
talk. wbile the Japanese
pav little attention to eye
cootact.

Ever Notice
They Smile
More In
~ustiD Than
Boston?
A native Georgian C.omplains that students on his
Midwestern campus are un·
friendly-they never smile
at each other when they
pass. A New Englander
transplanted t.o a Southern
campus .woders wbyevery·
one gnns all the time. What's
the trouble? A dlfrerenee in
cultural perspecti ve. accordi~g to Ray Blrdwhistell. one

psychologL~ts

of the first
to
study txxfy language Amencans in the Southeast hold
the record for smiling. willie
those In the Great Lakes
region tend t.o smile the
least. Does thiS mean that
Southerners are just inher·
entJy friendlier' Not neces·
sarily, according to Bird·
whistell. A Southerner' 5 cui·
tural u~ringing has taught
him that iI smile denotes
hospitality 1nd good manners. while New England·
ersrestrainsmilesinpubiic
to SbilW polite reserve.
Southerners ,,110 tend to
smile a lot may be viewed
with suspicioo and hostility
by their NortherJ counter·
parts. In the So..:!: apologizing without smiling may
be seen as insincere behav·
i.or. but in other portions of
the country apologizing with
a smile is seen as frivolous.

They
Learn From
Pupils

Some cultures searcb .one

another's eye pupils for nonverb..' signals. according to
anthropologist Edward T.
Hall who has helped train
American dipl.omats for
overseas service. In the Middie Eastern countries. for
example, people tend to
stand about two feet apart
instead of the five feet costomary to Americans. This
way they see the size of
each other's pupils. according to Hall. and can use this
as an indicator of bow the
other person is responding
to a situation. F.orexamplc.
a person's pupils tend to
dilate when he's interested
and contract upon hearing
somethmg he dislikes

Top Te h .
C Dl9ues
For TechDlcaJ
Writing

I

I

For the engineeri'lg or
science majur, producing
dear am readable abstracts,
lab reports, or project papers
can be a tougb cbore. The
first step in creathg papers
that earn top grades is to
coosider thuudience you're
writing fur. advises Dr.
James Paradis, an associ·
ate professor of tecbnical
communicatims at the Massacbusetts Institute of TPcb·
nology. Because so m.Jny
project reports written 00
thej,lbwillbeseeobymanagl?rial a1 well as professioo·
al groups, Paradis tells his
students to learn to write
for both audiences. An a~
pendill sbould be included
at the back .of the report
outlining the more tecbnical
data; tbi$ allows a_ted!Dical toile to be maintained
in the body of the text itself.
AfterCOllS':ructing the text
of a report. graJils and charts
should be induded to add
validity to study results and
break up the monotony of
written text. Some tips on
bow to use them:
• Use tables f.or pl'1!('ise.
detailed inf.ormatioo. and
graphs when it's necessary
to have a greater visual
impact. Graphs are more
effective wben writit. 5 for a
nontechnical aUOIenre.
• Unlessyouhavemorethaa
50 charts in a seqtlenct.'.
insert them in the body .of
the text. For reportt; with
more than 50 charts. include
a separate section.
• Spend some extra time
thinking about accurate aoo
complete captions f.or your
grap:lS.
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"Welcome to the

Land of DoubIesr~1i'
JI.

You are entering a world of
euphemisms and deceptive phrasing.
Comeday the dean's CoavemenUotbeinlers&ale. Language wyers
.,:)welcoming speech This usually means you're Of tlie World. Unite !
"I believe in calling a
may includesuc~ a use- ~v:.~e;:n:. ~!~:iake desk a desk. not a 'pupil
lui caveat. Unt!1 then. a half-hour drive to get to station.' A.1d I prefer going
most students will have the dost!St convenieDce store. to the library irJStead of to
to learn the hard way
~
the 'learning resource cen-

thatit'svi~toreadbe- ,.c-~r"":)

tween the lines when ~~
perusing infonnation on
I
apartmenlS. jobs. and
•
courses. Some Cf'1'Ilmon examples of Grade
Acollegedoublespe-clk...

I II I I

III •
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Adak ~lex. In a college
town, this usually means no
students are welcome.
Y~~d~~.nyou're

not going to be around sum-

AtleatiGa plated OR etlbaacinl writiDl skills. Plan on a
lot of tenD papers, with extra
emphasis III grammar and
structure.
~ pn'II1issDa aaIy.
Unless you've got cmtacts
in the scllool or you are a
last-quarter senior. your
chances of getting in are
slim.

mer quarter you'U have to
sublet.
Walk 10 campus. Plan on a
lot of illegal parking and a
big traffir jam III football
weekends.
E~dIli!ll11i.;""

This sometimes means that
the shower has little water
pressure and that the therm.'5tats are regulated by
the'llf!Ct'.

llDs&nIcUIred classes.. Count Need 28 sharp peop~. Genon a lot of outside work, erallv, companies that need
I.e at one time are
with little direction from 20 .
filii.. ~mporary sales jobs.
the professor.
~irfd COUIW. n you're
TeIr'.....GIle work, These jobs
going to have a class with usually pay strictly by com250 people, this will risually
be it.
A basic: inlrodecUoa. Don't
plan on spending too much
time on one subject. These
classes are notorioos for .:.-~~~~~~~~t:
skimming topics.
<'
?
Need OWII lraasporla&icii:
;Ji.~~;,:-; Plan 011 spending a lot of
time on the road.
SpudollS two aad duft bed- CeaYeaieIl& . . . ., Ileus..
root& Compared to a dorm This means lots of night and
room, anything is spacious. Sunday aftemooa work.

£"

ter... ' So says Professor
WiUiam Lutz, head 01 the
Rutgers University English
department and president
01 the National Doublespeak
Committee. a group whose
goal is to wipe rut eu;>hemisms in oor lifetime.
While euphemisms exist
in bus:;ness and government, Lutz believes that
doublo?speak is gaining the
most ground at Wliversities.
"College administrators
use euphemisms to make
the ordinary sound unoniiDoary-that is, fancier,
me.t! important. After aU, a
dean sitting in his big
college office has to think of
some way to justify it all."
The committee, a branch
of tbe National Council 01
Teachers of English, began
10 years ago at a NCTE
convention. The approximately 5O-member group
puts out the Publir Doublespeak Newsleuer roor times
a year and gives aMual
Doublespeat Awards. k'1St
year's wiMer, the nucled_-power industry, won
because, according to Lutz,
it invented a wholf> new
vocabulary of jargon and
euphemisms dUring the
Three Mile IsIarAi incident
committee presented
an awani f{lr the best example of dooblespeak from a
foreign :;DUree. The winner
was General Joao Baptista
Figut;tredo, who upon
being elected Brazil's ne~
pn!Sident told reporters. "I
intend to open this CGUntry to
c!emocracy, and ;tnyone
who is against that I will
jail. I will cn!sh."

nle

Catching
Jnspoken Clues

If sociologist Dane Archer
had his .... ~y. all professional·
school entra xe exams would
judgt: applica!"ts not only on
their academic ~ills ~tlt
also m their abilities tel detect relationships and
unspoken emotions i~1 the
people around them.
Archer, author of How &0
Expand YlMlr Social Inlelligence Quotient 1M. Evans.
1980, $5.951 hc!lif!ves that we
all have a pot.~ntially good
51. or the kllack of picking
up nonverbal signals but
that we aren't trained to use
this skill. Because the G RE.
MCAT, and LSATdoo'ttest
such abilities. he feels that
schools aren't f1Jming out
the best doctors and
lawyers possible.
"Professionals need to be
able to see past mere words
and detect the true
erne·oms of the persons they
are dealing with," Archer
says. For example, a doctor
should be alJ~ to sense fear
or nervousness in a patient.
Among college undergrads, theater majors tend
to score the highest on 51
tests because they've been
trained to communicate
through nonverbal methods.
Women also score consistently higber, perhaIM
because they have usually
been conditioned to pay
attention to small details.
This is not to say that people
can't pick up the skills late
in life, Archer notes. "All
we need to do is unshackle
ourselves from strictly v~r
bal communication.

1-------'--"""1
SWp. Look. and listen
·'You can win friends,
mellow enemies, bi:lp loved
ones, and change your own
life through developing your
powers 01 assertive listening," promise Baxter and
Corinne ~ting in their
book How To Lislen Assertively. The~tingstellyou
bow ttl develop such assertive listening techniques as
"rulkolor lis:enilll .. whicb
stresses taking
in the
amversatioo -disagreeing or
C!greeioJZ commending or
criticizing-when bearing
someone's comments rather
th.m just passiVt!ly listeDing to them. 'Sovereign
Boots. 1971. $2.~).
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The Anatomy of a Message
The Eyes
Have It
It's said the eyes are the
window of the souL They
may also let others "read"
our emotions, desires. and
feelings. Even the time f t
spend looking at others can
denote interest or lack of it.
According to Julius Fast,
autborof Body Languagrof

Sel. Power, and A~.

E

ach day, &hemere
iIY..e of your voice

and tbe look in
your eyes send out signals by which people
judge your motives and
rate your intelligence.
In &he face of all &his
pressure, who knows
bow many brilliaIl t witticisms go astral betweea conception and

"'eli very?
Rebx; it's only your

futurf'. To a vast extent, b(yN weD you send
and receive sOcb mesCH!ges determines
whetber you'U succeed in scbool. on
tbe j~b, and even in
your personal life.
Help is on tbe way~
however. On tbe follow; Jg pages you'll
find a varlny of lechniq~es for ,!letting &he
static out 0 your communication system.
But first some facts
about the subtlemix of
words and signs that
makes that system run.

a glance held for less than
Ulree secoods signals, "Yau
are another human being .•
ra.'ognize you as such." If
one person holds a stranger's glance for more than
three seconds it means, ".
am interested in you. "
All cultures doo't use tile
same signals, however.
Latin Americans and Middle Easterners bave longer
"Ioolting times" Ulan ours:
Asians and Europealls have
shorter ones. North Af .!an
Tuaregs searcb eacb
other'.o; eyes avidly as they
talk, .. hile the Japanese
pay little attention to eye
contact.

Ever Notice
They Smile
More In
Austin Than
Bostou?
A native Georgian complains that stiltients 00 his
Midwestern camJlilS are unfriendly-they never smile
at each other when :~")'
pass. A New Englandf r
transplanted to a Southern
campus wonders whyf.>vervone grins all the ti~ ~ltat~ s
the trouble" A C:ifference in
cuJtural perspt>ctiVl', according to Ray Birdwhi.c;telJ. one

of the first psychologists to
stu1\' boc!\'language. Americans in till' Southl'ast hold
the l'l'I:ordforsmiling. while
those in the Great Lakes
region tend to smile the
least. Does this mean that
Southerners are just inherently friendlier? Not neces·
sarily, according 10 Bird·
whistell. A Southerner's cuJ·
tural upbringing has taught
him that a smile denotes
hospitality and good manners, while New England·
ers restrainsmiies inpubiic
to show polite ~rve.
Southerners who tend to
smile a lot may be viewed
with sU.'ij.\icion and hostility
by their Northern counter·
parts, In the South apologizing without smiling may
be seen as insincere behavior, but in other portioos or
the country apologizing with
a smile is seen as frivolous.

They
Learn From
Pupils
Some cultures search one
anotller's eye pupils for nonverbal signals. according to
anthropologist Edward T.
Hall, who has helped train
American diplomats for
overseas service. In the Middle Eastern I'ountries. for
example, ileople tend to
stand aIlot:t two feet apart
instead of lhe five feet customary ~:; Americans. This
way they see the size of
eactl other's pupils, according to Hall, and can use this
as an mdirator of how the
other person is responding
to a situati.JD. For example,
a person's pupils tend to
dilate wllt>n he's interested
and contract ..:oon hearing
something he dl:;hkes.

Top Techniques
For Technical
Writing
For the engineering or
science major. producing
clear and readable abstracts.
lab reports, or project ~.apers
can be a tough chCY."I!. ~
first step in creating papers
Ulal earn top grades is to
cmsider the audielK."I! you' re
writing for, advi$es Dr.
James Paradis, an associate profeS.!lOr of technical
commtmicatims at the Massachusetts Institute of Techoology. Bf>~ause so many
project "'ports written on
the job will be~ by managenal as well as professiooal groups, Paradis tells his
students to leam to write
for both audiences. An appendix should be included
at the back of the report
outlining the IDOI'1! technical
data: Ibis allmrs a nontedtnical tone to be maiatained
in the body or the text itself.
After cmstnJcting the text
of a report. gra~ and charts
should be included to add
validity to study I"I!SUlts and
break up the mOMtony of
written text. Some hps on
how to use them:
• Use tables for preclSt'.
detailed information, and
graphs when it's necessary
to have a greater visual
impact. Graphs are more
effective when writing for a
nontechnical audience.
• Unless you have more than
50 charts in a sequenrt'.
insert them in the body of
the lext. For reports with
more than 5& cnarts. include
a separate section.
• Spend some extm timt'
thinlung aboot accurate and
compll'te captions for YOllr
graphs.

"Welcome to the

Land of DoublespeaR:'
You are entering a world of
euphemisms and deceptive phrasing.
Comeday the dean's
speech
may include such a useful caveat. Until the~
most students will have
to learn the hard way
~elcoming

Convemrnt to the in&ns&ale.
This usually means you're
living next to a I, .~hway.
Cowatrysettiog. 'tmaytake
a balf-hour drive to get to
the closest convenience store.

that it's vital to read between the lines when
penJSing infonnationoo
apartments. jobs, and

courses. Some

CO~

moo examples of Grade
AcoDegedoublespeak._
Adult ~L In it college
town, this usually means no
students are we\('ome.

Year-nMllld lease. If you're

not going to be around sum-

mer quarter you'l) bave to
sub~.

nut·

~ te clinpas. Plan un iJ
).)t of illegal parking and cl
big traffac jam 00 footbaU
weekends.

AUHU. pIaftd on
inlWlitial stills. Plan on a
lot of 1Ierm papers. witbelltra
emphasis m grammar and
5lructure.

Tbis sometimes means that
the shower bas little water

Unless you've got contacts
in the school or you are a

pressure and tbat the thermostats are regulated by
the office.

Iast-quarter senior, your
chances of l,etting in .11 e
slim.

,....

~d dMsa Count

N~"

~pennissiaDaaIy.

E~ t&I5Q&.1iIL

in job~. ads;
ZI sharp people. Gen-

on a lot of outside work,
with little direction from
the professor.
Required coane. H you're
going to have a class with
2SO people, this wiU usually

erahv. companies tbat need
20 pet.~1e at one time are
filling temporary salesjobs.
Telepbooe ''fOrt. These jobs
usually pay stri~tly by commission

!fplan.!!-.on spending
iDlrociwUcMt. Don't
mucb

~

t!£

.,
too
time on one sllbject. These ~
classes are notorious for ~:=~~::~!!;~~
skimming topic"C.
Need ... II"aII!IpOrtati4ii:Plan oa spending a lot of
~.·~DQt~.7] time
011 the road,
Spadoas t. . aad duft bed- eo.ve.ieIat ....., Ileus.
noms. Compared to a donn This means lots of night and
room, anything is spacious. Sunday afternoon work.

Langua ge Lovers
Of lbe World, UDi~!
"I believe in calling a
desk a desk, not a 'pupil
station: And I prefer going
to Lie library instead of to
the 'learning resource center... ' So says Professor
William Lutz, head of the
Rutgers University English
department and president
or the National Doub\espeak
Committee, a group whose
goal is to wipe out euphemisms in our lifetime.
While euphemisms ellist
in business and government, Lutz believes that
doublespeak is gaining the
most ground at universities.
"College administrators
use eupbemisms to make
the ordina ry sound unordinary-that is, fancier,
more important. After all, a
f dean sitting in his big
~lege office bas to think of
some way to justify it aD."
The committee, a bra ncb
of the National Council of
Teacbers of English, began
10)'tars ago at a NCTE
cliiwention. The approximatety 5O-member group
puts out the Publit Doublespeak NewsIeUer four times
a year and gives alUlual
Doublespeak Awards. Last
year's winner, the nuclearpower industry, won
because, according to Lutz,
it invented a whole new
vocabulary of jargon and
euphemisms during the
Three Mile Island inc~nt.
The committee presented
an award for the ~st example of doublespt>ak from a
foreign source. The wmner
was General Joao Baptista
Figueiredo, who upon
being elected Brazil's next
presideut told ~,«ten. "1
inlell J to open tbiI; country to
dem.,cracy, and anyone
who is against tbat I will
jail. I will crura."

SociaII.Q.: Catching
Unspoken Clues
If sociologist Dane Archer
had his way, all professionalschool entrance exams would
judge applicants not only on
their academic skills but
also on their abilities to de·
teet relationships and
unspoken emotions in the
people around them.
Archer. author of How 10
Ellpud Your Social Inlellig~QuotieD' (M. Evans,
1980, $595) believes that we
all bave a potentially good
SI. oy tI'.e knack of picking
u;; nonverbal signals but
that we aren't trained lOuse
thisskill BecausetheGRE,
MeAT and UiATdoo'ttect
such abilities, he feels that
school" aren't turning out
the best doctors and
la~'Yers possible.
"Profcssionals need to be
able to see past mere words
and detect tbe true
emotions of the persons they
are dealing with," Archer
says. Forexample,adoctor
should be ~ble to sense fear
or nervousness in a patient.
Among college undergraIb, i.heater majors tend
to scCY.~ the highest on SI
tests because they've been
trained to communicate
through nooverbal methods.
Women also score consistently higher, perhaps
because they have usually
been conditioned to pay
attention to small details.
This is not to say that people
can't pick up the skills late
iD life, Archer notes. "All
we need to do is unshack~e
ourselves from strictly V'~r·
bal communication.

1----------04
Stop, Look. and ~ten
"You can wiD friends,
mellow enemies, belp loved
ones, and change your own
life through developing your
powers of assertive listening," promise Baxter and
Corinne Geeting iD their
book How To Lisle. Asser·
tively. The Geeting.c; tell you
how to develop sucb asser·
tive listening techniques as
"full-color listening," .~icb
stresses taking part in tile
0Xl~«

agreeing, commending or
criticizing-wben bearing
someone's comments rather
than just passively Iisteomg 10 them. (Sovereign
Boots. 197I. $%.95).
INSIDER
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WHAT'S
SHAKIN'?
• Jackbammrr. Hands are
grasped mechanically and
pumped up and down in a
series of convulsive jerks.
This suggests the person is
mentally rigid. strong·willed.
and inflexible.

• TerriloriaL The arm is
held close to the body, with
elbow bent at a right angle.
This person is cautiOlJS and
sticks neither his arm nor
his neck out very far.

• Compulsive. This type
never misses a chance to
shake hands- when he ar·
rives, leavt'S. passes you on
the street. This is a sign of a
strong need for acceptance.
It's popular with politicians.

• Limp. The fingers are like
wet spaghetti and the gnp is
tentative. ThIS type of shake
is often linked with insecur·
ity and a negati ve outlook on
life.

will be covered in the leeture. and then pl'OCeeds to
tab- those points one by
one," says Steil. "It's a very
predictable and easily or·
ganized lecture."
Problfm cause and effeet
"The professor declares that
a problem exists and then
explains why. The lecture is
built around examining the
reasons."

Cbronology. "A subject
like a medieval war is se·
lected and then discussed in
the order that it occurred.
This usually makes for Vl'ry
l'as), note-taking."
Picloral. "A visual example is ginm for l'very
point of the lecture. So~·
times this can really help
when ~rying to remembt>r
major points laler."
. . . . ._

Coming Soon
To a Dictionary
Near You

Next I~cture. Take

Note of the System

If you're having trouble
taking notes in some of your
classes. it could be beca~
you're hearing the lecture
but not really listening to it.
The secret to taking good
notes. according to Dr. Ly·
-nan Steil. a professor in the
rhetoric department at the
University of Minnesota. is
not only hearing tbe lecture
content but r!ISO listening
for the method the professor uses to present the
lecture. Some of the most
common techniques'
Poinl sys&em, "The prolessor walks into c1a3S. an-

Part of the battle to develop a strong vocabulary
invoives ket'ping up with all
those scientists. engineers,
and businessmen who are
busily making up new words
to describt> recent ad va 1CeS
in their fields. &!low art' a
few terms you shruld
I enrounter frequently in the
wry near future.
1. Gene replitation. Until
recently this was rarely
heard outside of Biology 101.
Yet beca use of recent de·
cisions bv the Supreme
~no~u~nce~s~th~a~t~th~ree=-~to~p~iC:S_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Court outlining the boundaries of such experimentation. you can expect to hl'ar
a lot more of thiS term in the
next few years.
Back in college, horticulture major Mary problem she makes sure she knows what 2. CETI C:(~rlll~unication
Edwards took composition and speecb she's talking about and gets to the point
with extra. ~rrestrial intelcourses only because they were required, quickly. Research beforehand. ~he ligence). T,llS term is aland she enrolled in creative writing to fill a adviFes-and talk to a lot of people before ready part of the everyday
spare slot in her schedule. Since she you make decisions.
Ia~uage of NASA pel"SOOJK'l
graduated from Michigan State University,
,. if ) -'u are still lOt taken seriousl y, .. she 3. Tf'(bnOlerrorislii. This
bowever. the 22-year-old Edwards has says. ,. :'ten you must use the technical ....fers to a new generation
used communications skills heavily. She Ianguagf o( the wholesalers correctly to get of terrorists who art' show·
s>.artf'd a greenhouse; helped produce TV their attention."
in ~ signs of sophistica tion in
commercials and newspaper ads: and hired
Edwards now wishes she had taken more ta.-geting vulnerable points
employees and condlK'ted tours (or her cMlmlD1ications classes when she was in in modem society.
family s antique display, petting bam. school: she would have taken Spanish so 4. Cltronobi-.lolical diet.
doughflUt shop. and orchard_
she could talk 10 the migrant workers and a People eager to lose weight
WIt.llesalers and supplit>rs are the most public-speaking class so she could gi ve will concentrate DOt only on
difficult ~Ie to deal with because they better toors. Cumntly. she's studying sign how much they eat or what
don't take her seriously as a young business languCs';~ so she can conduct tours (or dear they eat but also 00 exactly
person. Edwards reports. To skirt that children,
wIIea they eat.

L

Ii

r,
Anlhropologists suggest lhat 1M cuslom 01 making
bands gol slaJ1ed wbn a friendly ort'biscorit: Iype
sln'lCbed out his band 10 prnve fir didn'l bave a club in ii,
Somebow, Ibis ancit>nl rilual bas survivt;d: in busi,~ess,lhe
handshake is sull a mrasul'l' of personalny and a Jlrm, dry
clasp makes a good first impression. On tbr otJKor band,
bert"s bow peoplf cend 10 rt'ad some all·lOO-commonly
eucouncel'fd sbakes:
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IIHowToSay
i What \bu Mean

audience in order to anticipate its interests and
attention span.
Next. make a simple outline. Cover only one point
in a five-minute speech
and a maximum of t"ree
main points in a »minute
speech. A three-point outline is easy for you to
remember and easy for
your 3udien('(' to understand.
Third. start writing.
Don't worry about grammar, spell mg. or organization-just write off the
top of your head. These
ideas will represent about
80 percent of your final
speech. Once you have
your ideas you can start
researching, organizing.
. and cleaning up the language.
Finally. analyze and
clarify your ideas. then
revise until you hnd the
most precise words to express those thoughts. Don't
be afraid to erase unimportart or imievart idPas.
Read your words aloud.
W they sound like you?
Do your ideas make sense?

According to Dr. Robert
Ambler. who teaches a
course for spee<'h-anxious
students at the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville,
these feelings cause adrenaline to pour into your
body. halting your digestive system and making
your heart beat faster.
MeanWhile, your brain tells
you that failure is imminent.
Expert speakers use a
wide variety of tricks for
keeping stage fright at
bay. but most still stress
the old advice that a wellprepared speech is ninetenths delivered. Millard
Bennett and John D. Corrigan. authors of SUCCMSlui CommUDKalion and
Effecli~ Speaking (Prentice-Hail, 1976. $10.95) . list
four key idl:'as to remember when prpparing a
speech after you've chosen
a topic:
To begin with. ask yourself some basic questions.
Why is this t~ic important?
What is the purpose of the
talk? Who is the audience?
When and in what environment is the talk to be given? Try to imagine yourself as a member
__ofBthe
a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

U.~~~

if :g

How To
P;-actice St'unding
Unrehears~d

No matter how well H>ur
speech is constructed: you
can still shoot yourseU in
the foot. A poised and nat·
ural-sounding presentation
usually requires practice
Here's a strategy thaI many
speakers recommend:
• Memorize a short openillg (three or four ty Ilt-w I ;tten linps) and a l'ondusion.
The memorized opening will
get you through those initial
moments at the podium and
will prepare the audien('('
ior your subje<'t. A memonzro conclusion will tell you
when to slop-and can be
plugged in if yoo (orgel what
comes next or suddenly run
out of things to say.
• Memori7.e your outline to
insure that you will be able
to cover your main points
quickly if your time is cut
short 'Jr your audience begins
to yawn and Sljuinn.
• Practice the entire speecL
using your notes if you have
to. in front of a test audience.
Talk to friends. roommalt's.
or a row of stuffed animals.
The more familiar you are
with your material. the more
enthusiastic you will be and
the less likely you are to
blow you r spee<'h.

Five Ways To
Blow It
Rob Tuder. a researcher
who writes educatIOn programs in speech communications for Toastmasters International. cites these five
common mistakes made by
am.'Ileur speakers:
1. They try to imitate the
style of another speaker.
2. They fail to project a
sense of confidenre. using
poor posture. inappropriate
gestures. and lillie variety
in pitch, voire, and tone
modulation
3. They tend to speak down
to the audience, using jargon or technical references
that the listener can't identify with.
4. They OOn't prl'JDre enough
supporting information to
back up their own statements of fact or l linion.
5. They tend to la('1{ dynamic opening and dosing lines
in _
their
_ pr.-sentations.

To Think Fast.
Pause First
"In a question·and-an.<;wer
session. vou should think
first and avoid poum:mg on
a question." says Su.c;an Perkins. who has been questioned by groups from Sa"annah to Seattle since she
was crowned ~ISS America
of 1978.
Perkins. who now works
as a represent~t!':!! for several companies. alwa~ tries
to pause long enough .D form
a rough outlir.e in hI:r mind
aoo determine if hI.'r ideas
make sense aoo i()lIow a
logical plan.
.. Answer the diffi{'ult and
hostilE' questions candidly."
she recommends. " Keep
your voice in thesametone,
speak slowly. and don't get
embarrassed. Try to determine why the question was
asked and what the questioner wants to know."

Random Notes
For informal ~tions,
a note-c-ard outline offers a
good security blanket that
helps you remember your
main points and keeps you
from straying off tht' topic
Some tips:
• Mount the cards inasmall
ring notebook. Then you
won't have to worry about
dropping or flipping the
cards.
• To avoid confusion put
only one statement or idt.>a
on a card.
• Print in BIG leut!':; ,1I-;rJ
don't use abbreviations unless yru c-an remember them.
• Exaggerate punctuation,
use dashes to remind you or
pauses. and underline essential points in another coiur.
• Colorro stickers can help
remind \'OU to smile, use a
visual aid. or stop bad habits.

~
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That telephone voice that
tE'I/s you "your call cannot
be complE'ted as dialed" is
probably cootrolJed by computer. The samE' technology
may also reproduce }''lur
favorite albums. presen'ing the original sounds for
thousands of playbacks.
A computer recording process has been used for the
past few YE'ars to produce
some of Ma Bell's messages.
to warn pilots of jXJtential
problems in their planes.
and to expedite services in
many other industries.
A"COrding to a Bell Laboratories spokesman, the
process translates sounds
into electronic impulses that
are stored magnetically in
computer memory as ones
aM zeros (binary bits). later. on cue, the computer
electronicaJly recreates tbe
original sound vibrations.
In August 1979. re<'ord
companies began using digital recording to duplicate
musical sounds. which they
then transferred to records
and tapes Playback equipment is now bf'ing dt-'\'t'loped
to aI/ow the audiophile to

listen directly to computer
memory. making his records
and tapes obsolete. Using
this renmting method. there
is no perceptible distortion
because the sounds stored
In computer memory are
not changed by the imperfections of magnetic tapeor
record surfaces. Computer
memory does not wear out
from repeated playings and
does not warp or change.

II
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Coming to

Ma Bell's Bits
Make Beautiful
Music
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Your Vocal Resct!e

Parlez-Vous With
Good Vibrations?

A method of teaching deaf
children 10 speak may make
it easier for AmE'rican students to learn a foreign hIDguage without books. vocabulary lists. grammar lessons. and homework.
l'lStructors from the Institute of Aural Rehabilitation in TenneSSt"! are llSing
the Verbo· Too a' Methoo to
teach Spanish. German. and
French to college students.
This method. developed at
Zagreb [;niversity ill Yug&
slavia. has bf'en previously
used in the United Stales to
improve the I;stl'ning skills
of the hearing-impaired so
they could learn to speak.
"Teaching a dt-'af child to
speak is like tf>aching him a
foreign language," says
Wayne Kline. languag(' director of the institute. "only
it is much more involved ...
Both foreign-languagE' students and the hearing-im·
paired learn to speak the

same way babies do-theY
hear sounds that match
visual situations. and then
they repeat the sounds. Students never see written
words until they can pronounce the sounas and rhythms of a language. The~
learn the sounds by listeriog to convE'rsation amplified by a Suvag machine.
which filters language into
various frequencies and
transmits the frequencies
that the hearing-impai~
are most sensitive to. The
Suvag also accentuatE'S the
rhythms and intonations of
the language so students
will become accustomed to
the patterns.
Once students learn to rePEat the vibrations and associate them \t;th visuai :iit·
uations, they c lD learn to
speak. Afler Uey learn to
speak. they can concentrate
on grammar. vocabulary.
and reading.

Whrn a rl'{'t'nt study com·
pared the Importance of
word... tone of VOice, and
body and facial language in
human commuOlcatlOn, reo
suits indicated tnat 55 per·
cenl of meamng is cOflven-d
through body language: :18
percent through tooeofvoiee.
and only 7 perl't'nt through
actual word" In other words.
what you say can often maltE'r less than how you say it.
Good pitt-h. pace, and resonance can make your spoken words more dynamic
and impressive. Pitl'h should
bt· low. according to voice
teacht'r and speech coosultant Dorothy DamoH. "The
body is sound-sensitive. and
it is the lower voice that
S\rrakPs the hody." she says.
High-pikiled voices can of·
tt'D be irritating and lacking
in authority.
Relaxation is an important faclor in pitch control.
Speech pathologists suggest
checking your pitch level by
saying "um-hum" as though
you were agrl'f>ing with
someone. Then say . 'umhum one. um-hum two." If
the level of the "urn-hum"
sounds close to that of thE'
nUIT,bers, you're probably
using the ("nrn.'{'t pitch.
Speed talkers leave a
listener laggmg far behind
dnd give the impression of
being impersonal. DamoU
suggests that yoo tE'St your
pace by reading aloud for
one minute. A count of 170
words per minute is about
the right speed.
Voice-tone focus or resonance is closely related to
the pitch level. Make a
humming voice with your
lips closed. As the sound
escapes through the nose
you should feel a constant
vibrating sound.
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BuiIdin\JBetter Body ~ I
Yoo know you're intelligent, confident, and capable. but your body may bt.>
telling the world you're insecure. Women speakers
have special ~rouble with
negative bocfy language be·
cause traditionally feminine
~havior often conveys insecurity to an audience. according to the Atlanta speechconsulting firm Speakeasy
Inc. Among the firm's suggestions:
Stand balanced on both
feet. keeping them about
SIX or eight inches apart.

The fashion-model stanceknees close together with
one ankle wrapped behind
the other-makes you appear weak even if the audience can't see your legs. It
says. "I can't stand on my
own two feet."
Gesture if you want to.
Tension caused by restraining gestures travels up and
down your body and can
make you look and feel ,errible. Just before you mat:'e
your speech, walk a fe'v
steps on stage to get rid cf
shaky knees.

An apology :)t tht' heginning "f the speel'h and upward inflections at the ends
of sentences may tell the
audience "1 don'! know what
I'm doing'" Sound authoritaliv£'; you were asked
speak because your oplmon
is valuable. Before you speak.
try reading angry poetryCarl Sanrlburg. for example-aloud. Pull from )'our
soul the outrage that he expresses on the page This
lowers a squeaky voice and
makes you sound collVincing

.0

I
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Hold That Accent
Ever felt hindered by
Brooklynese tones~r harassed for your drawl and
y'all? For a couple of thousand dollars. Dr. Morton
Cooper, a West Los Angeles
speech paUmlogist. can exterminate your accent. He
thbks accents are charming. however. and recommends therapy or.ly when
an accent seriou!..ly affects
a person's life. The trauma
of losing your accent and
the f'l>SU It ant loss of iden ti ty

He's There
For the Asking

Charles J. Stewart tests
his students at Purdue University by letting them ask
him lhl' questions Stl'wart.
cG-author of In~rviewing:
Principles and Practices
,William C Brown Co. 1978.
$8.951. te'deht'S an interview·
ing course pnmarily for
those who may need to use
interviewing techniques on
the job and in tneir daily
livps.
The employer interview
is stressed because most of
the students hope to bt.> employers. Stewart says Computer science majors want
to be technical managers.
and restaurant or retailing
majors want to know how to
hire the best staff. This skill
is also valuable to the sludent who wants to know
what an employer looks for
in an applicant.
The studl'nts learn to listen closely to implied as
well as spoken responses
and to use verbal and nonverbal techniques that glean
information from an interviewee. For example. a
question like "Can you tell
me more about this~" is
good for gainmg background
while a 4lJ'~slion that asks
"who" or "what" may draw
oot roore details. (For more
tips ~ J~!'l interviews, see
page 201.

Last-Minute

PANIC Relief

Calling Sounds to Circle Round

I
I
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Between the soapbox
speech and the opera solo
lies a wide variety of ways
to play that subtle instrument, the human voice.
Rusty Mclean gave up a
career as a biologist tosland
in front of 80 to 800 people a
night and use his voice to
get them moving_ The 24year~ld graduate of Quinnipiac College in Connecticut is a professional squaredance caller who practices
his art aU over the country.
He must use his voice, memory, and enthusiasm to keep
the intricate patterns of the
dance untangled

"You really have to know
your material before you
get up and do it." says McLean. "You practice until
your material becomes second nature."
McLean says that any type
of speaker can make his
audience feel excitement by
changing the volume, tone,
or tempo of his voice. He
uses this technique to get
and keep his dancers' attention when the dance patterns become IOOre complex.
"You put excitement and
enthusiasm in your voice so
the dancers can actually
feel it," Mclean says.

could even make you lose
yoor voice in extreme cases.
Cooper says that many
acrent problems come from
using the voice incorrectly.
People are not usin~ their
natural voices, nor are !hey
enunciating or breathing
properly. he says.
Most of Cooper's patients
are New Yorkers who end
up sounding like Californians, who "sound like they
came from nowhere," C0oper says. He adds that farmers and Orientals are more
immune to accent problems
because they an> oot as likely to be cOncerned about
what their voices sound like.

In order to relax before
going in front of an audience, speech expert Robert
Ambler recommends physical activity to bum aff excess nervoos energy. Breathing deeply and slowly also
helps to calm you. Body
tension can be relieved by
bending at tile hips and
dangling your head and anns
like a rag doll. Roll )")ur
head around a few times
and moveyourshoul~rsup
and down to get rid of kinks
in your neck and back.
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BUILTm TAKE ON THE WORLD •••
AND DOING IT!
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High mileage
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Highly efficient new
power teams, the USt1 1i\'11···'Ii~"IiBilJ!r.r(iaG·.·_• •'ii;·o.:";j~1f1Fl'
of special weight- TOVO r ACOOOUA,'9 i,~~ - ....
efficient steel, refined .IO'';'':lI\>l.CG:.''<V
!;iii J>;~.(>
aerodynamics and other oow and better ideas
contribute to Escort's fuel efficiency.
-AwficilVle only

10 sedans Wllhoul powet 51eenng 0' "" cond,IIOn'''9 For
compan5On '!bur rnleage may differ dl!pending 01'1 speed. distance. weallle,
Actual hwy. mileage and Calt! rillings Iowe<. ExcUles diesels

One of the most
power~fficient

engines available
in America.
Escort's advanceddesign compound
valve hemispherical _lIIiIIIIlillllillliiiilliiiilltalllllliillla
head (CVH) engine focuses the incoming combustion charge for power efficiency. Result: high
mileage plus power for freeway driving.
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HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL

FORD

.

ESCORT. ~~tf~'___:;,~-...:""'SURE-FOOTED
HA~: 0 LI NG.
SMOO~H
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Escort makes use of weight-efficient
special steel-high-strength steel. This
steel. aloog with otht:!r strong weightefficient materials, helps Es-."Orr achieve

COMFORTABLE ~~~e:. wittK>ut sacri1!~ ~g
RIDE.
.
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ADVANCED
AERODYNAMIC OESf' ~N.

FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE
AND FOUR-WHEEL
INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION.
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The sure-footed Escort comes with

tractoo

front-wheel drive for
on snow
and wet roads ... the smooth roadgripping of four-wheel fuRy independent
suspension ... the precision of rack and
pinion steering ... starAlizer bar .. , new
all-season steel-betted radials for mud,
snow and wet roads ... and other roadcontrol features.

l~HE

From its front design to the slope of its
hatchbac,<. Escort's lines have tYJen
meticulously shaped to reduce air drag.
Escort is actually as aerodynamic as
some spc..rts cars ... which stretches gas
mileage at freeway speeds.
Escort's interior is so roomy it is offidally classified as a compact car.
DRIVE A WORLD CAR.
See your Ford Dealer f1(;W to order your
Escort .,. 3-Door Hatchback, 4-Door
liftgate or even a Squire Wagon
option-ten choices in all,

NEW WORLD CAR.
FORD ESCORT
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\btl Must Remember This_
in Ohio, people think more
efficit"ntly after their heart
rates have bet"n 3('("eieraled
thrrugh exercise. This means
that running or participating in other vigorous sports
can heightm your mental
output.
CacKwe's srudu.s indicate
that a slight inCI'Pa5e in the
heart rat~ corresponds with
improved J)("rformance on
multiple-choice tests. It also
enhances the ability to organize thoughts and arrange
evujenre in oral arguments.

you kft your keys t.y recalling what you did when
you walked through the door
the previous evening. In
other words. you givp your
brain a cue thdt trigger:;lhe
mt"mory connection.

--_..._-Those
Days Are Gone

Faster than a speeding
More mysterious than
a K.GB agent. Able to impro-ve like a weak forehand
txllk~t.

It would be nice if total
recaU could pull you through
that next exam. but your
days of photographic memin it'llDis. It files. retrieves.
and more. It's your memo- ory are probably behind
ry. a tool you take for you. Researchers estimate
that nearly a fourth of all
granted and one that stiJJ
children undt"r the age of 10
barnes scientists.
One th...""Ory most neuro- possess this abihty to look
st'ientists and psychologists at something such as a
acce,-t is the concept of printed page and then read
short- and long-term mem- it back as if looking at a
ory. Short-term refers to photo of it. Unfortunately.
data retained for immediate photographic recall tends
use (such as an unfamiliar to disappear by the P!ld of
phone number. dialed once adolt"scence. As 1 kid it
and prompOy fOrgo\!eJ1); the probably dido't perfonn any
ability to recall your Soc;:)I·l particular function. nor did
Security number without it enhance your memory;
hesitation involves the use so, like an unused muscle,
the technique went to flab.
of long-term meJY';{,ry.
Although the f11)stery of Better hit the books early
memory has yet to De ltninstead.
raveled fully. one fact is
certain: Our informatiun- -------.~
retrieval systems can unMarathon
dout-tedly be improved with
practice. Most attempts to
Memory
m?Jt; mize memory rocus on
3~iation-the ability to
Jogging may actu311y
link a newly learned fact to sharpen your mind whilt: it
a tidbit already learned and improves your body
stored in the mind. For elCAccording to John C.ciample. yoo remember where oppe or Notre Dame Cof:ege

Every
Picture Tells
A Story

II
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Why is it you can remt"m·
bE.>r all the words to a song

)00 learned in high sC~.AlL.
but can't remember the
chem lecture you ht"ard
yesterday? It happens be-

cause visual capacity-the

I

ability to retain pictures and

I

I

music. deliver it in rhymt".
or have you visualize for·
mulas as pictures. chances
are you'd bE' a lot further
along today in cht"mislij.

Almost everyone can spot

ten

~mory expert

of talk·show

fame and ro-author of The

MftIIIrJ Boot (Stein" Dav.
1974. $7.95'. says that "forgetting" names is simply
ntA getting them: it means
not really bearing them in
the first place.
1.

IN...~DER

;.:1',

And

If You Can't

Remember

What You Had

For Lunch...

Hel'P's one more reason
to eat right: recent experiments by Dr. Richard J.
Wurtman. pl"f)fessor of neu·
~docn~ regulation at
the Massachust"tts Institute
of Technology. indicate that
choliot", a food ~ostance
found in t"gg yolks, meat,
c!!!!i fish, t.~.; a strong impact on the brain'sabiH~yto
prcriuce an imponant ntUrornemical called acetyl.
rholint", which improves the

memory.

patterns (including musical
and rhyming patterns) - is
far more efficient than vt"rbal memory capacity-the
ability to ret"all words. Accol'!iing w memory traint"r
Robert L. Montgomery, as
percent of everything we
comprehend and remember
is It"artll"1f through the eyes.
11 percent is ot.aiPed lhrrugh
the ears. whiJt" only 3 or 4
percent of what Wt" remem·
bercomes from taste,touch.
or smell. If your chern prof
were to put bis It?cture to

Whats Lite Game of the Name'(
a familiar face. although
we're often a lit.tJe hardpressed to rna
a name
with it. Harry Lorayne.

I

His particular S)'stem "or
1'PIlleQ!beI jog peopit" invoMs
three steps· catchilig the
name, studying the fare.
then combining these two in

Nt~xt.

take this name sub-

stitute and concentrate 00
Ms. Doxsee's face. Deci«iP
whit'h of ber facial features
is most outstanding-pug

such 3 ridiculous rashion
that you're bound never to

~se. narrow forehead. bud

forget them.
You're at a party. You
meet Ms. Oox!1oee. ()nc(" that
oame u; ~i~red in your
mind, it's easy enough to
envi!JOn it as Ms. Dock·Sea.

thCiI will remind yoo of her.

teeth. dimples. anything

rirst impressions are usually i.De longest-lasting.
YOIl determine that her

most outstanding facial rea.
lure is the glasses she wears.

I

Su perl earning:
Relax and Go

For Baroque

1
!

j

Superleaming is a holistic

system based on researdl

imo the functions of the right
and left sides of the brain.
This theory states that if the
left half of the brain (c0ntrolling logical. J'ational.
t analytical thinking, and the
. right half of the brain (responsible for such things as
intuition. creativity. imagination) were to perform in
hannony with the body then

1

I

.'

.Ii

a person would be capable
of increased performance.
A relaxed state and syn• !'hronized rhythm are the
basic factors in superlearning. According to this theory.
if the body is relaxed-beartbeat lowered from 70 to .,
beats a mmutf> to somewhen!
closer to 60 beats a minutethen it would be possible to
whiz away at math or languages effortlessly and witbout stress.
To induce such a relaxed
state and to Rep the m,nd
aJert and able to cmcenuate
requires music -tVith a very

AU.!

that eliminates the stress of
intensive mental work. So

central to superlearning.

To learn more. check out
Superleaming by Sheila 0strander and Lynn Schroeder
with NancyOstrander (Delacorte Press and Conf'lCian
Press. 1979. S9 95).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

Familiarity Breeds
Good Grades

How you perfonn on an
exam may depend on wbere
you're tested. According to
psychoiogist Steven Smith
of Texas AletA University,

students can recall materi-

al more easily if they are
tested in the room in which
it was originally learned or
:f they taking
visul.lize
room
before
the that
exam.

After assembling five
of 10 stu~ts each
in a bas-."'meIIt lounge. Smith
read aloud ~ list of 90 G0eS}' llable words and asked
students to remember as
many as possible. The following day students returned
for a recaU exam. One groop
was retested in the lounge.
aM the other four tout the
eJ.am in unfamiliar fifthfloor surroundmgs, The first
of the four upstairs groups
grou~

Loot at those glasses and
picture her standing on a
dock seeing thl'Odgb them;
or perbaps imagine ber
statlding 011 a &ct gazing
through her gla..qes out to
&ea. Whatever the association. you must fom~ yourself to visualize it iA your
mind. That way. the ,.ext
time you encounter M~.
Ooxsee. her face will tell

you~a.:me.

receiVL">(i no special instruc-

tions. while another was told
to visualize a room at borne
for thn!e minutes prior to
the exam. A third group

attending a ~ meaffer·
noon with a large numberof

guests. he was temporarily
called away. During his absence a natural disaster occurred. crushing aU the celebrants beneath rock and
rubble. Their relatives were
grieved when. after the removal of the wreckage. it
was impossible to teU who
j
was who. Simonedes solved
...~ the identity crises simply
." by remembering where each
guest had sat around the
banquet table. He was so
impressed with b.'~ memory
• that he founded We art of
___ • mnemooic (ne-mort'ic) techniques; his specifIC tedmique
.. -,
is known as the method of
loci (places).
Simonedes' technique is a
breeze to use. Just plot a
route in your mind. and then
arrange each idea in your
was told to think about the speecb along this route in
lounge for three minutes. the order you plan on preand the last group received senting it. Suppose. for exsimilar instnJctions aNt was ample. your speech is to be
s.bowI! llides of the lounge 00 some aspect of modem
communication. Picture
as well.
Results indicated t.~t stu- yourself walking to school.
dents told to visualize the On the way you pass a druglounge or shown slides of it store and a park. OUtside
did as weU. if not better, the drJgstore stands a telethan those retested in the phone booth. reminding you
IoungP.. while students giv- that tile first point in yoor
speech concerns high phone
mlm~r~~
or told to imagine a room at rates. As you pass the park
booledid amide! abIy'tWI'SIe. you notice (in your mind's
Although Smith's riDdings e)'E') a newspa~r blown
ag .. inst a tree. which brings
~ain tentative. th~y suggest that environment senes t~p u~ news mt-dia's role in
as a I'temJry cue. If we're the inm....-..sin.z ?rice of pOOne
able to remember the en- service. Finally you Visualvironment, we'U be able to ize a bee sitting on one leaf
"trigger off' wbatMfve of the tree. This calls to
mind the conclusion-your
learned there.
Environmental cues seem belief (bee-leaf-puns are
to affE!d memory moststrmg- often used in mnemonics to
Iy on essay exams, which facilitate abstract ideas)
require the retrieval of in· that something must be
formation; the technique is done about the bigb teJevirtually useless in multiple- phone ram.
With ~method, you can
choice or true-faJse exams,
wrucb require recognition. remember as many as 60 or
not retrieval. to get correct 70 ideas-if you don't mind
a Uttered landscape. that is.
answers.

-~ l·~

specific rhythm. capable of
providing a "sonic massa.~"

far. studies have centered
around slow movements (60
beats a minute) in 414 time
from Baroque concertos.
Rhythmic breathing is also

f

~

Next time opportunity presents you with the chance to
speak without notes, take
this hint from the ancient
Greek poet Sinmedes. While

-

~
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,~fl·~e It

~~~Wff~
Book by Michael J. GI'OS'!
,Fa.uage Publishing f:.,~
pany. Seattle. 1m. $4.50)

,

mig.
ht'

olfer1. usefuJ suggestions for
copir g with a blue book.
The guiding pliJ1ciple in taking an essdytesl says Gross.
is to IDte bow much Cl"e'dit

theprofbas&Wignedtoeacb

.--------11111-~-----~~
- When you are research-

question. This gives you

flCientiy. On a scra,,--b pad
or on the bad page or: your
blue book. jot d!-wn tIle important points you want to
make and quickly Irdmber
tbem in logical order so that
eacb point smoothly (ollows
the one beforr it.

Finally. neatness OOES I

count. Bring at least two

some
idea of the depth and pens in good working order.
Je,tgtb required (or your an. and biock prillt if your handing, use a red pen for ;mporswer.
writing is less than accept·
tant DOtes or direct quotes
The next step is to plan able.
and a blue pen for back- ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Hit by a case of writer's
bIod not e~ caffeine can
cure Quit cursing yuur creatiw inabilities (even ~fka
bad Ins bad days) and blame
it m )Ur lim11ytbms imtfld.
The theory 0( biorbyUm..»
is I. mathematically based

fand still botly deba~ed)
concept that links our IODer
physical. ernotiolta). and intellectual puisestt)ourdaily
highs and lows. The physical
cycle-the shortest. lasting

ground material.
- Also. note cards CCI1taining quotes or major points
can be pasted into the rough
draft to eliminate rewriting
them. As a quick organizing
tactic, nurra~r your note
cards 10 mat(h tb£ numbered to~ on ywrouthne.

Writing letters can help
you dew.1op your creatjy,ty
and overcome writPr', ~
says Professor Robert Pack.
director of the Bread Loaf
Writer's Conference. held

)OOrself for compIf1ing portions of the paper. \' ou cmld
try standing mt your bead
eW!ry bour or S'f)-it makes
the blood rush '!O your brain
and wakes you up.
- Finally. read the paper
backward; tbismaeiteasier to deled spelling errors
and typos.

eaclt summer at Middlebury
~.onege in Vermont.
Good per.='AaJ letters al'P
bonest. dei.ai)ed, humorous, Pact says.
and re\'eal the human es.. Letters are an exft>Uent
sence of the "riter. says exercise in expression." be
Pack. Though Jetter writers aCIds, "because the writer
ramble. they tend to (ollow always thinks of the reader.
a style that is pleasant to That is the No. 1 "JIe of
read.
writiDg."

-Tae mreab

~ rewa~

The relaxed (ormthat letter writing usualJ" follows
allows the writer to pursue
a single thooght this improves his writing by helping bim master the te-'•.'bnique of using narration,
people. and scenes t& k>U a
story in simple language.

Z3 days-correlates wellbeing and fatigue. while the
28-day emotional cJ('~ ~
...... ..,..-ef ....... ~~
.. : : ...
flueoces our moods, 5eDSltivity, aDd-roost importaut
1I[.'S~1l>
to writers-creativity. T~
Sf).V ;:al ~ 1M\.£.
.
,",HE~
33-day intellectual cycle cor]D~1E)
respoods to mental acuity.
\..
6&TttfaE..
mm1Ory. and decision-making. Graphing these three
pulses on a monthly chart
brings fD light the ups a-.cl
downs in each area and may
enable a writer to understand
better
last week
he
wrgte
likewhy
Faulkner
(aU _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
inner pulses !'1gb). and to-

day be can't gel a word out

on paper (an inner pulses
low). To learn how to chart
your own biorh!ilhms. check
out George S. Thommen's
book. Is This Your Day?

(Crown Pul:tishers. New York.
N.Y., tm. $2.25}.

All Through the Ni1&,rtht

I

i

t

NaturaJly.)'OO should start
term papers early and allow
plenty of time (or research
and n-vision. But let's talk
abmt reality.
There are wavs to make
the inevitable alJ-nig.nt. Iastminute term paper less paiD-

D~

~wnes

Wiith Relish

Even if your last three
jo~ wue in the fast-food
industry. you can look good
OIl :. resume. The key to
wnting an effectiw! resume,
say career experts, is to
~eep it brief and mate it
t~autilul A resume should

be crisP. attractive. and
t.alaJly error-free. The idea
is to give the prospective
employer a clear. appealiog picture of who you are,

what you've dOllP. andwbat
to off~r as an em-

you ba'le

pIo)'ee. There's no one '"right"
way to do it. But this basic
fo~da seems to wort best

(or those who are higb on

aspirations arwflow

OIl j:lb

experience:
Al the top of the page., JUt
your name. address, ~Jbone
number. mta~tgenumbPr if necessary. SeveraJ
lines below that. under the
beading ·'Experience." Jist
previous wort experience,
starting with your most recent job and working bactward. Use action verbs to
describe your responsibilities foreacbjobandemphasize tasks in wtjcbyoumanaged or organized something.
(For instance: Fall 1988pl't'SeDt: coomer clerk. R...all Drugs. St Louis. Ihded

cash register. filled in Cor
night manager. ifl1)roved
inventory system.)
Next. list extracurricular
activities and awants under
the headin~ "Activities."
Below tbat. under tbe beadmg "Education." list )'OUr
expeded dateofgraduatioD.
major minor (if it's relevant):grade aW!rage. (if it's
good), and scbool. SkIp severallines and type in "Ref·
I!ftIICfS availableonrap!!l."
More hints: leave a lot 01

•

whitespacebetweenentries.

underline eacb heading. use
a fresh typewriter ribtol.
aM
a friend proofread
your work.

:.aft

1I~·~~ft~~~~~:__~......~....................................~.~,...
11

~

Someday soon tbose long
nights at the typewriter may
give way to short stints at
the computer. The new g~
eration of home computers
can at1UaJly help you write
term papers. Words and
paragraphs can be arranged
and rearra~ed on a video
screen. while a touch of the
keys can bring forth frequently used words. Push a
button and the computer
prints your paper. incJuding
mrrect footnotes. margins.
and bibliography. That'll
leave plenty of time for re-

search. right? Right.

----------f
Insider's Guide to
Punctuation

Pareatileses let you inject a piece of incidental
information that you don't
want to emphasize strongly.
Use parentheses sparingly
because they quickly become an eyesore, and no
reader wants ro feel that
be's being whispered to. AIso, keep your insertions
b. f
'Q"'u.marbaretobe
used very sparingly. Use
them to set 0([ words or
pbraseswbeDquotingdirectIy from a source or when
referring to ideas in a special seose-for example, m
a bumorous or tecbnical
way. When you simply want
to place additional empha-sis 011 something. or wbeD a
number of words are being
cited. underline the words

instead.

Games To Learn
Words By

Poor punctuation can clog

up the most profound prose.
Some lrey points to remember:
Sem~ allow you 18
join two. three. 01' even more
related sentences to form a
single complex thooght. If
you can ~ce your semicolon with a period, your
~~..ctica is oby, but if
you cat.' 'I. use a comma

iib'"t.ead.

0.....,_

separate senb'IK.'e
elements that might otherwise be confused or misuJI..
dP.rstood. They are also used
to indicate slight pauses,
but it should be emphasized
that commas are most effective when they're used

sparingly. Properly used
commas prvvide darity: improperly used commas create dutter.

L Scrabble. Start with 5e'Yen letter tiles. After each
play, pick up enough letters
to have seven again. The
limited selection of COIlsmaRts ani voWets will fOl'l"e
you to make friends with
the dictionary.
Z. GbMt. Ghost is a form
of verDial Scrabble: .., equip..
ment is neeJed. The first
player says a letter, the
next adds another letter to
it. and so Oft. The purpose is
to figu.-e out a word in advance with four letters or
more. trying DOt to ~
plete spelling of the word
The first to spell a complete
word is "dead." Caught
. 'dead" three times in a row
and you're out of the game.
3. HulJllU. Play this

-The Cover Lb. ~r Pitcb: Fast and Inside
Mcst employers ~~ doz-

ens-sometimes hundreds-

of resumes each year. So
even if your resume is spIeDdid. you stiC r.eed a wellcrafted cover Jetter to draw
attenticJa lD your skills and
make an employer want to
read more.
Eacb rover letter should
be brief, individually ~

and addres!ed to a partialIar persoo in the organizalion who might bave the
power to hire you. (This is
usually a department bead If
you don't know the name.
caU aDd discreetly ask one

of the secretaries.)
The opening line should
explain who yoo are and
suJgl'St that you
something about theorganizatDa's
needs. Follow this up by
explaining bow you can help
meet these needs. then hightigtt reIevam expel ience and
skiUs that appear on your
resume. Let
the employer

mow

know wbat

kind of job
you're after.
too.

withoneotberperson. Think I_-;::::::::~A"
up a word and ?iace 01.
paper as many dashes as
the word has letters. Your
opponent guesses a letter. If
the hidden word contains
that letter, place it in the
appropriate dash. If not. begin to construct the gallows.
He gets 15 guesses.
4. Spelling Bee. This grade
school favorite is a good
way to pick up new words
and implant them in your
brain. Two leams lineup on
opposite sides. An umpire
calls out the word, and the
first player spells it. If be's
wrong, he sits down; ifsomeone 011 the opposite team
challenges the spelling and
is incorrect, be sits down.
Last one standing wins.

How To
Complain
By Mail
If that dripping faucet is
driving you to drink and the
landlord basn't surfaced
lately, don't despair.

J.-----------I
Iowa-s Worksh~:

N~NewT.

The University of Iowa's

Com-

mit your rage to paper with
a pitcb designed to get resuits. According to Lassor
Blumenthal. author of1'lle
An of Leu« Writiag (Grosset I: Dunlap. 1976. $2.58'.
}'OOr best strategy is to s.how
the lagging landlord that
solving your problem would
be to his advantage.

~~~~~--~~~

" ....·IW~exposes

promising new mvelists aDd
poets to the collective san}'
of successful authors. many
of whom have been Workshop students themselves.
Big-name writen who have
taught semester classes or
intensive tbree-day "visiting" sessioos include NelSOIl Algren. Philip Roth.
Galway KinneU. and John
Cheever; alumni of the program include such favorites
as Flannery O'Connor and
John Irving. IMtructon insist tbat writing can't really
betaught-buttaJentcanbe
deve!opOO. For more information on the Writer's Wortshop. write the Graduate
Program in Creative Writing. 436 EPB. University of
Iowa, Iowa City. Iowa 52242..

For a consumer problem.
your letter should be brief
and to the point, but it should
as. supply as mucb releyant information as p0ssible.

In your dosing paragrGlJii.
indicate when you will be
free to start wort.. as well as
where and when you caD be
reached for aD interview.
Close with a line such as "I
look forward to bearing from
you."
The lrey y to give full
informatioll' au to be polite.
Don't thr".4ten the ~
or lan(.ord 11 you want a
~.:.se. It's also best to
aD ~ company or rental
offICe to Il!l the

Dame •

specific persoD to
YO'J caD write.

a
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Great Books for Writers
1. Moden TlrliaK'aI Wriliag offers a coroprehensi~
guick> to prepa~ing repons.
proposals. bm.iness rorrespondenC'e'. and technical
chalU

(By Theodore A.

Sherman am Sirmn S. Johnson. Prentice-Hall. 1975.
$ll.9S.)

2_ 0. Writilll

"'~n:

All

questions and writing ~
meDts, try 'J1Ip Unity of Ene-

isla: Fift BR FacaJ PuiII&s.
whicb gets to ~ root of
m,1DJ basic writiJJg ~
ferns. Also included is a glossary of literary terms. (Edited by Carroll D. Laverty,
Harrison HJenh, aDd Harry

Knoiter.

~arper

1971, $I.!l'.)

Naafir&ioB takes aim at dutter, jargon, and disorganized prose. Tht book covers
teclmiql1e'S for writing inter-

4. TIIP UrRlP8Is of SaylP.
is probably prescribed on
rollt. ~ campuses f1l() '? frequent)y than aspirin. II J lJU
don't have it. get it.lfsstill
the best. (By WilliamSlnmk
Jr. and E. B. White. Macmillan, Third Edition. 1978.
SI.95) .

views. critrim.. bumor. and
(By Willia:n Zinssner,
Harper' Row. Second Revised Edition, 1988. $1,95.'
3. For examples of study

n you

7 Writers on Writing
Next time you're mipping
~ old writer's block,
ponder Ihese words from
the pros. Your mother was
rigbt-DOthmg COl1'.a easy
but debt and dirty IalUldry.
hIuI KeaceUa GaibrailJl:
Those who are deeply inspirM sbouJd write wbell
tbey have moments of iDspinnion. The rest of us
mu9'4 start eve;~' morning
off

at t a,m. and write until we
get tired.
JosepIa HfIIer: I spent two

0e@ '~@0@)®
®®®

1>®@@@

~)@®e(i) @®®®
@®@ CD®e®

c:=:_

and started

writiag novels,

FI'aIIk HertMrt I doD't 1IQr·

ry about inspiration or any~-------------------t thinglikethat.It'samatter
«you are disinterested, you 01 just sitting down and
Th~v'lI Get You
are tmbiased or impartial. womng.
Every Time
If you are uninterested. you James Mkwaer: I type
Most writer s ".U agree are DOt interested.
eYflYllting with twv fingers.
that it's not complex words "1Iether, Use it aJone. Don't and the St:-cooddraft is pretty
but rather the short, tricky lack on the redundant term
difficult !.or me- About the
. terms that trip them up time or not as in the sentence be5t I Cat dois2,OO8,maybe
after time_ In his book Writ- "He doesn't know whether 3,_ words a day. If if~ a
inl Widl Style: Coavn"Sa- to go or 001." The or not is· 208. •",mi book. I take
tioos • die Art at Writing necessary only when you
about loe days. three umtls.
(Prentice-Hall, 1975. $4.95)
mean to coovey tM idea of four DYAlths.
University of Texas profes- "!egardless of whether."
~
.... Saoae: The time is
sor John R, Tnmt!e lists
now for 3"Y young writer to
some freouently misused
be-gin~ight o'ctoct
tomor__- ,:'jr~J4'.-~~:A$:q:i:'k'.i
.lI!~"'''.-.
wonts:
row morning. i.ad IFlef.
Betwl!ftIIamoag. When speD.
never stop tmtiJ ~bey '.Jury
bg of just two people or
you.
things, use between; for
JeU Updike; I write eVffY
three or more. use among.
1IfItIekday moming_ ,..F 01' ev-

IrrecardJess. You aet'laUy

mean l"eJ3rdless, Irregardless deserves to be a DOD-

(b) argument

4. fa) rmnoiseur
(b)

connoisseur

I.

~

·at night when they ftI'eD"

~

I. (a) accommodate
(b) accomodate
2. (a) achieve
(b) acheive
3. (a) arguement

watdMg tete-, isioa with my
wife. T~i:Ruo crove me

gave up

imagine what Areericans <tid

"7

you score a perfect 20. you're

or three hours a night on
for eight ,.aB. I

~ZZ

ery'iiOvel. however. that I
ba~ pul!lished. ~ has
be!. one unfini,hed or

word. according to Trimble.
because the 5Uffix -Jess makes

J(TiJp;.EQ,

the prefix ir- redundant.
IWi,'s. (f~ is the contrac·
tion of it is, whereas its is
the ~ve form of it
DisiB~. .IeftsCfd.

~g seven days a_M. Some
days 1 hit_ Other ~)'s looJ)'
waste hme_ Most daYS are
like that. just throwing stuff
away.

IVri V_aept: I am

wort-

I

either destined for great
things or you know how to
read upside down,

5. (a) conscience
(b) concience
6. (a) d"fmately
(b) ~ fmitely
7. (a) (ependant

bad; to ~*It-2!.1 CCJlldn't

®®®

most

frequently misspell them.
Circle the correct spelling
for eaeh wont the answers
are printed upside down at
the bottom of this page.
get less than 18 01 J
the words right. spend the
weekend with Webt&er's. If .

6 Row.

laformal Ga_ tfJ WriUDg

morP.

Below are 20 of the

~Y~'AlORB
and 20 ways that people most

(b) r.ependenl
(a~

development.

(b)

*velopement

t. (a) dilettante
(b) dilJetante
10. (a) embarrass
(b) embarass
11. (a) existence
(b) existance
12. (a) barrass
(b) baras
13. (a) inad vertant
(b) inadvertent
14. (a) indisgensible
(b) indi.spensab.l~
15. (a) insistent
(b) insistant
16. (a) nickle
(b) nickel
17. fa) occassioo
(bJ occasion
II. (a) OCCUrTeftC@

(b. OCCUretK'e
19. (a) perseverence
(b) perse~erance

20. (a) prerogativ4?
(b)

perogative

1-----------1
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The
Art of Meeting

Management

way to assume control of a
meeting. a..--cording to Ken
Cooper. author of Noaverbai
Communkatioa for BasiStt«eu «American
Management Association.
1979. S12.95}. A person who
sits in a bigher chair or
lieU

Someone once said that a
committee is a creature with
many mouths and no brain.
A group leader's biggest ta*
is to channel the energies of
strong. out:;poken group
members, says Kevin Daley.
president of the New Yorkbased speecb and communicatims firm. Ccmmmispmd.

According to Daley. dominant people have tbe bardest time workir.g in groups.
"Many times they'" override group decisions and
cause conflicts." be notes.
He believes that the group
leader can L resta1J such
conflicts by writing down
thP comments and contributions of each individual,
thus "immortalizing" their

ideas.

To get uninterested or

timid groop mem~rs involved. Do!4»y suggesb giving each person a specific
assignment to have ready
for the meeting. "This way
they'" feael ~e part of the
group and be n'ady to Ct.'9tribute, .. he sa~;s. If anyOl1e
comes unp~red. he adds.
the m!eting should be ad-

perches on a desktop will
appear to have more authority. Standing with hands
on the hips or behind the
back 5 another self-dSSUred
gesture that establishes diminan~. Wbea sitting, try
leaning back in yrur dlairit's a sign of superiority and
forces others to lean toward
you.
Possibly more important
than establishing . 'IIlinance
is detecting when someone
is trvir..g to control you. Some
falr.y reliable signs can

come from the other person's facial expressions. says
Gtarard I. Nierenberg. c0author of IIDw To Read a
PerSCMI Like a 80M (Cor-

der to give everyone tinw to
complete the assignments.
This allows the offender to
save face and also puts tre-

person grows in confidence.
IA: '0 start tc blink IPsa. He'"
also have more frequent eye
CDf\tact and will tend to avoid
gestures like covering the
mouth or scratching the 00se
and head.
TIle hands can als9 serve

What
Beeomesa
Leader Most?
Tbt!ore aJways seems to be
one person in every group
whose au~hority over others
is established within minutec. ;i. could be that be has
p~ralleadership qualities.
or it could be tMt he's practicing subtle t"Xbrjques of

nonverbal commut>icatioo.
Height dominance is one

~ed AVOD

Outward Bound schools, for

dumped into Maine's icy
McCoogus Bay. Yet the task

n nxtgb trial and error and

nerstone. 1972. $2.95). As a

mendous pressure on him to

Leuons ~ group cooperatio.. are learned early at
~ is a must forsurTil ~ in the wilderness.

journed il11lt1Ediately in or-

do his work.

It's You and Me Against &he Woods

as a not·SI>-subtle sign of
supposed superiority, according to Niermberg. WbeD
someone joN his rmgertips

to make wbat looks like a
church steeole. he is sometimes tP.iliuIl the listener
Ulat be fee Is very smug
aboot his po!ition. However.
an experietK-ed user of n0nverbal t.ecbniqt.res will s0metimes use the steepling tcdlnique as a defense whenever be feels caught in a

weak bargaining position.

m.my frustrated attempts.
stlHfenU leArn tD share informatim and teach each
otber pradical skills. Picture these common scenes:
• The only otetacle separatiDg nine IffY hungry Oatwa.rd Bou.w students from
~ir

hmcbes is a Ie-foot

can help one
aootber'overthe_. tbey'U
wali. If they

gaiD RaICb mre th.!a. fuD
stomachs

• Oar false move on that

Elevator Etiquette
The dosIe. wiD:towless ~131"

ten of

3D elevator create
instant groups that are governed by tacitly accepted
rules of behavior. says Ph0enix psycbologist Layne toog..
fellow. who has C9I1lpiied a
Jist of common elevator
customs.
If you could read the handwriting CD the elevator wall.
according to Longfellow. it

raft and
tbe entire crew will be

before them is II) switch
positions in the rah by stepping over a rope tied betweea
two docks. And C4pSiziDg is
o;n of the qIIfStion.
• The crew must mnaiD
silent and anchor tte boat in
~ than

IS ndiJUtes. Fony-

live minutes later, one member still struggles to completr the task "bile everyone else patiently looks 00.

For more in forma tKlll,
write Outward Bound. ~;ItionaI OffICe, 3M Y~d Point
Rd., Greeuwicb. Conn. U&8J8.
might look something like

this:

• Face forward.

• Fold hands in front.
• Don't make eye contact.
• Watch the numbers.
• Don't talk to anyone you
doo't know.

• Stop talking with anyone
you do toow when anyone
you don't blow enters the
elevator.
• Avoid brusbing bodies.

"""'01'

n. /natant group fonrted by
oce..,.",. tuOc-.rlIHIa lID
tIJ"';ffen bwt inltUMtialIw. of ~.
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Great Books for Writers
1. Moden rt.~bnk'alWrit

ing offers a com,,~nsive
guide to pn.>paring ~JlOrts.
proposals. business t'orresponcienre. and tecbnical
charts. (By Theodc:re A.
Sherman and Sil'OO':. S. Johnson, Prentice-Halt. 1975.
SI3.95.)
2. Oa Writing Well: All
Informal Guide to Writing
NaaflCtioa takes aim at clutter. jargon, and disorganized prose. The book covers
tecbniques for writing interviews, criticism. humor. and
more. (By William Zinssner.
Harper It Row. Second Reyj~

Eltition. 1980. $8.95.)
3. FOf examples of study

qut-Stioos and \Y1iting ~

meats. try Tbe UnilY of E.1II9a: Fift RaW Focal PoinCs.
whicb gels to the root IIf
many basic writing problenu. Also included is a glossary of literary terms. (Edited by Carroll D. Laverty.
Harrison Hierth. and Harry
Knoiter. HaflJef • Row.
1971. $8.95.)
4. T.... .:t.l!1eIIlS of StylP

is probably

p~scribed

on

college campuses mon.> fre-

quently than aspirin. If you
don't have it. get it. It·s still
the best. (By William Strunk
Jr. and E. B. While. Macmillan. Third EditKIfl. 1978.
$1.95) .

Below are 20 of the most

~m~words
and 20 ways that people most

f~uently misspeil them.
Circle the correct spelling
for each word: the answers
. are printed upside down at
, ~he bottom of this page.
If you get less tban 10 of
the words right. SlW-nd fhe
weekend with WWAer's If
you SCOi~.·~ ift120, you' re
1 Writers on Writing e~ti1er destined for great
Next limP you'redUppi;J8
~"~ngs or you know how t9
off the old writer's block. read upside down.

poader these words from
the pros. Voor ftl,;.Aer was

~-------------------------------------i rig~~mgro~ea~
but dfbt and dirty laundry_
Job KeawUI GaJbraitlt:
Those who are deeply inspir..'" should write wheR
thel· bCive moments of iaspiration. The rest of us

,-------.,
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If you are disinterested.
They'D Get You
Every Time

Most wrih:rs will agree
that it's not complex words
but rather the short, tricky
terms that trip them up time
after time. In his book WriIing Willi Style: Coaversat.iens .. the Art of Writing
(Pn.-ntice-Hall. 1975. $4.95)
University of Texas professor John R. T,;mble lists
some frequently misused
words:
~ Wbenspeaking of just two ~ or
things, use between; rlJr
three or more. use amorl~.
Irregardless. YOIl actually
mean regardless. Jrregardless ~rves to be a 000word. according to TrimbJe.
because the suffix -less makes
the prefix ir- redundant.
twit's. It's is the contraction of it is. wL~reas its is
the possessive form of it.

;I

DisiaterestedlDDiD~.

you
are unbiased or impartial.
If you are uninterested. you

are not interested.
Whrther. Use it alone. Ooo't
tack on the l~ndant term
or no\ as in b." sentence
"He doesn't tnow.Jhether
to go Of ool" The or not is'
necessary only when you
mean to coovey the idea of
"regardless of whethP.r. ..

must shrt every morumg
at 9 a.m. aDd ,rite WltiJ we
get tired .
....,. IfttIIft': I spent lwt
or tbrPe IIours a night on
Cacdt-U for eight years. I
gave up c.e arid started
watchit.;: t*viJion witb my
wife. 'iet&_~ d~ me
back to Ca&da-tt I cwldn't
imagioe what Americans did
at night Om they wereo',
writing novels.

Fraak ~ Jdon°t worry about iaspiratioa or anything liketbat.lflt~ .raatt.e-r
of just sitting down and
working.
JalllH Mklanet': I ty~
~bin5 with two fmtte1'!.
and the J«md draft is prettr.
difficult fOl me, About t!te
Iwstlcandois2.000,ma,)·be
3.OM 'Mlrds a day.
it's a
2OO.000-wcilJ book, I tab!
aboot
days, three ml1llt1w.
fear months.
IniDl St:oae: TIle time is

I.

n

now for ~ young writer tu

begin-eight e'("~ tomorrow moralb.g. and "vet",
Dever .stOJ) until tlkay bury

you.

.10. Cpdiktl: I write ~i"Y

'M."ekd..y moming....l'or every IJIlwl, however. that I
ha W J'llhlished. dlf.-re bas
been one unfL~ish~d or
scraP')ed.

Kart VOUt'pt: I am .,R.
ing seven da ys aweek. S<'ITI!
days ( hit. OtMr days I Q.')ly
waste time. NOS! days 3i"'e
Ii~e that just throwing stuff

away.

1. (a) accomrmdate
(b) aCCDmodate
2. (a) acbieve
(I» acheive
3. (a) arguement
(b) argument
4. (a' connoiseur
(b) connoisseur

5. (a) consclencto
(b) t'Oocience
S. (a) defin;ttety
(b) dPfinitety
7. (a) depebdant
(b) dPpendent

I. (a, deveJ.:roment

(b) crvelopement
9. ia) dilettante
(b) dilletante
18. (a) emban US!
(b) embaras:

11. (a) e'tistence
t ...) existance

12. fa) harrass
(b)barass

13. (a) inadvertant
(b) inadvertent
i4. (at indispensible

(b) indispensable
IS. (a) insistent
l~

(b) insistant
(at nickle

(b) nickel
17. (a) occassior.
(b} occasioo

1•. (a) Gt'CUrren~
(b) ~-cu~
19. (a) perseverence
(b) persevenDCe

20. (a) pl?rogalive
(b) percgative
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Group

•
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way to assume r.ootrol of a
meeting, according to Ken
Cooper. authorol Noaverbai

The

Art of Meeting

Management

Somecne nnee said that a

committu! is a creature with
many mouths and 00 bDdI.
Agroup leader's ~'t!St t 3Sk
is to channel the energieJ of

I

Camm.akan_ for Basi-

(American
M.magement Association.
1979. 112.95). A person who
sits in 3 higher clJair or
HSS SKftSS

strong. outspoken gn!1p
membet's, says Kevin Daley.

I

I
I

I

pres~lj~ f){ the New Yorkbafa speed, and COIJUJ1UI1i.
catims finll. Cunmmispmd.
'&.ccording to Daley, dominant people have the bardest time working in groups.
"Many times they·U override group decisions and
cause conflicts." he notes.
He believes that the group
leader car. forestall such
conflicts by writing do\VD
the comments and contribuw~ of ~acb individual.
t~.a "il'lDlOrtalizmg" their

ideas.

To get uninterested or
timid group mem~rs ~n
volved. Daley suggest~ giving each pt!fson a specific
assignment to have ready
for thP. meeting. "This way
they'll feel like part oi tbe
group and be ready to c0ntribute," be says. If anyone
mmes unprepared. be adds.
the meeting shoiJld be adjourned immediately in order to give everyone time to
mmplete the assignments.
This allows the offender to
save face and alsc puts trel'1eDdous pressure on him to
d,.; hit work.

.,

What
Becomt..a
Leader Most?
There alwaysseerns to be
one person in every group

wbose autbority over others
is established within minutes. It could be tbdt he bas
namralleadersbip qualities.
or it could be that he's practicing subtle techniques of
DODVerbal communicatioll.
Height domi£ance is one

perches on a desktop will
appear to bave more authority. s~ with bands
on the hips or behind the
back is another sell-assured
gesture that establisbes d0minance. When sitting, try
leaning back in your chairit's a sign of superiority and
forces others to lean to\Yani
you.
Possibly more important
than estab'Siing cbninance
is detecting wben someone
is trying to control you. Some
fairly reliable signs can
come from th! other pPt'!lOll'S facia) expressions. sa~
Nierenberg. ,-'0-

Gerard

t

author of RInr To ~ a
PenoII UR. Book (Cornerstone. 1972. S2.95J. As a
pel'!lOll grows in confidence,
be'U start to blink~. He'U
also bave more frequent eye
contact and will tend to avoid
gestures like covering tile
mouth or scratchiDg the nOse

and bead.
The bands can also serve
as a oot-so-subtJe sign of
supposed superiority, according t., Nierenberg. When
someone joins his fmgerliDs
to make wbat looks like a
churcb steeple. be is sometimes telliog the listener
that be feels very smug
aboot bis position. However.
aD experienced user of nonverbal tedmiques will s0metimes use the steeptln,~ t.ecbnique as a defen~ whenP.Vef he feels C3UAAt in 8
weak bargaining position.

I&'s You and Me Against the Woods
Lessons ill group cooperation are learned early at
Outward Boundscboois. for
~ is a must forsurvival in the wilderness
'fhrougii trial and enor and
many frustrated alt5c1pts.
students leam to share iIJ..
fonnaticm and teach eacb
other practical skills. Pictort" tbege common~:
• The only obstade separating nine very burgry Out-

ward Bound students from

their lunches is a I8-foot
waIl. U they ran help one
aootherovertbew3ll. tbey'f1

g~in

nucb more t.ba.o

stomacts.

fun

• ODe false move on that

Elevator Etiquette
The c."bie. wiIIiowless quorfers of aD elevator create
instant groups that are governed by tacitly accepted
rules of behavior. says Phoea
nix psychoiogist Layne L0ngfellow, wbo bas compiled a

list of common elevator
customs.

If yru could read the bandwn,ing 00 the elevator waU,
according to Lmgfellow, it

overpacked Avoo raft and
tbe entire erew will be

durrtped into Maine's icy
McCoogus Bay. Yet the task
before them ill to switdI
~tioDs in We raft by step.
pin.s 4WeI' a rope tied betweea
t1w) doco. And capsizing is
out of the (JleStioo.
.
• The crew must
silent and andIorthe boat ill
less than 15 minutes. ~'ortJ_
five minutes later. one menbel' still struggles to com~ the tas~ while everyone eise patientJy IooU OIL

rem.ua.

For more infonnatitm.
write Outllfard Sound. NatioDa! Officfo, 31M Yni Point
P..d.. Greenwit.:ta. CGiIl. 0&830.

might look something like
this:
• Face forward.
• Fold bands in front.
• Don't make eye toDtact.
• Watch the numbers.
• Don't talk to anyone you
doo't know.
• Stop talking wltb aoyone
you do know wben anyone
you doo't tno. eD~ the
elevator.
• Avoid brushing bodies.

n. /Mfa'" group fonNd "., ""'01 occ~ IU~ 10
unwritten but inllUiMttaI ",lea d priwecy.

SleeK. Surefooted. Aer~ Ttlat$ Mustang. A thoroughbred wfth
the high gas mileage you might not expect from a high-spirited car. Choose
from a ~e range of standard features like rock and piJ1lon steeffng

and modified McJcPherson front suspension to an Impressive 1st of CPOOtlS.MicheIn TRX radoI Ires. fot'ged aluminum wheefs ... even a l-Roof 10 the sk¥
ford Mustoog. Expe:-.nce why trsAmericxts most popular spor1s <XX
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OF THE FIRST KIND

Before you walk in to a
job intel"Yiew, consider bow
the other half thinks. Robert
Genua. author of 1"IIf Em,
pIoyer-s
co ~A iRI (Prentice-Hall. 1m.
I $5.95), giws empIoJers these
hints for evaluating aD ap-

.. Wben a man meets a wom-

~

iT,.; eve go'can'
an offer
re-

•

l
,.,~you
~.-Afuse."

,

Barbara,

who bad been stand-

ing alone at dledomt
party, ro!ls her eyes
and wonders why she
always seems to attract the jerks. But
Joo, who said the
line ~ely enough.
thinks be has really
impressed his newfound female com-

an at a fraternity party or
some social setting he really
underestimates the negative
impact he can make with a
tine like th..=.t." says Kleine.
author of Fn IrnpressiDns:
TIle Psychology. EIItOG.
Bing Odlen (Prentice--Hall
WIS. $2.95). A line that would
have worted a little better.
Kleinke says. is one that
incorporates a little m0desty, like "I'm a little ernbarrassed about coming up
to YOU. but I've really been
wanting to talk to you."
When meeting new people
in a dorm or classroom situation. be careful not to be
too opeD. advises Kleink~.
Saying a little about ywrseJf
denotes interest in the other
person. but going mrerboard
can be a real tumoii.
First impressions earry
even bigger stakes in iI jetbinterview setting. Kleinke's
research bas shown that
while exPl'Cted signals slim
as eyecont&.~. clothing, ,m
a firm handsllake can ma:C:e
a positive st atement. subtleties like excessive use of
familiarity C3:a haYe a nega-

Ga_

plicant:
"Always watcb for 'knodl·
out' items on employment
applicatims that shwkI aut0matically eliminate a CaDdidate. These include lack
of experience. job-related
health problems. unavaila-

biJity to start won: within a
reasonable amount of time.
unrealistic saJa~ expectalions.
"ExpWl"'" apparent inconsistencies that occur bet.veen
prior infonnatioo ant that
obtained in the CUJ"n!!IIt it: -8view. If one thing is written
on the application and then

something else is told to you
during the interview. you
should find out the reason
why.

"Watch for signs that the
applicant may be overly
tense. Does he or she fidget
and squirm. tap fingers,
swing feet. blush easily.
frown a lot. squint. or in
general show outward signs
01 excessive inner agitatim?
"Note how w'!ll an applicant can explain something.
For example, if the applicant mentions something
you Lmw nothing about. ask
him or her to tell yoo about
it. Be genuinely

int~

and watch whether worm
are used weD in expJah,ing
clearly and precisely what
be or she is taJ.l.iog aboul"

A little advance preparation can speU the difference
between a productive or discouraging session with your

time for the appointment.
During the busiest advising
periods. sessions are usually

scbeduled bact~ so
you should make the most of
your time and your advjs.
er's time.
tive impact. Uiing tbe fi~
Finally, be sure that the
name of an inten'iewri may
letin. suggests Marjorie adviser is someone witb
panion.
be seen as being too intimate
Ewing Agbassi, author of wbom you have good rapAt this point. it's going to too fast. says Kleinke. The Getting Good Gradrs: How POrt Agbassi says. "If you
take a real effort on Joe'5 best idea is to act a little
To Sartftd .. ~ (Pren- feel you can't talk to your
part to COIlvin<'e her that Imnble before an interview- tice-Hall. 1980. 53.95'. This adviser about the ~
be's a nice guy. It's all a er, letting bim take the libsaves time and relieves ex- that affect )our academic
matter of first impressions. erty of using first names or pectations that the a.1liser work~nd a lot of different
and researdlerCbris KJeinke lighting up a cigarette withwill be ~JJe fount of all kinds (I( problems can-tbtD
thinks they can mean a lot wt assuming tJlat such privitnowledgl·.
I think you really ought to
J
more lnan people think. leges also e7.tend to you.
You sbculd always be on look for 9·~ther adviser."
~--------------------------.--------~--------------------------------~
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academic adviser.
Plan your questions beforeheuld and cbeck for the
answers in the school bul-

i .J 'if :{'·'W) i #9 ; 4 "At· ·WtA4A(###

n'··

bringing up past grievances.
JOMson sug~estb. Also, try
The "Most Creative Ex· to paraphna.se your parents'
cuse for Speeding Contest," arguments etHer eacn rnaheld recently OJ ~ Georgia jor point to let them know
Fraternal Order of Police, you understand their viewreveale-d rme outstanding point. "If they say they're
examples of grace under ' scared to let you borrow the
prew1re. Among lheeotries:
car. then you should say
"I know rmspeeding ...:t after them. 'Do yud mean
I'm thinking about buying you're concerned I'U ~ in a
this car and I want to see if Wl'f'Ck?' .,
it bol~ together before I
Dating relationships pose
close the deal.' ,
add\Uonal barriers to effec• A man sa,id be bad just live arguing. "Couples alleft the hospital emergency ways feel that fighting will
room after receiving a sbot threaten the stability of their
that would knock him out- mationsltip." says Johnson.
and the emergency-room Couples should learn that a
staff advised him to ·'get single issue can be discussed
home very fast."
without having to focus on
~ "Officer. I've been drinkthe entire relationship.
mg and I figured I would get
Don't limit your anger to
caught quicker if 1 dro'~e those you know wen. causlower."
lions Johnson. ulf someone
• From an elderly woman:
borrows your notes from a
"!his car B so old Romery class and then returns them
it wou't listen to .,yone. I way after deadline, you
have absolutely no control should let them m. w of
over where it goesorwbat it your anger even if you're
does. Don't blame me be- not planning to see him
cause it's speeding:'
again." You're not getting
• "As I approached the angry to reprimand him but
driver's window, the man to avoid holding anger inflipped open bis wallet and side yourself. be adds.
spoke into it saying, 'Kirk
to Enterprise... Kirk to En-

;

.w!. tt-i- -t#.#;';::=y4ri# .: g:f-

Car? What Car?

I

•
I

terprise... Beam me out of
here, fast!' .t

________=.
Get MadIt's Good For You
The next time you're mad
at your parents. let yourself
get angry-and show it, says
David Johnson. author of
RNdIinI Oat (Prentice-HaU.
1980, $14.95). •"Most of us

have been taught that anger
shows a lack of love or denotes rejection. That isn't
true. Most of our relationships would be stronger if we
couldju1t argue effectively.
When arguing with parto

ents, ~ focusing on a particular subject rather thaD

The College-toCareer Connection
Almost ~Il of the business
manuals on the market today advise graduates to find
mentors when landing that
fll'St big job. What many
people don't realize. however. is thal the cullivalioo
or a mentor may best be
done while stili in college.
according to Dr. Adele
Scheele. author of Skills for
~ (William Morrow.
1979. $9.95).
The successful student,
says Scheele, realizes that
the influence of an academic
mentor is not limited to
academia. Hence, a favorite
English teacher in colle~!
or the adviser who oUe:s
guidance on future career
moves may tum out to be
the coma-tion that lands
you a job with a big publishing bou.~.
Ooo't ~iG!it yourself to academic f'leDtors. however.
The peopli~ you meet during
internships or summer jobs
can aelp you stay up to date
on wbat's happening~, your
field and help make your
,""try into the job market
tasier. Keep in touch.

HowTo Get On •••

using the telephone to get
information or to solve a
problem is a terrifying tangle of wires and switchboards connected by the void
of being put 00 hold. whicb
eventually leads to being
tongue-tied when someone

someone else near the phone.
• Avoid breaking your
tbough~ with a ~g m
pauses. whirb may cmfuse
the listener. rial&! only once
before uttering a sentence.
• More telephone tactics:
Speak directly into the telephone transmitter, and pmnounce your words clearly

finally answers. (Whew!)

and carefully. Use simple

From Ma BeU and other
~xperts comes this inside

language and avoid technical terms and slang. Talk at
a moderate rate and volume. but vary the tone of
your voice to add emphasis
and vitality to what you say.

To some people. the act of

line 00 tackling telephone

trauma:

• First, think ofthe call as a
short speech. Ask your.;eli
what the most important
thing is that you want to say
or know. Prepare questions

before dialing so everything
in 'your conversation leads
to that conclusion. Be prepared to leave a message.
Take notes during the CODversation so you can ask
any questions that pop into
your mind and so you can
remember the infonnation
yOiI

asked for.

• Next. treat the call as a
face-to-face confrontatioD.
Leave a good first and last
impression by being courteous and pleasant On the
phone, people have a tendency to ~py the tone of the
other person, so it helps to
be frielK:ly. Offer aclleerful.
wide-awake greeting. identify yourseH, and hoy to use
the other person's name.
Check to see if you have
caBed at a good time. Lasten
carefully, and don't bold
anotiler cooversation with

••.And How
To Get 01:

Sa~ you really like Sally
"'~$Ually welcome her
pOO~~ calls, but this ooe has

aoo

extended over an hour and
you still baven't tbought of
a graceful way to hang up.

Here are several effPCtive
and inoffensive ways to end
o conversation.
.." know you're busy so 1'0
let you go,"
.. Let me i'!;S' say before we
hanJ; up...
.. ListeD. I'm going to have
to let you go."
"Can I caU you back? I'm
e.tpecting a call. "
"Jilsl let me m~e one last
comment m then I really
will let you ~. "
"I've got to be in a class in
two minutes ..:"Can we continue this conversation sometime later?
Maybe luncb ......
INSIDER
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~.·FDRD ESCORT§S:

BUII.T I UTAKE UN THE WORLD ...
AND DOING IT.
POWER-EFFICIENT
CAM-IN-HEAD CYH ENGINE
l1's a
.JUnd vaNe ht2misphericaf
head (CVH) carrHfl..head J)OWef'pIant.
with charge.focusing piston design.
You get high mileage combined
with power for freeway cruising. And
Escort's all new manual transmission

comr.

WORLDWIDE EhGINEERING
CREATES A WORLD CAR

•

comes with fourth gear CMWdrive
standard.

Ford engineers around the world teamed up to create the front..wheeI driVe
Ford Escort-built in America to take
on the workS.

ESCORTSS

With tuned suspension. blackout

treatments. dual ~trof mir-

HIGH MILEAGE THROUGH

rors. special instrument group. c0n-

ADVANCEDTECHN~OGY

sole with graphic disptay, highback
recfining front seats. In three-door
hatc:,back and four--door liftgate.
Swa it at your Ford Oea.

Escort's aerodynamics, for example,
match some sports cars. Htgh strength
steels reduce pounds without sacrificing solidity. Result: higher gas mileage
ratings than subcompacts like VW
Rabbit, Honda Accord. 1( lyota Corolla
}k.~back-and. based on EPA

Volume Index. more room, too.

13oWa·l
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• ~ only to Mdans wtthotA power steering or
A I C. For eompanson. UiMoaye may differ ~

ing on speed. dtstance.....ther. Aclt ..:. '.~ m....
3gB 8r1d Calif ratinga!ower. Exctudes dineIa.

ROAD MANNERS.
HANDLING, COMFORT

The sure footed Escort comes with
front-wheel drive traction. the smooth ride and road grip of four-whee! inde-pendent suspension. precise rack-

8fld.pinion steering. stabilizer bar. atseason steel betted radials.

mENBN
WDRLDCAR
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